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1 Introduction 

Integrating multimedia environmental contamination with multipathway and multiroute exposure, 

together with internal dosimetry and assimilation of human biomonitoring (HBM) data is a major part 

of the methodological framework implemented in NEUROSOME. Thus, a training course in the most 

comprehensive existing integrated exposure model, will provide to the ESRs a great theoretical 

knowledge, as well a practical tools for relating environmental, exposure and HBM data. Towards this 

aim, the ESRs are trained in the use of the INTEGRA model. 

The INTEGRA computational platform, a web based computer program that was developed in the 

frame of the CEFIC-LRI funded INTEGRA project (http://www.integra.cperi.certh.gr/), to assist users in 

the exposure assessment of compounds in different environmental media covering  a wide chemical 

space.   

The program offers a number of generally applicable models ranging from multimedia environmental 

model to indoor air quality model and from exposure models for the different exposure routes 

(inhalation, oral and dermal) to a generic PBPK model to evaluate internal doses in target tissues and 

a database containing several types of data ranging from human physiological parameters to emission 

data from consumer products, from human biomonitoring (HBM) data to physical/chemical properties 

and from indoor and outdoor concentration levels to building characteristics.  

Data are stored along with their geographical information in order to allow users to build realistic 

exposure scenarios to represent typical exposure conditions for specific countries and/or cities in 

Europe. Together, the database and models provide the tools to assess exposure for a wide range of 

scenarios, whereby only additional information on exposure determinants. 

An exposure assessment in INTEGRA is a tiered process, starting with the basic information on 

physical/chemical properties of chemicals, products and the exposed population. Subsequently, 

suitable models are selected per exposure route, according to the product usage scenario. INTEGRA 

offers a number of well described exposure and uptake models to estimate inhalation, dermal and oral 

exposure to compounds. Three different levels of exposure assessment are implemented in the 

platform, starting from the occupational one (i.e. Tier 0), to the comprehensive environmental one (i.e. 

Tier 1) to a reverse dosimetry to determine the external exposure consistent with HBM data input data. 

INETGRA offers a number of well described multimedia and exposure and uptake models to estimate 

inhalation, dermal and oral exposure to chemicals. Furthermore, the software also accepts stochastic 

distributions as input to a wide range of exposure parameters assessed via Monte Carlo methods 

(probabilistic exposure assessment). 

The modelling environment comprises several components, as follows: 

1. Multimedia environmental modelling module to estimate the concentration of chemicals in 

different environmental matrixes (i.e. air, water, soil and food) taking into consideration the 

exchange between the different environmental media. 

2. Emissions-concentrations module, linking sources to indoor concentrations, taking into 

account the physicochemical processes in indoor settings: dispersion, ventilation, gas-particle-

dust partitioning, etc. 

http://www.integra.cperi.certh.gr/
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3. Exposure module including several models for the dermal, inhalation and oral routes, taking 

into account time-microenvironment-activity patterns and inhalation rates based on activity, 

gender and body weight. 

4. Internal dosimetry module, which computes aggregate exposure by absorption factors for 

each route, links temporal patterns to internal dose through a generic Physiology Based 

ToxicoKinetic (PBTK) model. It estimates the internal doses of contaminants and their 

metabolites at the target tissue.  

5. An exposure reconstruction module to assess backward the exposure which is responsible for 

the human biomarker values measured. 

6. Uncertainty and variability of exposure and risk determinants are assessed along the full chain 

assessment through hierarchical modelling using Markov Chain Monte Carlo. 

The wide variety of exposure determinants is associated with very diverse population groups both 

from the gender/age class and from geographical point of view. This variety poses a problem for 

exposure assessors, who often do not have measured exposure data related to these determinants for 

all conceivable exposure scenarios and all consumer groups. To assist in the risk assessment associated 

to chemical exposure, INTEGRA can be used to estimate exposure for different scenarios for which 

there is paucity of measured data.  

This is reflected in the overall philosophy of the platform which allows user to load data necessary to 

configure a simulation: automatic data retrieving from the INTEGRA database  or to manually input 

data to the platform when user has newer or more updated information. Furthermore, the approach 

followed permits the user to use the platform as a tool to create hypothetical scenarios and investigate 

how the modified determinants affect the resulting exposure. 

In the development of the computational platform special effort has been taken to improve 

transparency, flexibility and ease of use of the software. According to data availability, the INTEGRA 

computational platform flexibly allows the user to begin from different starting points along the source 

to dose continuum. For example, to estimate indoor air quality a user can start the simulation either 

from the consumer products emission data, by utilizing an Multizone Indoor Air Quality model 

implemented into the platform or directly from the indoor concentration data if the emission data are 

not available. 

Moreover to improve the usability the platform and to facilitate the user in developing an exposure 

scenario the platform proposes default values for several parameters needed to configure the different  

models implemented in the platform. This however does not prejudice the user to modify them if 

better and newer information will become are available to the user. 

An added value of the INTEGRA computational platform is that it includes an advanced generic 

Physiologically- Based Pharmacokinetic model (PBPK) to estimate dynamically the time course of 

internal doses of a chemical and its metabolites in the different tissues composing the human body.  

Despite the complexity of the internal dosimetry module, the internal dose estimation (instead of 

external exposure) facilitates the need for refined exposure assessment. For many chemicals, toxicity 

arises not from the parent compound but from its metabolites. This in accord to the assumption that 

the internal dose as derived from the internal dosimetry module, is the correct exposure metric; 

internal dose is used to assess the risk posed to the population.   
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The execution of a simulation in the INTEGRA computational platform is a step by step process which 

need to follow an well-defined chronological order of actions to be performed by the user, this user 

guide has been structured in a way that reflect the same chronological sequence of actions. For this 

reason the user is recommended to read this document from the beginning and to proceed following 

the order in which the information are presented. For more information and details on the underlying 

scientific aspects of the model implemented  the user is prompted to refer to the dedicated project’s 

deliverables.   

The INTEGRA computational platform is currently running online at the following web address: 

http://www.integra.cperi.certh.gr.  

 

 

 

http://www.integra.cperi.certh.gr/
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2 IT architecture 

The INTEGRA computational platform follows the open architecture paradigm in order to allow future 
models to be readily used within the same framework on the basis of a standardized input / output 
protocol. In this way, the tool will easily adapt to scientific / technical progress.  

The INTEGRA computational platform is a web based 3-tier application. The components that 
constitute the platform are the Graphical User Interface (GUI), the Model and the Database. 
Furthermore, closely related to the platform are the Opasnet Base (i.e. the Knowledge Management 
System – KMS). 

A graphical representation of the INTEGRA computational platform and the interactions with the other 
modules can be seen in the Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Overall INTEGRA Platform architecture 

2.1 Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

The GUI is a client side application, executed inside the web browser's window (Google Chrome or 
Mozilla Firefox are recommended1). The GUI is the means through which End Users interact with the 
Model. Using appropriate GUI elements (such as text boxes, drop down lists and grid controls) the 
users can configure the simulation, view the results in the form of charts, or even download PDF 
reports. 

The GUI is coded in Javascript (using the ExtJS library) and the interaction with the Model is 
implemented through AJAX calls (Asynchronous Javascript And XML). Every server-side script related 

                                                           

1 Microsoft Internet Explorer is not currently supported  

INTEGRA server 

INTEGRA 

INTEGRA 
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with the creation of the Javascript GUI is coded in PHP. Furthermore, the GUI utilizes the Highcharts 
Javascript library for the creation of the charts (http://www.highcharts.com/). 

2.2 Model 

This is the core module of the application. It is hosted on CERTH's server (Windows 2008 Server). The 
Model consists of two “parts”; PHP and acslX© (http://www.acslx.com/). 

Whilst the acslX part is the “heart” of the platform, the PHP part is the “glue” that joins the user's 
requests, the database queries, the remote queries (e.g. to KMS) and the process of the m-script 
creation into one “action” transparent to the End Users. Not only that, the PHP part of the Model is 
responsible for the post-processing of the Simulation results and the transformation in a human 
understandable format. 

INTEGRA computational platform is a web application, so a web server is required. The INTEGRA server 
side scripts are executed within the Apache Web Server environment. 

The PHP part is written in PHP version 5.3 following the Object Oriented paradigm. It is designed in a 
flexible and extensible way, so new functionality can be added with the minimum effort. 

The PHP part can conceptually be separated in layers, each one of them plays a different role in the 
application: 

 The Authentication Layer handles the User Registration and the User login procedure. It is a 
shared Layer with the Exposure Visualization Platform and it utilizes the Tank Auth library of 
the CodeIgniter PHP Framework. 

 The Presentation Layer is tightly coupled with the GUI. It receives the user data and it creates 
the appropriate Javascript elements for presenting the data back to the users. 

 The Data Access Layer it handles all the database related functions. It utilizes the AdoDB PHP 
library, thus being “database engine” agnostic. Furthermore, the Data Access Layer contains 
Classes for reading Excel files (utilizing the PHPExcel Library), XML files (utilizing the SimpleXML 
library) and executing remote queries using the cURL library and parsing the results given in 
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format (www.json.org). 

 The Reporting Layer utilizes the tcPdf library for the creation of pdf reports. 

 The SimulationModel Layer is a set of interrelated PHP classes representing the model's 
structure and data. 

 The Execution Layer uses the Simulation Model in order to create the m-script and execute 
the acslX DLL. 

After the execution, another set of PHP Classes is responsible for retrieving the results (in csv format), 
transform them, make calculations and update the database tables. 

2.3 Database 

The database server is the latest version (version 5.5.10) of mySql Server. Its role is to provide an 
effective persistence mechanism for all the application's storage needs. The Model communicates with 
the Database using the AdoDB library, helping these two tiers to be independent. The Database tier is 
involved in three major aspects of the application. 

http://www.highcharts.com/
http://www.acslx.com/
http://www.json.org/
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It stores the user's accounts and checks for authenticated users. This functionality is shared among the 
Modelling and the Visualization platforms. 

It holds the “library” data, necessary for the configuration of the simulation. In the INTEGRA 
computational platform we use a library for the locations (countries, cities or even larger European 
Regions), for the chemical substances and their attributes, for the consumer products and the chemical 
emissions, for human characteristics such as body weight and body parts area and finally there are 
libraries related to the building characteristics per geographical locations. 

Finally, the Database provides a storage place for the input parameters and the output results of a 
model execution. 

The previously described 3-tier architecture of the INTEGRA computational platform and the way the 
different tiers interact with each other is depicted in Figure 2. 

The user computer (Tier 1) is an end-user computer and it has only to connect to the INTEGRA Server 
(Tier 2 and 3) in order to run the platform, other specific software requirements are not requested 
since the end-user workstation will not perform any calculations. 

 

Figure 2: INTEGRA Server-side architecture 
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3 Accessing the platform 

To access the INTEGRA computational platform users have to open a web browser2 and go to the 
following web address: http://www.integra.cperi.certh.gr/  

The window shown in Figure 3 will be displayed on the screen asking the user to provide his/her 
username and password. Once entering this information and upon pressing the Login button users can 
access the platform. 

 

Figure 3 User Registration form  

3.1 User registration 

Accessing the system requires users to be registered. Only the first time a new user accesses the 
system is he/she required to click on the button Register.  In this case the following window is displayed 
(Figure 4). 

 

                                                           

2 The platform run under Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox and Safari. Microsoft Internet Explorer is not 

currently supported  

http://www.integra.cperi.certh.gr/
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Figure 4: User Registration form  

To obtain a new account, users have to fill in the form with the requested information. Only the fields 
marked with a star are mandatory to properly finalize the registration being the others collected for 
statistical purposes. This information will be send to the system administrator who will provide soon 
to activate the requested account. 
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4 Main User Interface 

 

Figure 5: Main GUI of INTEGRA computational platform  

Once logged in, the top-level GUI (Figure 5) is displayed on the screen. This has two main tabs on the 
top: “Simulation results” and “Libraries”. Pressing the Simulation results tab (as shown in the figure), 
all the simulations executed by the user will be listed on the left part of the screen along with the date 
when each simulation has been run (Date), the unique identifier (runUID), the geographical scale to 
which the simulation was referring (location), the chemical for which the simulation was run 
(substance) and one flag indicator of the simulation status (status). Each simulation can have only four 
different status: not configured, displayed in grey, meaning that no simulation has been started, 
initiated, displayed in yellow, meaning that a new simulation has started; executed, displayed in red, 
meaning that a simulation has been completed and finalized, in green, meaning that the simulation 
results has been stored in the Database so that the they could be displayed as charts in the lower part 
of the of the screen. 

The right part (Details) includes besides some basic summary information relevant to the simulation 
selected all the results derived from the execution of a simulation. It is important to underline that all 
the results will be accessible only after the user selects one simulation by clicking on the small squared 
box on the left of each record (see § 12 for more details).  

A full detailed description of the functionalities included in the “Simulation results” Tab will be 
provided in the relevant section of this user manual (§ 12). 

4.1 Libraries 

Selecting the Library tab from the top-level GUI the user will be allowed to see, edit, add, modify and 
delete the information stored in the INTEGRA library regarding the consumer products and the 
chemicals characteristics. The aspect of Library user interface is displayed in Figure 6. 

Three sub-tabs are presents: Consumer Product, Consumer Product from KMS and Chemical library.  
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4.2 Consumer Product 

 

Selecting the first sub-tab the user will be allowed to see/add/edit/modify/delete a consumer product 
from the Consumer Products Library.  The consumer products already stored in the local Database are 
listed in the bottom part of the screen. The information includes the Product Name, the name of the 
chemical released (Chemical), the Type of Consumer Product and the name of the user (i.e. the 
username) who added the Consumer Product in the library (Owner). 

 

 Information box: data stored in the Consumer Product library 

In the platform development the Consumer Products library has been designed and 
developed to assist the user in the configuration phase of the different exposure 
routes and loading mechanisms, avoiding the user to enter the information related 
to a consumer product every time this product enters in the configuration of an 
exposure scenario. However, a consumer product is fully characterized not only by 
its chemical-related information such as its chemical content or its chemical release, 
but also by its mode of use. 

The first type of information is an intrinsic characteristic of the product and can be 
considered as typical data characterizing each specific consumer product. The 
second type of data relates to the use a person make of this consumer product and 
consequently is not uniquely defined.  

For this reason only the first type of information is stored in the consumer products 
library, allowing the user to choose during the configuration phase of the different 
exposure routes in which way a specific consumer product is used. 
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Figure 6: The Consumer Product library user interface 

Double clicking on a row will cause a pop-up window to be displayed (Figure 7) containing all the 
information related to that Consumer Product. The user can modify both the informative section on 
the upper part and the quantitative ones in the lower part and save the changes pressing the buttons 
Save respectively in the middle of the pop-up windows and at the bottom and finally the Close button. 
The user can also select a consumer product by clicking on the relevant check box in Figure 6 and delete 
it from the list pressing the delete button on the toolbar of the Consumer Product Listing window. 

 

Figure 7: Consumer Product Library: editing a Consumer Product 

From the Consumer Product Library (Figure 6), the user can also add a new Consumer Product. He/she 
has firstly to select the Chemical to which the releases are referring to from the drop-down menu 
displayed in the upper part of the User Interface (Figure 8) and then the type of emission sources 
among the ones listed in the relevant drop-down menu and finally press the button Add New Product.   
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Figure 8: The library user interface: add a Consumer Product 

According with the type of consumer product selected a pop-up window will be displayed allowing the 
user to add a new product to the library for further use within the platform (Figure 9). The user has to 
fill in the informative section in the upper part, press save and then provide the quantitative 
information which will be displayed in the lower part of the window and finally press the save and 
close buttons. In this way a new product will be added in the library and it will be always available for 
successive uses within the platform. 

Consumer Products are added by default as “private” meaning that only the user who added it can see 
and use it during a simulation or as “public”. In this case the user has to select the Public checkbox in 
Figure 9 and the Consumer Product added will be available for all the users upon the approval of the 
system administrator at CERTH. 
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Figure 9: Consumer Product Library: adding a new Consumer Product 

4.2.1 Types of Consumer Products  

According with the different exposure routes and loading mechanisms, the platform allows the 
following types of emission sources, which are listed in the drop down menu ‘Type’: 

Emissions relevant to the inhalation route: 

Tobacco: emission from cigarettes. The user has to provide the amount of chemical emitted per 
cigarette ( g) 

Point Sources: these are sources which emit a certain amount of chemical only for a defined period of 
time: examples include anti-mosquito tabs, gel, candles, etc.. The user has to provide the emission rate 
( g/h).  

Point instantaneous sources: these are sources which emit a certain amount of chemical for a very 
short period (i.e. few seconds). Examples include hair fresheners, deodorants, hair sprays, etc. The 
user has to provide the amount of chemical emitted per each emission event ( g).  

Areal sources: these are sources which release a chemical into the air continuously. Examples include 
carpets, wall-papers, furniture, etc. The user has to provide the emission rate of the chemical per unit 
of surface area ( g/m2·h).  

Emissions relevant to the oral route: 
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Object to Mouth: consumer products which can be brought to mouth have to be added here. Examples 
include toys (for children), pens, pencils and whatever object can be brought to the mouth excluding 
food. The user has to provide the value of the release of chemical from the object ( g/cm2·h). 

Ingestion of Personal Care Products (PCP): these are consumer products belonging to the PCP category 
which can be eaten inadvertently. Examples include baby lotions, hair mousse, hair styling etc. The 
user has to provide the concentration of the chemical in the product ( g/g)  

Emissions relevant to the dermal route: 

Instant application: these are consumer products that are directly applied to the skin during a short 
period: Examples include every type of body cream, baby lotion, hair gel, skin cleaner etc. The user has 
to provide the concentration of the chemical in the product ( g/g).  

Migration: these are consumer products for which migration of a chemical to the skin occurs from a 
material when dermal contact with the material occurs. Examples include clothes, gloves, toys etc. The 
user has to provide the migration rate from the materials ( g/m2·h). 

Migration (DMF): this is a particular case of the migration mechanism and it is applied for chemical for 
which the migration rate from the material is not known. In this case the user has to provide the density 
of the chemical in the consumer product (Kg/m2) and the concentration of chemical into the product 
(mg/Kg). 

4.3 Consumer Products from KMS 

The second sub-tab displayed in the Library is the Consumer Product from KMS. Pressing this tab the 
platform queries the KMS, an external Database hosted at the Finnish National Institute for Health and 
Welfare (THL) server3 and displays all the information stored there concerning the consumer products 
emission (Figure 10). The information displayed is intended to be informative, to provide the user with 
a complete picture of the type of information stored. No other actions (i.e. add/ delete/modify) can 
be carried out. The consumer product displayed there can be used during the configuration of an 
exposure scenario.  

                                                           

3 http://en.opasnet.org/w/INTERA_Indoor_exposure_knowledge_management_system 

http://en.opasnet.org/w/INTERA_Indoor_exposure_knowledge_management_system
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Figure 10: Consumer Product from KMS  

4.4 Chemical library 

The third and last action the user is allowed to perform on the INTEGRA platform library is to work 
with chemicals editing/adding/modifying/deleting a chemical from the INTEGRA library. To achieve 
this aim the user has to select the Chemical sub-tabs from the Libraries tab. A pop-up window will be 
displayed listing all the chemicals that are currently stored in the INTEGRA Library (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: The chemical library of INTEGRA computational platform. 

To delete a chemical the user has firstly to select it (clicking on the small check box on the left of each 
row) and then press the Delete button on the toolbar of the Chemical window. To edit and/or modify 
a chemical it is enough to double click on the relevant row. Finally, to add a new chemical the user has 
to press the Add button on the left part of the toolbar: a pop-up window will be displayed (Figure 12) 
allowing the user to enter all the necessary information to fully characterize a new chemical and finally 
store it into the library. 

More specifically, the information requested to add a new chemical to the INTEGRA library are listed 
in Figure 12. To assist the user in the definition of the parameters needed to characterize a chemical 
in the INTEGRA Db an hyperlink (“Chemical Library”) has been placed at the bottom of the pop-up 
window. Pressing it the user will be redirected to the EPI Suite™ a suite of physical/chemical property 
and environmental fate estimation programs developed by the EPA’s Office of Pollution Prevention 
Toxics. 

 

Figure 12: Adding a new chemical in the library of INTEGRA computational platform. 

The new added chemical stored in the library will be immediately usable from the platform and visible 
in the chemical library window (Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: The new chemical (CHEMICAL_1) added to the library of INTEGRA computational platform. 
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5 Starting a new simulation  

To configure a new simulation within the INTEGRA computational platform, the user has firstly to press 
the Create a new simulation button on the top of the top-level GUI (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14: Starting a new simulation   

The platform will ask the user to select a chemical among the ones stored in the Chemical library (see 
Figure 15). User can select the chemical for which to configure an exposure assessment simulation 
either selecting the chemical name or the CAS number from the relevant drop-down menus. In both 
the cases all the other information associated to the chemical selected  will be displayed in the relevant 
edit boxes. Besides all the physical/chemical characteristics displayed in the left part, the user can add 
or modify the toxicological thresholds in the right part. The first group of information displayed on the 
left are the toxicological threshold (e.g. RfD, TDI, etc.) for aggregate exposure or for each single 
exposure route (if these data are available). This information will be used by the platform to derive the 
Risk Characterization Ratio (RCR) through a comparison of the derived exposure values against the 
above guidance values.  

The second group of toxicological information encompasses the provision of biomonitoring equivalent 
for the chemical selected and for its first three metabolites along the metabolic chain. This information 
will be used only for Tier 2 simulations in order to derive the RCR through a direct comparison of the 
bioequivalent against the internal dose obtained from the application of the generic PBPK model 
implemented in the INTEGRA platform. 
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Figure 15: Starting a new simulation: select a chemical  

After having selected the chemical or CAS number, the user has to press the Create Model button on 
the lower right part of the window to access to the main GUI of the model configuration (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16: Main User Interface of the model configuration. 

The user interface is subdivided into three sectors. Going from the left to the right these are: General 
Data, Tiered assessment and Overview. 

5.1 General Data  

This section includes all the basic information characterizing a specific simulation and it is subdivided 
for clarity in several sub-sections.  

5.1.1 Description 

Here the user is prompted to enter a free text description briefly describing the simulation to be 
configured.  This field is not mandatory but it is intended to help the user to easily remember in the 
future some specific details regarding the simulation carried out.  

5.1.2 Chemical selection 

The next information displayed is the name of the chemical for which an exposure scenario has to be 
configured. This information is retrieved from the very first selection done (Figure 15). 

5.1.3 Geographical location 

The user has here to select a spatial scale on which to apply the platform simulation among Continental, 
Regional and Local. It is important to mention that the selection has to be done sequentially, meaning 
that the user has to select only Continental if this is the desired scale; or he has to select both 
Continental and Regional if Regional is the desired scale or finally all the three (i.e. Continental, 
Regional and Local) if the focus of the simulation has to be on the local scale. 

The Continental scale refers to an simulation whose application domain is roughly a Continent. Here 
the choice is between Europe and Non-Europe. The Regional scale is intended to be coincident to an 
European Country: if the user selects Europe as Continental Scale the full list of European Countries 
will be displayed in the drop-down menu under the Regional Scale, otherwise (i.e. for Non-Europe 
Continental scale) a generic “average”  regional scale will be used. Finally the local scale entails 
application covering a geographical domain of few tens of kilometres. 

On the basis of the selection done the system queries the INTEGRA Db and will display the population 
as well the surface data relevant to the spatial scale selected (Figure 17). 

According with the INTEGRA general concepts, the selection of a specific geographical scale will drive 
the platform to query the data stored in both the Local Database and the KMS to retrieve specific 
information relevant to the scale selected. As better elucidated in the next paragraphs, these include 
among others the physiological parameters such as the body weight and body surface both 
disaggregated by gender and age class, building characteristics such as Air Exchange Rate (AER), 
residence Volumes, and the indoor and outdoor concentrations levels.  

After having selected a Geographical scale the user has to press the button “Assign Region” to finalize 
the selection. 
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Figure 17: Selection of geographical location. 

5.1.4 Person Info 

The next step is to provide the platform specific information on which population group is addressed 
by the exposure assessment exercise. To this aim the user has to select a gender (Gender) and an age 
group (Age) from the relevant drop-down menu within the Person Info section (Figure 16). Age classes 
includes the followings groups: 

 From 0 to 1 year 

 From 1 to 2 years 

 From 3 to 8 years 

 From 9 to 14 years 

 Higher than 15 years old  
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On the basis of the selected geographical location, the gender and the age class the platform queries 
either the local Db or the KMS to retrieve the body weight of the exposed population group (Figure 
18).  

To this aim the users has to press the small arrow on the right of the Load data button and select which 
one to use between the two underlying Databases. After the selection the platform queries the 
Database and displays the values in the relevant edit box. As already mentioned, the philosophy 
followed to build the INTEGRA computational platform allows the user to modify the value 
automatically retrieved from the Db, if desired. 

It is worth mentioning that the body weight represents an important parameter within the INTEGRA 
computational platform as many other parameters are automatically scaled on its value such as the 
inhalation rates, the organ volumes, the cardiac output and the blood flows. 

 

Figure 18: Selection of body weight. 

Finally, the user has to select the length (in hours) of the simulation to be executed, typing the wanted 
value in the Simulation length edit box. 
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To complete the general data section the user must press the button OK on the bottom left part of the 
user interface (Figure 16). After that the system will display the message Model updated in the centre 
of the screen (Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19: Final message displayed after completion of General Data section.  

  

 Information box: simulation length and simulation period 

It is important to underline that by convention in the INTEGRA platform the 
time zero is always set to be the midnight of Sunday. This means that a 
simulation length equal to 24 (hours) tells the platform to simulate the whole 
day of Monday while a simulation length of 168 (hours) will cover one whole 
week. By convention the period that is the time interval between two 
repeated exposure scenarios is set to 24 hours. 
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6 TIER 1 simulations 

In INTEGRA Tier 1 focuses on the assessment of exposure in occupational settings. To assess exposure 
in occupational settings the Advanced Reach Tool (ART) model has been selected and linked to the 
INTEGRA platform.  

Users can access Tier 1 exposure assessment framework clicking on button “Tier 1” in the upper section 
of the Main User Interface of the model configuration (Figure 20). Once done it the main graphical user 
interface of Tier 1 exposure assessment will be displayed  

 

Figure 20: Accessing the Tier 1 module 
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Figure 21: Main user interface of the model configuration after pressing the Tier 1 button 

6.1 Advanced Reach Tool platform (ART)  

ART is a robust tool for the prediction of occupational inhalation exposure calibrated with a relatively 
wide range of chemicals. It is a web-based software tool that combines a mechanistic model with a 
Bayesian component that can be used to update exposure estimates with measurement data. It is 
based on a conceptual framework that uses a source receptor approach. The tool is freely available 
online (www.advancedreachtool.com). A detailed description of the mechanistic model, underlying 
assumptions, assignment of model scores and calibrations can be found in the final project report 
(Fransman et al, 2013) and in various papers (Fransman et al, 2011, Schinkel et al, 2013). 

The mechanistic model is described in Fransman et al (2011). It is based on a conceptual framework 
that uses a source receptor approach (Cherrie and Schneider (1999), Tielemans et al, (2008)). The 
workspace is divided into two compartments: the near-field centred on the worker (within 1 m from 
the worker’s head) and the far-field comprised of the rest of the workplace. Total personal exposure 
is then the sum of contributions from near-field and far-field sources. 

The ART platform has not been implemented directly into the INTEGRA platform but rather it was 
added as an external module which can be assess from within the INTEGRA platform pressing the 
button “Connect to ART” in the INTEGRA user interface (Figure 22). 
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Figure 22: Launching ART platform from the INTEGRA platform 

Clicking to the “Connect to ART” button the user will be re-directed to the web-site where the ART 
platform is installed (Figure 23). The user needs to be aware that he/she needs to have a valid ART 
account or create a new one to access the platform. 

The ART model has to be configured and executed within its development site following the instruction 
provided in the ART web site along each step of the configuration stage. 
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Figure 23: The main user interface of the ART platform  

ART model is web based and the user enters information for each scenario separately. The steps in the 
ART mechanistic model are shown in Figure 24. Information on the scenario and substance used are 
required first. Next, up to four activities for the scenario can be defined, along with their duration. A 
non-exposure period can also be used and assigned a duration period. The duration of activities and 
non-exposure period should be 480 minutes. Although it is still possible to obtain an exposure 
assessment caution should be exercised in their interpretation since ART variability estimates are 
based on shift measurements.  

 

Figure 24: Workflow of the ART mechanistic model 
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For each activity information on exposure determinants is selected to allow the modifying factors to 
be calculated.  

Once all activities have been configured, the mechanistic model can be run. At this stage it is possible 
to go back and revise the input parameters and re-run the model.  

Exposure estimates can then be updated using the Bayesian model and measured exposure data 
(either the user’s own or from the ART exposure measurement database).  

Exposure concentrations vary within an exposure scenario either due to variability which reflects true 
differences in exposure situations or uncertainty which reflects lack of knowledge about the situation 
and/or limitations of the model. Both can be accounted for in the ART model. Variability is accounted 
for by selecting different percentiles of the exposure distribution (50th, 75th, 90th, 95th  or 99th). The 
level of uncertainty around the percentile is accounted for by selecting different confidence intervals 
around that percentile (inter-quartile, 80%, 90% or 95% confidence interval).  

Two different exposure predictions are produced: full-shift exposure and long-term average exposure. 
Both are represented by the 90th  percentile 

For further technical details the user is prompted to refer to the ART documentation provided on the 
ART web site (www.advancedreachtool.com). 

6.2 Simple PK  

Once the ART simulation is completed the user has to go back to the INTEGRA platform and select the 
PBPK parameterization tab in the Main User Interface of Tier 1 configuration (Figure 21). This will 
prompt the platform to display the main user interface for the simple PK parameterization (Figure 25). 

In the INTEGRA platform a simple PK model has been implemented in Tier 1.  To this aim a simple one-
compartment pharmacokinetic (PK) models requiring minimal absorption, distribution, metabolism 
and excretion data, can be used to calculate single and steady-state exposure levels in blood and 
plasma in occupational settings. Classic PK equations for single-dose and steady state exposures 
describing first-order uptake of chemical (kabs) for oral, short-term dermal or inhalation exposure are 
employed. 

First step for the user is to gather and import exposure estimates derived from ART into the INTEGRA 
platform. To this aim the user has to press the button “Load data from ART” in the upper part of the 
user interface (Figure 25). This will cause the INTEGRA platform to connect to ART, gather the 
simulation result, import and display it in the INTEGRA user interface. 

Then, the platform will query and gather the information relevant to the general setting the simulation 
(i.e. age of the individual at the starting time of the simulation, body weight and duration of the 
simulation) from the INTEGRA Db and will display them in the user interface. 

Next step is to provide the data needed to parameterize the PK model. The pharmacokinetic 
parameters required are: the half-life of the parent chemical; the elimination half-life of biomarker; 
the fraction of chemical absorbed by plasma and the fraction of dose excreted as urinary biomarker. 

PK parameters are usually generated from controlled metabolism/exposure studies in animals or 
human volunteers. However, some parameters can be estimated separately with quantitative 
structure property relationship (QSPR) programs such as ADME Suite (Advanced Chemistry 
Development, Inc. (ACD/Labs), Toronto, On, Canada) or ADMET Predictor (Simulations Plus, Lancaster, 
CA, USA). 
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Finally the user has to provide the urine production rate and the volume of distribution of biomarker. 
With regard to the latter he/she has to select one methods between the two proposed in the lower 
part of the user interface (“manual” and “using QSAR functions”). In the first case the user has directly 
enter the distribution volume of biomarker” (Figure 25).  

 

Figure 25: The main user interface for the simple PK parameterization. 

In the second case (i.e. “using QSAR functions”) the user  is prompted to fill in the data needed to run 
the QSAR models implemented in the INTEGRA platform and displayed in the lower part of the user 
interface (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26: The user interface for QSAR parameterization . 

To this aim the user needs to specify whether the biomarker is: a base or a weak base or acid or neutral; 
the fraction of biomarker unbound in plasma; the biomarker PkA; and the ratio of biomarker between 
Red Blood Cells (RBCs) and plasma. 

Once the above information are entered the user needs to press the button “submit” in the lowest 
part of the user interface  (Figure 25) to finalise the PK parameterization process.  

6.3 Output Configuration /Execution 

Last step is to select one or more PK model output variables which will be stored as model results into 
the INTEGRA Db. To this aim the user needs to select the “Output Configuration /Execution” tab from 
the user interface as displayed in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27: The main user interface for output configuration and model execution. 

The user may select one or more output variables among the one listed, namely: “concentration of 
contaminant in blood”;  “concentration of contaminant in urine”; and “cumulative amount of 
contaminant in urine”.  

After selecting the desired variable(s) the user has to press the button “Update Parameters”  in the 
upper left part of the user interface (Figure 27) and finally press the button “Run the simulation” to 
execute a Tier 1 simulation. 
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7 TIER 2 simulations 

In this section we provide the needed information on how to configure and run a Tier 2 exposure 
assessment. 

Tier 2 concerns a quantitative analysis framework to provide refined quantitative assessment of 
aggregate exposure that are used for quantitative risk characterization when coupled to regulatory 
risk metrics/thresholds.  

Users can access Tier 2 exposure assessment framework clicking on button “Tier 2” in the middle 
section of the Main User Interface of the model configuration (Figure 16). Once the user has pressed 
it a new tab will be displayed on the top toolbar of the INTEGRA platform indicating that a Tier 2 
simulation has been launched (Figure 28). 

 

Figure 28: Main User Interface of the model configuration after pressing the Tier 2 button. 

Pressing on the tab “Tier 2” on the top toolbar causes the platform to display the main graphical user 
interface of Tier 2 exposure assessment (Figure 29). 
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Figure 29: Main User Interface for Tier 2 exposure assessment. 

A further toolbar is displayed below the Tier 2 tab: it includes five sub-tabs which should be configured 
sequentially starting from the most left one.  

7.1 Initial settings  

In the first tab i.e. “Initial setting” the user has to provide few basic information that will be used 
throughout the Tier 2 exposure assessment (Figure 30). 
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Figure 30: The “Initial Settings” user interface for Tier 2 exposure assessment. 

Two kind of information should be provided by the user at this stage. Firstly he/she has to define the 
starting point of environmental multimedia model choosing between “Production” and “Emission”. 
This informs the platform on which will be the type of input data to be used. 

The second selection the user has to carry out is concerning the execution of probabilistic simulations. 
A specific paragraph hereinafter is dedicated to this topic. 

7.2 Internal dosimetry module (PBPK parameters)  

One of most valuable characteristic of the INTEGRA computational platform is that it includes an 
internal dosimetry module represented by an advanced generic Physiologically-Based Pharmacokinetic 
model (PBPK) to estimate the internal doses of a chemical and its metabolites in the different tissues 
composing the human body. The generic PBPK model implemented in the INTEGRA computational 
platform tracks the time course of a generic chemical and its first three metabolites in the target tissues 
through the numerical integration of a set of differential equations representing the transfer of 
chemical between compartments.  

Despite the complexity imposed by the internal dose module, the estimation of internal dose instead 
of external exposure facilitates the need for refined exposure assessment. For many chemicals, toxicity 
arises not from the parent compound but from the metabolites justifying the assumption that internal 
dose is the correct exposure metric to be considered assessing the health risk for the population.  

Every PBPK model has to be validated against independent dataset before used to derive reliable 
estimates of the internal doses in the different tissues composing the human body. 

Validation of the PBPK model with data sets other than the working set (or training set) is a 
fundamental and critical phase of the model development: extensive data sets are used on the PBPK 
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model, ensuring robustness when investigating its predictive capability. Once validated, the PBPK 
model is ready to be used for accurate estimations of the time course of a chemical and its metabolites 
in the human tissues. 

Currently in the INTEGRA computational platform PBPK models have been validated for many  
chemicals among the ones currently stored in the Chemical Library. However the flexible approach 
followed in the development of the platform as well as the generic nature of the PBPK model 
implemented allows it to be used also for every chemical for which a pre-validated PBPK model is not 
available: in this case the user can directly enter the PBPK parameters and run the generic PBPK model 
using the entered parameters. 

The user can modify the existing PBPK parameters selecting the PBPK Parameters tab in the toolbar 
of the main user interface for model configuration. Clicking on it causes the platform to display, in the 
lower part of the user interface, the full list of PBPK parameters characterizing the model for the 
selected chemical (Figure 31). If the PBPK model is validated the PBPK parameters listed are set to the 
values derived from the validation process. Although we would recommend not to modify these values 
as they are derived through the model validation process, the user can change the value of every 
parameter he/she wants simply entering the new value in the corresponding grid cell. A column with 
the default values i.e. the values obtained from the validation process are displayed close on the right 
to assist the user during this phase.  For new chemicals added by the user the PBPK parameters are all 
set to zero or one: the user can modify it entering the desired values and after pressing the save button 
on the top toolbar the new values will be saved and used in the simulation. 

The values of the PBPK parameters as displayed in the user interface are fixed values however they 
actually vary among different individuals within the same population group. To account for this inter-
individual variability the user can choose to define them as PDF’s rather than fixed values.  

To this aim the user has first to select to run a probabilistic assessment in the General Data section: 
this enables the MCM buttons close to each PBPK parameter to be activated. Clicking on each of them 
the user will be allowed to choose and define the probability distribution function to be used for each 
one of them. Like for the probabilistic configuration of every parameter throughout the platform a 
pop-up window will be displayed with the same structure of the one presented in Figure 39.  
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Figure 31: The list of PBPK parameters as displayed by the INTEGRA computational platform 
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7.3 Production data 

Selecting “Production Data” the user will be prompted to enter the all the necessary information to 
configure the input of the environmental multimedia modelling which estimates the concentration of 
the chemical of interest in different environmental matrices (air, water, soil and food). The user 
interface shows a number of sub tabs each one addressing a specific geographical scale according with 
the information provided in the “Initial configuration” step (Figure 17). If the user selected the 
“Continental” scale as a scale of interest only one sub-tab (i.e. Continental) will be displayed. In the 
same way, if the user had previously selected a “Regional” or a “Local” scale as the scale of interest 
respectively two (i.e. Continental and Regional) or three sub-tabs (i.e. Continental, Regional and Local) 
will be displayed. 

 

Figure 32: The “Production data” user Interface for Tier 1 exposure assessment. 

Clicking on the Continental scale causes the platform to display the user interface shown Figure 33. 
Here the user has to provide the overall production volume (tons/year) of the chemical selected at 
Continental scale together with the partial fraction released from the several environmental releases 
categories (ERCs). To support the user in the selection of the proper ERCs in table 1 are reported the 
different environmental releases categories. For further details the user is prompted to refer to the 
REACH guidance documents on the use of system descriptors (ECHA 2010) . 
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Figure 33: The “Continental scale” production data user Interface for Tier 2 exposure assessment. 

It is worth mentioning that the sum of all the fraction of the production volumes released from all the 
different environmental releases categories must be equal to 1. 

To complete the configuration of the chemical production data at continental scale the user needs to 
provide in the rows at the bottom of the user interface the following information: 

 Partial fraction of tonnage released to agricultural soil  

 Partial fraction of tonnage released to industrial soil  

 Partial fraction of tonnage released to natural soil  

 Partial fraction of tonnage released to water  

 Partial fraction of tonnage released to surface water  

 Partial fraction of tonnage released to sea water  
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Once again the sum of the fractions regarding respectively releases to soil and water must be equal to 
1. 

If in the “Initial configuration” step the user selected to run a Regional scale (Figure 17) the platform 
will display an additional sub-tab (i.e. “Regional scale”) which also has to be configured. In this case 
the information to be provided to the platform are similar to the ones provided at Continental scale 
except the first one where the user has to set the fraction of the production volume at Continental 
scale which is released at regional scale (Figure 34). 

In the same way, if the user selected a local scale simulation a third tab (i.e. “Local scale”) will be 
displayed. In this case the user needs to select and configure this third tab exactly in the same way as 
the Regional scale case above described only paying attention that the information to be provided has 
to be relevant to the Local scale. 

 

Figure 34: The “Regional scale” production data user Interface for Tier 2 exposure assessment. 
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Table1: Description for Environmental Release Categories (ERC) 
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7.4 Emissions data 

Selecting as starting point the “Emissions” option causes the platform to display another tab (i.e. 
“Emissions”) under the Tier 2 tab (Figure 35). The user needs to click on it to provide the emission data 
for the chemical selected in the different environmental matrices at different geographical scales 
(Figure 36). 

 

Figure 35: Tier 2 main user interface after selecting the “Emission” as starting point of the multimedia 
model. 

The user interface shows a number of sub tabs each one addressing a specific geographical scale 
according with the information provided in the “Initial configuration/Overview” step (Figure 17). If the 
user selected the “Continental” scale as a scale of interest only one sub-tab (i.e. Continental) will be 
displayed. In the same way, if the user had previously selected a “Regional” or a “Local” scale as a scale 
of interest respectively two (i.e. Continental and Regional) or three sub-tabs (i.e. Continental, Regional 
and Local) will be displayed. 
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Figure 36: Emission user interface showing the different geographical scales to be configured. 

Clicking on the Continental scale causes the platform to display the user interface shown Figure 37. 
Here the user has to provide the direct emissions from the industrial sector in tons year in the listed 
environmental media.  

 

Figure 37: Emission user interface at Continental scale 

Exactly in the same way, the user has to provide this information for the others geographical scale if 
selected in the “Initial configuration/Overview” step (Figure 17). 
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7.5 Probabilistic simulation 

Within the INTEGRA computational platform an advanced stochastic tool has been implemented based 
on the use of Monte Carlo - Markov Chain technique (MCM). This technique allows the user to execute 
a simulation using probability distribution functions (PDF’s) for the main input parameters rather than 
using fixed single value for them and consequently to obtain distribution functions also for the results. 
Samples of parameter values are randomly drawn from the specified distribution functions. For these 
sets, exposure is calculated and a probability distribution of the exposure is constructed. This 
distribution represents a refined  approximation of the estimated exposure for the population. 

In INTEGRA the user can determine the number of Monte Carlo samples that is drawn. It should be 
noted that a higher number of samples in general leads to a more representative distribution of the 
exposure, but such at the cost of more calculation time which, due to the high number of differential 
equations to be simultaneously solved by numerical integration, can be very high for a high number of 
iterations. For a brief introduction to Monte Carlo techniques, the reader is prompted to refer to 
Morgan and Henrion, (1990) and Cullen and Frey, (1999) works. 

As already anticipated, the MCM module can be activated selecting the check box Probabilistic 
simulation in the “Initial Settings” of Tier 2 configuration (Figure 38).  

 

Figure 38: Activating probabilistic simulations. 

The user has to click the check-box and define the number of iterations to be executed in the edit box 
below. This informs the platform that a probabilistic simulation will be carried out so that the platform 
will be ready to display and save the values of the parameters defining a specific probability 
distribution function for each input parameter selected during the configuration of the exposure 
scenario. The configuration of the input parameters according to the MCM technique is accessible by 
pressing the MCM button displayed on the right of each configurable parameter throughout the 
platform.  

Three different PDF’s have been implemented in INTEGRA: the normal, the log-normal and the uniform 
distribution.  
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Pressing the MCM button a standard pop-up window will be displayed (Figure 39) allowing the user to 
select one PDF among the three implemented and define the statistical parameters which define it.  

 

Figure 39: Defining a probability distribution function for an input parameter (e.g. body weight). 

The aspect of this pop-up window is common for all the input parameters where a MCM button is 
displayed throughout the platform and it is divided into two sections: on the left the user, pressing on 
the relevant tab, can select the PDF to be applied to the selected parameter and fill in the values in the 
relevant edit box; on the right the platform shows the statistical data retrieved from the KMS for the 
parameters to be configured. 

To this aim the platform scans the whole KMS looking for all the values related to the parameter to be 
configured and show all the matching results on the right part of the window in several columns: in 
the first (Title) the name of the parameter is reported along with some informative text relevant to it; 
an hyperlink allowing the user to be redirected to the reference study is also displayed at the bottom. 
In the second column the statistical parameters retrieved from the KMS are reported (Stat Parameter) 
together with its value in the third column (Value) and the units in the last column on the right (Units).  

Selecting one record in the right part and pressing the button Assign Value on the KMS toolbar the 
platform automatically fills in the respective edit box on the left part of the window. 

If no data related to the parameter to be configured are found in the KMS the user can always  enter 
directly the desired values in the correspondent edit boxes. 
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 Information box: configuring a PDF within INTEGRA  

It is mandatory the user fills in all the edit boxes displayed on the left part of 
the window (Figure 39). Only after that he/she has to press the save button 
to finalize the configuration for that parameter. 

The user has to be aware that selecting a probabilistic simulation causes the 
output variables to be calculated as distribution functions. The way the 
INTEGRA computational platform addresses this issue is to display and store 
them in the DB as median value and the 5th and 95th percentile for each 
exported variable.  
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7.6 Multimedia modelling 

Next step is to configure the environmental multimedia model implemented into platform to estimate 
the concentration of the chemical in the different environmental matrixes (air, soil, water and food). 

To this aim the user needs to select the “Multimedia model” sub-tab displayed in the Main User 
Interface for Tier 2 exposure assessment (Figure ). This causes the platform to display the relevant user 
interface shown in Figure 40.  

 

Figure 40: Multimedia model user Interface for Tier 2 exposure assessment (Continental scale). 

Also in this case the platform will display a number of sub-tabs according with the geographical scale 
selected in the “Initial configuration” step (Figure 17). For each geographical scale the platform will 
display a user interface which consists of two main sections namely “Area constants” and “Emission 
parameters”. In the first one the total area as well as the total population at the selected geographical 
scale is queried from the INTEGRA Db and displayed in the user interface. However, according with the 
general philosophy followed to develop the platform the user can modify them according with his/her 
information and press the “Save changes” button. 

The second group of information regards the direct emissions of the selected chemical from non-
industrial processes in the different environmental matrixes. This information could  be entered by the 
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user according with his/her knowledge or based on literature data. It is worth mentioning that these 
data are optional and does not prevent the platform to execute a Tier 1 simulation. 

The same kind of information described for the Continental scale should be provided also for Regional 
and Local scales if configured in the “Initial configuration” step. As example in Figure 41 is reported the 
multimedia modelling user interface for Regional scale. 

 

Figure 41: Multimedia model user Interface for Tier 2 exposure assessment (Regional scale) 
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7.7 Configuring exposure routes 

Next step is to configure the exposure models which are implemented in the platform. This entails the 
configuration of the different exposure routes involved in the exposure scenario of interest.  

Clicking on the fourth sub-tab from the left in the Tier 2 main user interface the platform will display 
the exposure user interface (Figure 42).  

 

Figure 42: Exposure user interface for Tier 2 

To start the configuration of the different exposure routes involved in the exposure scenario of interest 
the user needs to press the “Add exposure route” tab. This causes the platform to display the exposure 
main user interface which allows the user to add and configure all the required exposure routes 
involved in the desired exposure scenario (Figure 43).  

Three big buttons are displayed each one for a specific exposure route. The user can choose which one 
to configure pressing the correspondent button(s). It is worth underlying that the user does not need 
to set up an exposure scenario encompassing all the routes; on the contrary he/she can decide to 
configure only one, two or all the exposure routes depending on the exposure scenario to build. 
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Figure 43: Main user interface of exposure route configuration 

7.7.1 Configuring Inhalation exposure route 

Clicking on the Configure Inhalation button, the platform will display two sub-tabs close to the “Add 
exposure route” tab: “Inhalation” and “Oral Configuration” (Figure 44). We focus on the Inhalation 
configuration in this section of the user manual letting the description of the Oral route configuration 
in the next section. It is worth mentioning, however, that pressing the “Configure Inhalation” button 
causes always the Oral route to be displayed.  The concept behind this behaviour is that at least three 
oral exposure mechanisms (i.e. dust, soil and food ingestion) are always present in whatever exposure 
scenario. Furthermore, as will be better illustrated in the oral configuration section,  a kinetic model 
that estimates the partitioning of chemicals among gas, particle and dust phase is implemented within 
the INTEGRA platform. The concentration of the chemical in the dust is therefore always calculated by 
the platform for every chemical. Of course depending on the vapour pressure of the chemical 
considered the concentration of the chemical in the dust can varies over a wide range of values 
assuming in some cases negligible values even if different from zero. In the same way, the 
environmental multimedia model always estimates the concentration of the chemical into the soil as 
well as into several food types.  

However, according with the general philosophy underlying the development of the INTEGRA 
computational platform the user can prevent the platform from using whatever of these three 
exposure mechanisms simply deleting them in the Oral route configuration user interface. For a more 
comprehensive description of this issue the user can refer to the Oral route configuration section of 
this manual.  
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Clicking on the “Inhalation” tab in Figure 44 the user is prompted to configure the inhalation exposure 
route. An example of the main user interface for inhalation route configuration is reported in Figure 
45 

 

Figure 44: Exposure routes configuration user interface  
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Figure 45: The main user interface of exposure route configuration in Tier 2 

The user interface is divided into two sections: in the upper one the user can define the Starting Time 
of Exposure in hours after the midnight of Sunday, which represents by convention the time zero; right 
below the user can also define the outdoor concentration ( g/m3) both during the working days and 
during the week-end. This information is used to estimate the contribution of outdoor pollution to the 
indoor concentration levels according to the IAQ model implemented in the platform. Both these 
values are by default blocked to avoid the user entering the data as they are automatically calculated 
by the environmental multimedia model implemented in the platform. However, if the user decides to 
not use them he/she can press the unblock button. This activates both the edit boxes where the user 
can directly enter the desired values and the two buttons on the right (i.e. KMS and MCM). Pressing 
the first, the platform executes a query in the KMS looking for the measured outdoor concentration 
data stored into it: a new pop up window will be displayed (Figure 46) showing all the results stored in 
the KMS, matching the criteria defined in the “Initial Configuration/Overview” section (i.e. the 
geographical location and the chemical). In addition, a hyperlink redirects user to the reference study, 
displayed at the bottom of each record. 

The user has to select one checking the corresponding check-box and finally press the button Apply 
and Close.  
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Figure 46: Pop up window showing the content of KMS for outdoor concentration 

Pressing the second button (i.e. MCM) is meaningful only If the user selects to run a probabilistic 
assessment in the Initial Settings section Figure 17). In this case the platform will display the standard 
MCM pop-up window (Figure 47) allowing the user to choose and configure the probability distribution 
function to be used for the outdoor concentration. 
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Figure 47: Defining a probability distribution function for an input parameter. 

The lower part of the main interface for inhalation exposure route configuration encompasses the 
creation of the exposure scenario through the detailed definition of the different locations where the 
hypothetical person spends his/her day. 

As a first action, the user has to add locations: the platform supports the creation of up to 10 different 
locations in a 24-hour period.  

To add a location the user has firstly to select if this location is an outdoor or an indoor location. In the 
latter case, he/she has to specify if he/she wants to start from emission or from concentration data 
(Figure 48).  In the first case, the IAQ model implemented in the platform is applied to estimate indoor 
concentration levels. In the second case, the IAQ model is skipped and the exposure assessment starts 
directly from the indoor concentration values. This functionality is thought to enhance the flexibility of 
the platform as it is recognized that the user may not have enough data on emission from consumer 
products to properly create an emission scenario. In this case the user can decide to start directly from 
the concentration data which are in general easier to find.  
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Figure 48: Inhalation route: adding a location 

 Adding an indoor location starting from emission 

After selecting the option Indoor Location Starting from Emission from the Add Location drop-down 
menu, the new indoor location will be added in the lower part of the user interface (Figure 48). All the 
other locations, added later during the configuration phase, will be added in this part to provide the 
user with an overall picture of the configured locations. Clicking the + button on the left of each row 
will expand, enabling the platform to display a summary of the main information related to each 
location.  
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Figure 49: Inhalation route: the new location is added to the locations list. 

Double clicking on the corresponding row causes a pop-up window to be displayed (Figure 50) enabling 
the user to fully configure that indoor location (starting from emission). 

The user interface encompasses four tabs: Location Data, Building Characteristics, Activities and 
Consumer Products. The user has to go through each of them to properly complete the configuration 
and press the save buttons in each of them. 
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Figure 50: Inhalation route: configuring an indoor location starting from emission data 

Location data tab: this tab enables the user to enter a free text name and to define the time spent in 
this location (in hours). The IAQ model implemented in the platform is a multi-zone indoor air quality 
model which supports the division of an indoor location in two separated and interacting zones. Thus, 
the user needs to provide the time spent in each of these two locations in the lower part of the user 
interface displayed in Figure 50. He optionally can also define the names of these two zones for 
informative purposes only. 

After having entered the time spent in each sub-location the platform will automatically display in a 
more readable format the time interval in the upper part of the user interface for informative purposes. 

According with the flexibility adopted in the platform development the user can decides to only use 
one sub-location or to consider one indoor location composed of only one room. In this case he/she 
needs to configure only the first sub-location entering the hours spent there and  defining zero hours 
for the second sub-location.  

Building Characteristics tab: pressing this tab will case the platform to display a user interface which 
allows the user to define the building characteristics of this indoor location (Figure 51). 

 

Figure 51: Inhalation route: configuring the building characteristics of an indoor location  

The window displays the type of parameters used by the IAQ model to properly configure the indoor 
location. The user can either directly type these values or press the KMS button to retrieve the data 
from the KMS according to the criteria defined in the Initial “Configuration/Overview”. If the user 
selected to run a probabilistic assessment in the “Initial Settings” section he/she can press the MCM 
button to choose and define the probability distribution function to be used for the selected 
parameters.  
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As an example, pressing the KMS button in the first row causes the system to display all the Air 
Exchange Rate (AER) values found in the KMS (Figure 52). As usual the user has to select one value 
paying attention to the statistical parameter in the relevant column and press the Apply and Close 
button on the lower right part of the window. 

 

Figure 52: Pop up window showing the content of KMS for Air Exchange Rate (AER) 

Activities tab 

With the third tab the user defines which activities an hypothetical person is involved indoors (activity 
pattern). This information is used by the platform to deduce the appropriate inhalation rate related to 
the type of activity. Around fifty different activities have been stored in the Database grouped into 
four main activities: resting/sleep, light, moderate and heavy. 

The user has to select for each indoor sub-location one or more activities among the ones listed in the 
drop-down menu displayed close to the Add Activity button (Figure 53).  
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Figure 53: Inhalation route: adding an activity 

Selecting one activity will cause the platform to display it together with the associated inhalation rate 
retrieved from the INTEGRA Database according to the criteria defined in the “Initial 
Configuration/Overview” section (i.e. gender and age class). All the activities which are added during 
this configuration phase are displayed in the user interface to provide the user an overview of the 
activities added (Figure 54). 

The user has to define the time spent carrying out each activity listed in the user interface, paying 
attention to the fact that the overall sum of the hours must be equal to the number of hours spent in 
this location as defined in the Location Data tab (Figure 50). A warning message will advise the user if 
this criterion is not met. 
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Figure 54: Inhalation route: configuring activities 

As usual, if the user selected to run a probabilistic assessment in the “Initial Settings” section he/she 
can press the MCM button to choose and define the probability distribution function to be used for 
the Inhalation Rates related to the different activities.  

All the above procedure has to be repeated for the second sub-location just clicking on the tab 
“Sublocation 2” if this has been defined in the “Location Data “ section. 

Consumer Products tab 

The last tab enables the user to select the consumer products which represent the emission sources 
within the indoor location. Pressing this tab causes the platform to depict the user interface as shown 
in (Figure 55). 

The user has to select a Consumer Product from the Product drop-down menu in the upper part of the 
user interface and press the button Add.  

 

Figure 55: Inhalation route: configuring the emission sources 

After pressing the Add button the selected consumer products will be displayed in the lower part of 
the user interface. The user has to fill in the missing information i.e. the ones related to the use of the 
consumer product. According to the type of consumer product4 they will be: 

For areal sources 

                                                           

4 The user is prompted to refer to the Consumer Products Library section for information on the Consumer 

Products categories 
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 Number of objects: meaning how many of this consumer product are present within the indoor 
location to be configured 

 Area of the emitting surface: meaning the total surface of the emitting source (m2) 

For point sources  

 Number of objects: meaning how many of this consumer product are present within the indoor 
location to be configured 

 Emission length: the duration of the emission (hours) 

For point instantaneous sources 

 Number of applications: meaning how many times the user will use this consumer product 
during the period spent within this indoor location  

For tobacco sources: 

 Number of cigarettes smoked during the period spent within this indoor location 

As usual, if the user selected to run a probabilistic assessment in the General Data section he/she can 
press the MCM button to choose and define the probability distribution function to be used for the 
relevant parameter. 

After having added and fully configured a consumer product the user has to press the Save button in 
the relevant box.  

The same sequence of actions has to be repeated for every consumer product the user would like to 
add. The user can also delete one or more consumer product by pressing the Delete button. 

Once again all the above procedure has to be repeated for the second sub-location if this has been 
defined in the “Location Data “ section entering and configuring the emission sources (i.e. consumer 
products) which are present in this second sub-location. 

 Adding an indoor location starting from concentration 

When the user has not enough information about emissions from consumer products or they are not 
considered sufficiently reliable, he/she can decide to configure one indoor location starting from the 
indoor concentration data. 

To this aim he/she has to select from the drop-down menu in the Inhalation main user interface (Figure 
48) the item Indoor location starting from concentration. The platform displays the new added 
location in the lower part of the user interface providing to the user an overall picture of the configured 
locations (Figure 56). 

Double clicking on the corresponding row causes a pop-up window to be displayed enabling the user 
to fully configure this indoor location (starting from concentration) (Figure 57). 

In this case, (start from concentration) the user interface encompasses only three tabs: Location Data, 
Indoor Concentrations and Activities. The user has to go through each of them to properly complete 
the configuration. 
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Figure 56: Inhalation route: a second location (starting from concentration) is added to the locations 
list. 
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Figure 57: Inhalation route: configuring an indoor location starting from concentration data 

Location Data: similarly to the “Indoor location starting from emission data” case this tab enables the 
user to enter a free text name and to define the time spent in this location (in hours). It is worth 
repeating that the IAQ model implemented in the platform is a multi-zone indoor air quality model 
which supports the division of an indoor location in two separated and interacting zones. Accordingly 
the user needs to provide the time spent in each of these two locations in the lower part of the user 
interface displayed in Figure 57. He optionally can also define the names of these two zones for 
informative purposes only. 

After having entered the time spent in each sub-location the platform will automatically display in a 
more readable format the time interval in the upper part of the user interface for informative purposes. 

The user can decide to only use one sub-location or to consider one indoor location composed of one 
single room. In both the cases he/she needs to configure only the first sub-location entering the hours 
spent there and  setting to zero hours the time spent in the second sub-location.  

Indoor Concentrations: pressing this tab causes the platform to display a user interface which allows 
the user to set the concentration value in the indoor location being configured (Figure 58). 

 

Figure 58: Inhalation route: setting the concentration value in an indoor location starting from 
concentration. 

The user can either enter directly the indoor concentration value for the first sub-location as well as 
for the second one if defined in the “Location Data “ tab (Figure 57) or press the KMS button. This will 
cause the platform to query the KMS and display in a new pop-up window (Figure 59) the values 
retrieved from the KMS, matching the criteria set in the “Initial Configuration/Overview”  window. 
Clicking the +  button on the left of each record will expand enabling the platform to display a summary 
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of the main information included as well as a hyperlink redirecting the user to the reference study 
(Reference). 

As usual the user has to select one value and press the Apply and Close button on the lower right part 
of the window. This causes the platform to return to the previous user interface (Figure 58). The user 
has to press the button Save Changes to complete the configuration of the Indoor Concentrations tab 
and pass to the next tab. 

If the user has selected to run a probabilistic assessment in the “Initial Settings” section of Tier 2 he/she 
can press the MCM button to choose and define the probability distribution function to be used. Like 
for the probabilistic configuration of every parameter throughout the platform the pop-up window 
displayed has the same structure of the one depicted in Figure 39.  

 

Figure 59: Pop up window showing the content of KMS for the indoor concentration data  

All the above procedure has to be repeated for the second sub-location if it is has been defined in the 
first tab (i.e. “Location Data“) of the indoor configuration window. 

Activities tab 

This section of the configuration of an indoor location is regarding the specification of the activities an 
hypothetical person is involved indoors (activity pattern). This information is used by the platform to 
deduce the appropriate inhalation rate related to the type of activity. Around fifty different activities 
have been stored in the Database grouped into four main activities: resting/sleep, light, moderate and 
heavy. 

The configuration of this functionality is exactly the same of the one already illustrated for the indoor 
location starting from emission to which the reader is prompted to refer (§ ) 
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 Adding an outdoor location 

The third option is to add an outdoor location. To this aim he/she has to select from the drop-down 
menu in the inhalation main user interface (Figure 48) the Outdoor location. As usual the platform 
displays the new added location in the lower part of the user interface providing to the user an overall 
picture of the configured locations (Figure 60). 

Double clicking on the corresponding row causes the platform to display a pop-up window enabling 
the user to configure this outdoor location  (Figure 61). Like for the indoor location starting from 
concentration the user interface displays three different tabs: the user needs to go through each of 
them to properly complete the configuration and press the save buttons in each of them 

Location Data: this tab allows the user to enter a free text name and to define the time spent outdoor 
(in hours): the platform will automatically display in a more readable format the time interval in the 
upper edit box for informative purposes. Then the user has to press the button “Save” to make the 
modifications be effective. 

 

Figure 60: Inhalation route: adding an outdoor location. 
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Figure 61: Inhalation route: configuring an outdoor location 

Outdoor Concentrations: pressing this tab causes the platform to display a user interface which allows 
the user to set the concentration value in the outdoor location being configured (Figure 62). 
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Figure 62: Inhalation route: setting the concentration value in an indoor location starting from 
concentration. 

By default the first row is blocked to prevent the user to enter the outdoor concentration of chemical 
as this is automatically calculated by the environmental multimedia model implemented in the 
platform according with the input data provided by the user in the “Production/Emissions” and 
“Multimedia Model” tabs.  

The user can prevent the platform from evaluating the outdoor concentration simply clicking the 
Unblock button and entering directly the outdoor concentration of the chemical into the proper grid 
cell (i.e. the “value” field). Unblocking the grid row allows also the user to press the KMS button causing 
the platform to query the KMS and display in a new pop-up window the values retrieved from the KMS, 
matching the criteria set in the “Initial Configuration/Overview”  window.  

Finally, If the user selected to run a probabilistic assessment in the “Initial Settings” section of Tier 2 
he/she can press the MCM button to choose and define the probability distribution function to be 
used. Like for the probabilistic configuration of every parameter throughout the platform the pop-up 
window displayed has the same structure of the one depicted in Figure 39. 

The user has to press the button Save Changes to complete the configuration of the Outdoor 
Concentrations tab and pass to the next tab. 

Activities tab 

This section of the configuration of an outdoor location deals with the specification of the activities an 
hypothetical person is involved outdoor. This information is used by the platform to deduce the 
appropriate inhalation rate related to the type of activity selected. Around fifty different activities have 
been stored in the Database grouped into four main activities: resting/sleep, light, moderate and heavy. 

The configuration of this functionality is exactly the same of the one already illustrated for the indoor 
location to which the reader is prompted to refer (§ ) 

 Weekend configuration  

All that has been described in the paragraph 7.7.1 (Configuring Inhalation exposure route) is intended 
to be relevant to the configuration of an exposure scenario for a “typical” working day. However, an 
important characteristic of the INTEGRA computational platform is that it allows to create separate 
exposure scenarios for the working days (i.e. from Monday to Friday) and for the week-end days for 
all the exposure routes. 

To create an exposure scenario for the week-end the user has only to follow two general rules:  

 the simulation length in the “Initial Configuration/Overview” interface has to be set to a value 
higher than 120 hours and preferably to 144 or 168 hours to include respectively one or two 
whole week-end days and  

 click on the bar Indoor Locations  - Weekends at the bottom of the main user interface of the 
inhalation route configuration (Figure 63). 
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Figure 63: Inhalation route: the user can access the configuration of a week-end exposure scenario 
clicking on the bar Indoor Location - Weekend.  

This will cause the platform to display an exact copy (Figure 64) of the interfaces described in the 
previous sections regarding the working days. The user has to start adding locations according to the 
instructions previously illustrated. As the procedure is exactly the same, the user can refer to these 
instructions on how to properly configure and finalize an exposure scenario for a week end day. 
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Figure 64: The main user interface of the inhalation exposure route showing the week-end 
configuration.  
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7.7.2 Configuring Oral exposure route 

Clicking on the tab Oral on the top toolbar of the top-level user interface the user will be prompted to 
configure the oral exposure route. The user interface for oral exposure is reported in Figure 65. 

  

Figure 65: The main user interface for oral route configuration 

Five main loading mechanisms have been implemented in the INTEGRA computational platform. The 
user can add one or more of them clicking on the arrow close to Loading Mechanism for Oral button 
(Figure 66).  
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Figure 66: Adding a loading mechanism for oral exposure route 

As already anticipated in the inhalation paragraph, three loading mechanisms are always automatically 
added to the oral route configuration every time the user adds the inhalation route to an exposure 
scenario. 

The concept behind this behaviour is that at these three oral exposure mechanisms (i.e. dust, soil and 
food ingestion) are always present in whatever exposure scenario because an hypothetical person is 
supposed to ingest some amount of dust, soil and food every day. This is supported by literature data 
stored in the INTEGRA database which provides the amount of dust, soil and food ingested per day as 
a function of the age class and gender. 

It is important to underline that the INTEGRA platform always calculates the concentration of a 
chemical in the dust, soil and food. The first one is derived through the application of a kinetic model 
implemented within the platform that estimates the partitioning of a chemical among gas, particle and 
dust phase.  

The second and the third one are evaluated by the environmental multimedia model implemented 
which starting from the input data provided in the “Production Data and “Multimedia model” sections 
always estimates the concentration of the chemical into the soil as well as into many different food 
types.  

It is worth mentioning that according with the general philosophy underlying the development of the 
INTEGRA computational platform the user can prevent the platform from using whatever of these 
three exposure mechanisms simply selecting one of them and pressing the remove button on the Oral 
mechanism toolbar (Figure 67). 

 

Figure 67: removing a loading mechanism for oral exposure route 
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Each time the user selects a loading mechanism this will be added in the main window of the user 
interface in a new row as displayed in Figure 68. 

 

Figure 68: Loading mechanisms added in the main window of the oral exposure route user interface  

 Ingestion of dust 

Double clicking on the corresponding row causes the platform to display a new user interface enabling 
the user to configure the oral exposure due to ingestion of dust containing the chemical selected 
(Figure 69). 
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Figure 69: Configuring dust ingestion in the oral exposure route 

To complete the configuration the user has to fill in the two rows displayed. By default the first row is 
blocked to prevent the user to enter the concentration of chemical in the dust as the platform includes 
a model to estimate the partitioning of the chemical among gas particle and dust phase.  

The model, detailed in Annex II of this user guide, uses the vapour pressure of the chemical to estimate 
the partition coefficients among the different phases and finally the concentration of the chemical in 
each phase (gas- particle and dust) according with the modelling scheme proposed by Weschler and 
Nazaroff (2010). 

The concentration of the chemical in the dust is therefore always calculated by the platform for every 
chemical: of course for chemical having a high vapour pressure such as the Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOC’s) the concentration of the chemical in the dust can be considered negligible even if 
different from zero. 

The user can prevent the platform from evaluating this variable simply clicking the Unblock button and 
entering directly the concentration of the chemical into the dust in the proper grid cell. 

Regarding the second row to be filled in the platform queries and retrieves automatically from the 
Database the amount of dust ingested in a day according with the age class and gender selected in the 
“Initial Configuration/Overview” section and display the value in the corresponding row. Again the user 
is free to change this value simply entering the desired value in the corresponding row   

Only if the user has changed one or both of the two needed input data he/she has to click on the Save 
Changes and on the Close button to complete the configuration.  

 Ingestion of soil 
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Double clicking on the Soil row from the list of loading mechanisms displayed in the oral configuration 
main user interface allows the user to configure the ingestion of soil mechanism contributing to the 
overall oral exposure. This causes the platform to display a new user interface allowing the user to 
configure this loading mechanism. The user interface, displayed in Figure 70, is similar to the one 
described above for the ingestion of dust: exactly like in the dust configuration, by default the first row 
is blocked to prevent the user to enter the concentration of chemical into the soil as this is already 
calculated by the multimedia model. The user can decide to not use it simply clicking the Unblock 
button and enter its own data. 

The second input data needed to configure the ingestion of soil (i.e. amount of soil ingested in a day) 
is  retrieved from the Database according with the age class and gender selected in the “Initial 
Configuration/Overview” tab and by default displayed in the corresponding row. As usual the user is 
free to change this value simply entering the desired value.   

Only if the user has changed one or both of the two needed input data he/she has to click on the Save 
Changes and on the Close button to complete the configuration. 

 

Figure 70: Configuring soil ingestion in the oral exposure route 
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 Food ingestion 

The third oral exposure mechanism by default present in an oral exposure scenario is the ingestion of 
food: double clicking on the relevant row in the oral configuration main user interface (Figure 71) 
allows the user to configure this exposure mechanism. 

 

Figure 71: The user interface to configure the food ingestion in the oral exposure route 

The user interface presents a list of a number of food items each one displayed with the corresponding 
amount ingested in a day according with the gender and age class selected in the “Initial 
Configuration/Overview” step. 

By default the food ingestion scenario is composed by four meals in a day (i.e. breakfast, lunch, 
afternoon snack and dinner). The underlying assumption is that 33% of the daily amount ingested for 
each food type is ingested with each of the two main meals (i.e. lunch and dinner) while the remaining 
16% % is ingested during each of the two other meals (i.e. breakfast and the afternoon snack). As the 
INTEGRA platform tracks dynamically in the time the exposure we supposed that breakfast happens at 
07:00 AM, lunch at 13:00 PM, afternoon snack at 17:00 PN and dinner at 20:00 PM. 

The user can either enter the concentration of the chemical in the different food type he would like to 
consider or to use the values provided by the multimedia model. In the first case he/she has to digit 
the corresponding value in the column “Concentration in food type” while in the second case he/she 
needs to click on the desired cell in the column “Concentration from DLL”. By default the platform does 
not use the values provided by the multimedia modes. Thus clicking on the cell causes the platform to 
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turn the value to “true” meaning that for that food type the concentration of chemical will be 
calculated by the environment multimedia model (Figure 72). 

 

Figure 72: The user interface to configure the food ingestion in the oral exposure route showing the 
use of the multimedia model results.  

To finalize the configuration the user has to click on the Save Changes and on the Close button.  

 Object to Mouth 

Oral exposure and uptake from chemicals in consumer products may also occur due to mouthing 
objects. INTEGRA computational platform provides a model for oral exposure according to the Object 
to mouth mechanism addressing particularly babies in the age group up to three years. 

After having added this loading mechanism from the drop-down menu displayed in Figure 66 the user 
has to double click on the correspondent row in the main user interface to cause the platform to display 
a dedicated user interface allowing the user to configure the object to mouth mechanism (Figure 73). 
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Figure 73: Configuring object to mouth mechanism in the oral exposure route 

Clicking on the Load from Library button on the top- left corner of the user interface allows the user 
to load releases data from the consumer product library.  A pop-up window is displayed listing for the 
chemical selected all the consumer products stored in the library referring to the object to mouth 
mechanism (Figure 74). 

 

Figure 74: Loading data from the consumer products library. 
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The user has to select one of them by clicking on the correspondent check-box and then press the 
Apply and Close buttons. This causes the platform to display the release rate of the consumer product 
selected in the first row of the user interface shown in Figure 73. To complete the configuration the 
user has to enter, in the relevant rows, the other two parameters requested: the surface mouthed and 
the duration of the mouthing in a day. To complete the configuration the user needs only to click on 
the bottom right buttons Save Changes and Close. 

 Ingestion of Personal Care Products (PCP’s) 

The last loading mechanism implemented in the INTEGRA computational platform addressing the oral 
exposure route is the unintentional ingestion of PCP’s. As usual, the user can add this mechanism from 
the drop-down menu of the main user interface for oral route configuration (Figure 66). Double clicking 
on the corresponded row causes the platform to display a new user interface enabling the user to 
configure the oral exposure due to ingestion of PCP’s containing the chemical selected (Figure 75). The 
user can add up to six different PCP’s items in a simulation.  

 

Figure 75: Configuring the ingestion of PCP mechanism in the oral exposure route 

The first step is to load the data stored in the consumer product library. To this aim the user has to 
click on the Load from Library button on the top- left corner on the user interface This causes the 
platform to display a list of all the PCP’s stored in the library containing the chemical selected in a 
standard  pop-up window, as shown in Figure 76. 
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Figure 76: Loading data from the consumer products library. 

According with the usual procedure, the user has to select one of them by clicking on the 
correspondent check-box and then by pressing the Apply and Close buttons. This causes the platform 
to load and display in the second row of the user interface the concentration of chemical into the 
product. To complete the configuration the user has to enter in the first row the amount of product 
ingested in a day and finally to click on the bottom right buttons Save Changes and Close. 

 Week-end configuration  

As already illustrated  in the inhalation paragraph of this use guide an important characteristic of the 
INTEGRA computational platform is that it allows to create separate exposure scenarios for the 
working days (i.e. from Monday to Friday) and for the week-end for all the exposure routes. 

Similarly to the inhalation route, to create an oral exposure scenario for the week-end the user has to 
follow two general rules:  

 the simulation length in the General Data interface has to be set to a value higher than 120 
hours and preferably to 144 or 168 hours to include respectively one or two whole week-end 
days and  

 click on the bar Oral mechanisms - [Weekend] at the bottom of the main user interface of the 
oral route configuration (Figure 77) 
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Figure 77: Oral route - the user can access the configuration of a week-end exposure scenario clicking 
on click on the bar Oral mechanisms - [Weekend].  

This causes the platform to display an exact copy of the interfaces described in the previous section 
for working days. The user has to start to add the desired loading mechanisms and configure them 
according with the same instructions previously illustrated for the working days. The user can refer to 
these instructions on how to properly configure and finalize an exposure scenario for the week end. 
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7.7.3 Configuring Dermal exposure route 

Clicking on the “Configure Dermal” big button of the main user interface of exposure route 
configuration (Figure 43) causes the platform to display a new tab on the top toolbar of Exposure 
Routes interface (Figure 78) allowing the user to configure the dermal exposure route. The main user 
interface for dermal exposure is shown in Figure 78. 

 

Figure 78: The main user interface for oral route configuration 

Two main loading mechanisms have been implemented in the INTEGRA computational platform. The 
user can add one or both clicking on the small arrow close to the Loading Mechanism for Dermal 
button (Figure 79). A third mechanism (Migration 1) is a particular case of the migration mechanism 
and it is applied for chemical for which the migration rate from the material is not known. As will be 
detailed later, in this case the user has to provide the density of the chemical in the consumer product 
(Kg/m2) and the concentration of chemical into the product (mg/Kg). 
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Figure 79: Adding a loading mechanism for dermal exposure route 

Each time the user selects a loading mechanism it will be added to the main window of the user 
interface as a new row as displayed in Figure 80. The user can add up to ten different exposure events 
both for the instant application and the migration in a simulation each one with different 
characteristics. 
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Figure 80: The main user interface for dermal route configuration 

 Instant Application 

This loading mechanism simulates the direct application onto the skin of a consumer product during a 
short period. Examples include body creams, baby lotions, hair gel, skin cleaners etc. It is worth to 
remember that the user can add up to ten different instant application events during both one the 
working day and the week-end day.  

Adding the Instant Application item from the drop-down menu displayed in Figure 78 allows the user 
to configure the instant application mechanism contributing to the overall dermal exposure.  

Double clicking on the correspondent row in the main user interface causes the platform to display a 
dedicated user interface allowing the user to configure this loading mechanism (Figure 81).  

 

Figure 81: Configuring the instant application mechanism in the dermal exposure route 

The user has to fill in all the rows displayed with the relevant information. First step is to load the data 
stored in the Consumer Product library. To this aim the user has two possibilities: either to click on the 
Load from Library button or on the Load from KMS button both placed on the top- left corner on the 
user interface. The first option enables the platform to display the standard pop-up window listing all 
the consumer products stored in the library containing the chemical selected and potentially 
addressing this exposure mechanism (Figure 82). 
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Figure 82: Loading a product from the consumer products library to configure the dermal instant 
application mechanism. 

As usual, the user has to select one of them clicking on the correspondent check-box and then press 
the Apply and then Close buttons.  

Selecting the second option, load from KMS, causes the platform to query the KMS to retrieve the 
consumer products which match the general criteria defined, i.e. the chemical and the type of 
consumer product. The platform will show them in a new user interface displayed in Figure 83 together 
with the statistical parameters and the values. 
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Figure 83: Loading a product from the KMS to configure the dermal instant application mechanism. 

Exactly like for the load from library option, the user has to select one of them by clicking on the 
corresponding check-box and then by pressing the Apply and then Close buttons.  

Independently from the option selected, the platform automatically fills in the first row of the dermal 
parameters configuration user interface (Figure 81) with the value of the concentration of chemical 
into the product retrieved. As always and according with the overall philosophy of the platform the 
user can always directly enter the values in the relevant row. 

The user has now to enter the information requested to complete the exposure configuration. Among 
them he/she has to directly type the amount  of product applied to the skin (grams) and  the starting 
time of this event (hour of the day). 

The last information the user has to provide is the selection of the part of the body of interest to the 
application of the consumer product. He/she needs to click on the relevant row to cause the platform 
to display a pop-up window allowing the user to select the surfaces of different parts of the body in 
cm2 (Figure 84). 
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Figure 84: Surfaces of the body parts (cm2) as displayed by the INTEGRA computational platform in the 
configuration of dermal exposure route. 

The user can alternatively select one or more records listed there or directly enter the value of the 
body part surface in cm2 in the edit box displayed at the lower right corner. The values listed in the 
above pop-up window can be retrieved either from the local Database implemented in INTEGRA or 
from the KMS matching in any case the general criteria established in the Initial 
“Configuration/Overview” settings (i.e. Country, gender and age group).  

After having set the surface of the body part the user has to click on the button Select and Close placed 
in the lower right corner of the pop-up window. 

Because of an instant application consumer product (e.g. body cream) could be applied to only a 
fraction of the body part selected (e.g. a body cream can be applied onto one hand only or even on a 
fraction of it) the last information to be provided by the user is the definition of the fraction of the 
body part previously selected: i.e. fraction of the body part (Figure 81) The user has therefore to enter 
here this fraction as a number between zero and one. 

Once the user has entered all the information requested in the main user interface of the Instant 
Application mechanism (Figure 81) he/she has to click on the bottom right buttons Save Changes and 
Close to finalize the configuration. 
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 Migration 

A further exposure mechanism implemented in the INTEGRA computational platform and related to 
the dermal exposure route is the migration one. It describes the exposure to consumer products for 
which migration of a chemical to the skin occurs when dermal contact with the material happen. 
Examples include clothes, gloves, toys etc.. 

Like for the instant application, the user can add up to ten different migration events during both  
working days and week-end days. 

As usual, the user can add this mechanism from the drop-down menu of the main user interface for 
the dermal route configuration (Figure 78). Double clicking on the corresponded row causes the 
platform to display an user interface enabling the user to configure the dermal exposure due to 
migration (Figure 85).  

 

Figure 85: Main user interface for the configuration of the migration mechanism in the dermal 
exposure route 

Similarly to the instant application case, the user is requested to fill in all the rows displayed in the user 
interface with the relevant information. First step is to load data stored in the consumer product library. 
To this aim the user has to click on the Load from Library button placed on the top - left corner on the 
user interface. This enables the platform to display the standard pop-up window listing all the 
consumer products stored in the library containing the chemical selected and addressing this exposure 
mechanism (Figure 86). 
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Figure 86: Loading a product from the consumer products library to configure the dermal migration 
mechanism. 

The user has to select one consumer product clicking on the correspondent check box placed on the 
left of each row and press the Apply button. The platform will automatically fills in the third row of the 
dermal parameters configuration user interface (Figure 85) with the migration rate of the chemical 
from the material value retrieved from the Database. As always and according with the overall 
philosophy followed in the platform development the user can always directly enter the values in the 
relevant row. 

To complete the configuration the user has to enter the others information requested in the user 
interface (Figure 85). Among them he/she has to define the part of the body in contact with the 
consumer product. Similarly to the instant application case he/she has to click on the Part of the body 
exposed row and select the desired body part(s) among the ones listed in the displayed pop-up window 
(Figure 84). 

Exactly as for the other dermal mechanism, the user can alternatively select one or more of the body 
parts listed there or directly enter the value of the body part surface in cm2 in the edit box displayed 
at the lower right corner. The values listed in the above pop-up window can be retrieved either from 
the Db implemented in INTEGRA or from the KMS matching in any case the general criteria established 
in the “Initial Configuration/Overview” settings (i.e. Country, gender and age group).  

To finalize the configuration the user has to enter directly into the editable rows of the main user 
interface the fraction of the body part exposed choosing a number between zero and one, the starting 
time of the event (hour of the day) and finally its duration (hours). 

Once the user has entered all the information requested he/she has to click on the bottom right 
buttons Save Changes and Close to complete the configuration. 

 Week-end configuration  

Similarly to what already illustrated for the other exposure routes and mechanisms the user has the 
possibility to configure also a different exposure scenario for the week-end days. 

To create a dermal exposure scenario for the week-end the user has only to follow the usual two  rules:  
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 the simulation length in the “Initial Configuration /Overview” interface has to be set to a value 
higher than 120 hours and preferably to 144 or 168 hours to include respectively one or two 
whole week-end days and  

 click on the bar Dermal mechanisms - [Weekend] at the bottom of the main user interface of 
the dermal route configuration (Figure 87) 

 

Figure 87: Dermal route: the user can access the configuration of a week-end exposure scenario 
clicking on click on the bar Dermal mechanisms - [Weekend].  

This enables the platform to display exact copies of the interfaces described in the previous sections 
for the working days. The user can start adding one or more loading mechanisms and configure them 
according with the same instructions previously illustrated for the working days.  
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8 Output configuration  

Once the whole configuration process for Tier 2 has been completed the next step is to inform the 
platform about which output variables have to be exported in the INTEGRA Db and displayed as charts. 
The platform can calculate a number of output variables but the user may not be interested in 
exporting all of them into the Db. Furthermore, as the INTEGRA computational platform has the unique 
characteristic of tracking dynamically in the time the exposure using a small integration step to account 
for very short exposure events (e.g. spaying), the output files may reach huge sizes. For this reason and 
to speed up the process of storing the results in the Database we would recommend users to select 
only the variables they really need rather than selecting always all the output variables. 

To select the output variables the user needs to select “Output Configuration/Execution” tab under 
the Tier 2 tab (Figure 88). The user interface is divided in three sections. In the most left section the 
user can select which output variables he/she wants to export and store in the INTEGRA Db and 
eventually display as charts. It is worth mentioning that the platform automatically displays all and 
only the possible output variables which will be calculated by the platform according the exposure 
scenario created. 

 

Figure 88: The user interface to select the output variables to be exported in the INTEGRA Db 

The user can select how many output variables he/she wants simply clicking on the small check-box 
placed on the left of every variable name. To select all the output variables at once it is enough to click 
on the top most check-box placed close the label Variable. Clicking a second time on a variable causes 
this variable to be unselected. 
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Five variables are by default always pre-selected. They are the “Amount taken up from the body 
through all the exposure routes per kg and day” and the concentration in urine of parent compound, 
and of the first three metabolites. In addition, depending on which exposure route has been configured 
the corresponding daily uptake will be automatically pre-selected. 

The variables above are then used to calculate the Risk Characterization Ratio which can be evaluated 
according with three different options. 

In the middle section of the “Output Configuration/Execution” tab (Figure 88) the user needs to define 
which will be the calculation mode for the Risk Characterization Ratio (RCR). The options in this case 
are three: selecting the first one the platform will calculate the RCR as the sum of the individual 
exposure route’s RCR. That would mean that the RCR is calculated according with the following formula: 

 

𝑅𝐶𝑅 =
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑛ℎ

𝑡𝑜𝑥. 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛ℎ
+

𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙

𝑡𝑜𝑥. 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙
+  

𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙

𝑡𝑜𝑥. 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
 

 

where the numerators represent the amount of chemical taken up from the body per kg and day 
through respectively inhalation, oral and dermal route and the denominators are the toxicological 
thresholds for each exposure route defined in the chemical properties sections (see §5, Figure 15). 

If the user selects the second option the RCR will be calculated from the overall aggregate daily dose 
according to the following formula: 

 

𝑅𝐶𝑅 =  
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑥 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
 

 

where the numerator is total amount of chemical taken up by the body per kg and day through all the 
exposure routes and the denominator is the corresponding aggregated toxicological threshold defined 
in in the chemical properties sections (see §5, Figure 15). 

The last option allows the user to estimate the RCR from the amount of parent compound and of its 
first three metabolites in urine derived from the application of the generic PBPK model implemented 
in the platform. In this case the RCR is calculated through the following equation: 

𝑅𝐶𝑅 =  
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐.𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑒

𝐵𝐸
 

 Information box: Output variables  

Once the user has selected the desired output variables he/she has to 
press the Update Parameters button on the upper left corner to save 
the selection done. 

The use should be aware that only the exported output variables are 
saved in the INTEGRA Database and can be visualized as charts.  
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Where the numerator is the daily average concentration in the urine of the parent compound and/or 
of each of its first three metabolites derived from the PBPK model and the numerator is the 
Biomonitoring Equivalent (BE) associated to the parent compound and to its first three metabolites. 

That implies that the platform will display four different RCR values: the first one relevant to the parent 
compound and the others three to its first three metabolites along its metabolic chain. This reflects 
the consideration that for some compounds the most toxic form could be associated to the its 
metabolites rather than the parent compound itself. 

This third method being based on biology-based mechanistic approach which links the health effect to 
the biologically effective dose in the target tissues represents an improved and refined exposure 
assessment entailing the assimilation of biomarker data, which is an emerging issue from national and 
European biomonitoring programs. 
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9 Running a Tier 2 simulation  

Once the user has completed the selection of the output variables to be exported,  pressed the 
“Update Parameters” button and selected the RCR calculation method to be followed he/she is ready 
to run the simulation. Pressing the large button Run the Simulation on the right part of the screen 
causes the platform to start the simulation. 

A progress bar will be displayed warning the user the simulation is running. The simulation ends when 
the progress bar disappears.  

Closing the web browser during this phase does not prevent the platform to continue and terminate 
the simulation. The next time the user login the platform he/she can see it listed in the Simulation 
Results tab with the flag status Executed. According with the procedure explained in the next section 
he/she has to press on it to load the results in the INTEGRA Db and turn it into the status Finished. 
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10 Exposure reconstruction tier 

In this section we provide the needed information on how to configure and run an exposure 
reconstruction simulation. 

Exposure reconstruction concerns the estimation of external exposure that is consistent with the 
measured biomonitoring data through the backward application of the generic PBPK models 
implemented in INTEGRA.  

Users can access exposure reconstruction module by clicking on button “Exposure Reconstruction” in 
the Main User Interface of the model configuration (Figure 89).  

 

Figure 89: Accessing the exposure reconstruction module. 

Once the user pressed it a new tab will be displayed on the top toolbar of the INTEGRA platform 
indicating that an Exposure Reconstruction simulation has been launched (Figure 90). 
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Figure 90: Main User Interface for exposure reconstruction assessment. 

A further toolbar is displayed below the Exposure Reconstruction tab: it includes four sub-tabs which 
should be configured sequentially starting from the most left one.  

10.1 Biomonitoring library 

In the first tab i.e. “Biomonitoring Library” the user has to provide the input information relevant to 
the HBM data that will be used throughout the Exposure Reconstruction assessment. To this aim the 
user will be first prompted to select the biological matrix where the biomonitoring data has been 
measured among the ones listed in the drop-down menu (Figure 91) (i.e. blood, urine, breast milk, 
umbilical cord plasma, hair and exhaled breath). 
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Figure 91: Main User Interface for exposure reconstruction assessment. 

After selecting one biological matrix the user needs to click on the “Load results from the database” 
button. This causes the platform to query the INTEGRA Db, extract the HBM data and display them in 
the lower part of the user interface (Figure 92). The data listed are queried from the Db according to 
the initial selection relevant to the chemical, gender, age and geographic location selected in the Main 
User Interface of the model configuration (Figure 16). 

In the lower part of the user interface (Figure 92) several fields are displayed including the biological 
matrix, the chemical substance, the name of the metabolite (or the parent compound), the value 
measured, the study to which the data are referring to, the sampling time, the location, the gender 
and the age group.      
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Figure 92: Main User Interface for exposure reconstruction assessment. 

The user has to select one of the listed value simply clicking on the relevant row. This causes the 
platform to show a message confirming  that the selection was successfully  (Figure 93).  

 

Figure 93: Selecting one HBM record for the exposure reconstruction. 

In the same way the user can select another record paying attention that only the same metabolite 
chosen in the first selection can be selected (Figure 94).  
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Figure 94: Selecting a second HBM record for the exposure reconstruction. 

According with the general philosophy followed to develop the platform the user can however enter 
directly his/her HBM data if he/she does not want to use the data stored in the Db. In this case  the 
user needs to manually enter his/her own data  in the edit boxes displayed at the bottom of the user 
interface (Figure 95). 
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Figure 95: The user interface to enter HBM data manually  

10.2 Exposure Scenario 

Clicking on the “Exposure Scenario” button on the Exposure Reconstruction menu, allows the user to 
enter the information relevant to the exposure scenario. The platform displays three sub-tabs one for 
each exposure routes (inhalation, oral and dermal). According with the information he/she has the 
used can decide  to select just one, two or all of them. It is important to underline that with this action 
the user informs the platform about the exposure-related data he/she has available in order to run a 
better exposure reconstruction assessment exercise.  

10.2.1 Inhalation 

Selecting the inhalation tab the user is prompted to enter any information he has available related to 
the inhalation exposure route (Figure 96).   
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Figure 96: The main user interface of the inhalation exposure route of the exposure reconstruction 
module 

The user may fill in whatever edit box remembering that the platform will automatically consider any 
empty field as a variable to be reconstructed. For example if the user will provide information about 
the location (selecting between indoor and outdoor), the starting time of the exposure, the duration 
of the exposure and the type and duration of the physical activity(ies) performed during the exposure 
and will not enter any data with regard to the “concentration in air of the chemical”, the platform will 
automatically consider the latter as a variable to be reconstructed  (Figure 97). 

The user may fill in whatever edit box remembering that the platform will automatically consider any 
empty field as a variable to be reconstructed. It is important to underline that for each exposure 
reconstruction simulation ten is the maximum number of variables which can to be reconstructed in 
order to limit the infinite number of combinations leading to the same HBM data values selected in 
the Biomonitoring Library at the beginning of the exposure reconstruction simulation. 
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Figure 97: Configuring the inhalation route for exposure reconstruction assessment 

 

In the upper part of the user interface the user can enter the type of location (between indoor and 
outdoor), the starting time of the exposure the duration of the exposure and the concentration in air 
of the chemical) 

In the lower part of the user interface the user can define which activities an hypothetical person is 
involved indoor or outdoor (activity pattern). This information is used by the platform to deduce the 
appropriate inhalation rate related to the type of activity. Around fifty different activities have been 
stored in the Database grouped into four main activities: resting/sleep, light, moderate and heavy. 

The user has to select for each location selected one or more activities among the ones listed in the 
drop-down physical activity menu.  Selecting one activity will cause the platform to display it and to 
load the corresponding inhalation rate from the INTEGRA Database according to the criteria defined 
in the “Initial Configuration/Overview” section (i.e. gender and age class). All the activities which are 
added during this configuration phase are displayed in the user interface to provide the user an 
overview of the activities added (Figure 98). 

The user has then to define the time spent carrying out each activity listed in the user interface, paying 
attention to the fact that the overall sum of the hours must be equal to the number of hours spent in 
this location as defined in the Duration of the exposure edit box (Figure 97). A warning message will 
advise the user if this criterion is not met (Figure 99). 
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Figure 98: Configuring inhalation route: adding activity (ies) 

 

 

Figure 99: Warning message displayed if the sum of the duration of the physical activities  is not equal 
to the duration of the exposure. 
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10.2.2 Oral route 

If the user has information with regard to the oral exposure associated to the human biomonitoring 
data selected in the Biomonitoring Library (Figure 93 and Figure 94) he/she can select the oral route 
tab . This causes he platform to display a further toolbar as shown in Figure 100. 

 

Figure 100: The main user interface of the oral exposure route of the exposure reconstruction module.  

Exactly like in Tier 2 simulations five main exposure pathways have been implemented in the INTEGRA 
computational platform and are displayed in a toolbar below the Oral tab . The user can select one or 
more of them simply clicking on the desired one(s). 

It is worth mentioning the user only needs to select and fill in the exposure pathways for which he/she 
has some exposure-related information. As already mentioned for the inhalation route the user may 
fill in whatever edit box remembering that the platform will automatically consider any empty field as 
a variable to be reconstructed. It is important to underline that for each exposure reconstruction 
simulation ten is the maximum number of variables which can to be reconstructed in order to limit 
the infinite number of combinations leading to the same HBM data values selected in the 
Biomonitoring Library at the beginning of the exposure reconstruction simulation. 

 Exposure through food  

Selecting the food pathway the platform will display the user interface reported in Figure 101. Here 
the user needs select the food type(s) from the drop-down list  of the Food type menu. Selecting one 
of them causes the platform to query the INTEGRA Db and display the average  amount ingested in a 
day in the “Amount of food” edit box. This value is queried from the Db according to the initial selection 
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relevant to the age, gender  and geographic location selected in the Main User Interface of the model 
configuration (Figure 16). 

 

 

 

Figure 101: The main user interface for the food pathway configuration in the exposure reconstruction 
module. 

After selecting one or food item the user need to press the “Save Data” button to store the data in the 
configuration files of the simulation (Figure 102). The user can add more items repeating the same 
procedure (Figure 103). 
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Figure 102: Adding a food item to the configuration of the exposure through food. 
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Figure 103: Adding a second food item to the configuration of the exposure through food. 

 

According with the general philosophy followed to develop the platform the user can however modify 
the amount of food type ingested in a day  entering  the desired value in the relevant edit box and 
pressing the “Save Data” button. 

 Exposure through object to mouth 

A second exposure pathway a user may configure if he/she has information is the “Object to mouth” 
which has been added especially to address babies in the age group up to three years.  

Pressing the relevant  tab (Figure 104) the platform display three edit boxes which allow the user to 
configure this exposure pathway. The information which can be configured are the average duration 
of mouthing in a day (minutes/day) , the surface mouthed (in cm2) and the release rate of chemical 
from the object mouther ( g/c2· h). 

 

Figure 104: The main user interface for object to mouth pathway configuration in the exposure 
reconstruction module 

 

Like for the all the other exposure pathways in the exposure reconstruction module the user  may fill 
in whatever edit box remembering that the platform will automatically consider any empty field as a 
variable to be reconstructed. For example if the user will provide information about the average 
duration of mouthing in a day and the surface mouthed and will not enter any data relevant to the 
“release rate”, the platform will automatically consider the latter as a variable to be reconstructed  
(Figure 104). 
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Once again it is worth mentioning the user only needs to select and fill in the exposure pathways for 
which he/she has some exposure-related information. It is important to underline that for each 
exposure reconstruction simulation ten is the maximum number of variables which can to be 
reconstructed in order to limit the infinite number of combinations leading to the same HBM data 
values selected in the Biomonitoring Library at the beginning of the simulation. 

 Exposure through soil ingestion 

A further exposure pathway a user may configure if relevant information are available to the user is 
the exposure through soil ingestion. The user can access this exposure pathway pressing the “Soil 
Ingestion” tab in the main user interface of the “Exposure Scenario”.  

Pressing the “Soil ingestion” tab (Figure 105) the platform display two edit boxes which allow the user 
to configure this exposure pathway. In this case the first edit box is automatically filled in by the 
platform with the average amount of soil eaten in a day after querying the INTEGRA Db according to 
the information provided in the initial selection relevant to the age, gender  and geographic location 
selected in the Main User Interface of the model configuration (Figure 16). 

The user may decide whether to enter the value of “concentration of chemical in the soil” or let the 
edit box empty remembering that that the platform will automatically consider any empty field as a 
variable to be reconstructed and that ten is the maximum number of variables which can to be 
reconstructed in each simulation. 

 

Figure 105: The main user interface for soil ingestion pathway configuration in the exposure 
reconstruction module. 
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 Exposure through dust ingestion 

If the user has enough information available he/she can configure a fourth oral exposure pathway 
which addresses the exposure through dust ingestion. The user can access this exposure pathway 
pressing the “Dust ingestion” tab in the main user interface of the “Exposure Scenario”.  

Similarly to the soils ingestion pressing the “Dust ingestion” tab (Figure 105) will cause the platform to 
display two edit boxes which allow the user to configure this exposure pathway. Also in this case the 
first edit box is automatically filled in by the platform with the average amount of dust eaten in a day 
after querying the INTEGRA Db according to the information provided in the initial selection relevant 
to the age, gender  and geographic location selected in the Main User Interface of the model 
configuration (Figure 16). 

The user may decide whether to enter the value of “concentration of chemical in the dust” or let the 
edit box empty remembering that that the platform will automatically consider any empty field as a 
variable to be reconstructed and that ten is the maximum number of variables which can to be 
reconstructed in each simulation. 

 

Figure 106: The main user interface for dust ingestion pathway configuration in the exposure 
reconstruction module. 

 

 Exposure through Personal Care Product ingestion 

The last exposure pathway implemented in the INTEGRA computational platform relevant to the oral 
exposure route is the unintentional ingestion of PCP’s. As usual, the user may decide to configure this 
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pathway if enough information are available. The user can access this exposure pathway pressing the 
“Ingestion of PCP” tab (Figure 107) in the main user interface of the “Exposure Scenario. 

Pressing it (Figure 107)) causes the platform to display two edit boxes which allow the user to configure 
this exposure pathway. The information which can be configured are the amount of product ingested 
(g/day)and the concentration of chemical into the personal care product ( g/g). 

As always, the user may decide whether to fill in one or both of them or let the edit box(es) empty 
remembering that that the platform will automatically consider any empty field as a variable to be 
reconstructed and that ten is the maximum number of variables which can to be reconstructed in 
each simulation. 

 

 

Figure 107: The main user interface for ingestion of personal care products pathway configuration in 
the exposure reconstruction module. 
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10.2.3 Dermal route 

If the user has information with regard to the dermal exposure which are associated to the human 
biomonitoring data selected in the Biomonitoring Library (Figure 93 and Figure 94) he/she can select 
the dermal route tab . This causes he platform to display a further toolbar as shown in Figure 108 

 

 

Figure 108: The main user interface of the dermal exposure route of the exposure reconstruction 
module.  

Two main exposure pathways have been implemented in the INTEGRA computational platform and 
are displayed in a toolbar below the Dermal tab . The user can select one or more of them simply 
clicking on the desired one(s). 

It is worth mentioning once again the user only needs to select and fill in the exposure pathways for 
which he/she has some exposure-related information. As a general rule already mentioned for the 
others exposure routes the user may fill in whatever edit box remembering that the platform will 
automatically consider any empty field as a variable to be reconstructed. The user needs to be aware 
that for each exposure reconstruction simulation ten is the maximum number of variables which can 
to be reconstructed  

 Exposure through migration 

The first exposure pathway implemented in the INTEGRA computational platform and related to the 
dermal exposure route is the migration one. It describes the exposure to consumer products for which 
migration of a chemical to the skin occurs when dermal contact with the material happen. Examples 
include clothes, gloves, toys etc.. 
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The user can access this pathway pressing the “Migration” tab in the main user interface of the dermal 
exposure route. This causes the platform to display a new user interface as shown in Figure 109. 

 

Figure 109: The main user interface of the migration pathway configuration in the exposure 
reconstruction module 

Five edit boxes are displayed which allow the user to configure this exposure pathway. The information 
which can be provided are the starting time of the exposure, the duration (hours) the part of the body 
exposed, the fraction of the selected body part (a number between 0 and 1) and the migration rate 
from the material ( g/m2 h). 

To assist the user in configuring the part of body exposed it is worth mentioning that clicking on the 
relevant drop-down menu causes the platform to list a number of body parts. Selecting one of them 
causes the platform to query the Database and display the actual surface of the body part selected 
according to the general criteria established in the Initial “Configuration/Overview” settings (i.e. 
Country, gender and age group). 

After entering all the information available the user has to press the “Save Data” button to store the 
information in the exposure reconstruction configuration files. 

Once again it is important to point out that like for the all the other exposure pathways the user  may 
fill in whatever edit box remembering that the platform will automatically consider any empty field as 
a variable to be reconstructed. For example if the user will provide information about the starting time 
of the exposure, the duration, the part pf the body exposed, the fraction of the selected body part and 
will not enter any data relevant to the “migration rate from the material”, the platform will 
automatically consider the latter as a variable to be reconstructed  (Figure 104). 

Moreover, it is important to underline that for each exposure reconstruction simulation ten is the 
maximum number of variables which can to be reconstructed in order to limit the infinite number of 
combinations leading to the same HBM data values selected in the Biomonitoring Library at the 
beginning of the simulation. 
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Figure 110: An example of the main user interface of the migration pathway filled in.  

 

After saving the entered data the platform will ask the user whether she/he wants to add another 
exposure migration event. Clicking on the small arrow on the left of the blue label “Add 2nd Exposure” 
causes the platform to display another user interface through which the user can configure a second 
exposure migration event. The information to be provided are exactly the same of the ones explained 
for the first event. The user can add up to ten different exposure events both for the migration and for 
instant application in a simulation each one with different characteristics. 
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Figure 111: Adding a second migration event the configuration of the exposure through migration 

 Exposure through instant application 

This exposure pathway simulates the direct application onto the skin of a consumer product during a 
short period. Examples include body creams, baby lotions, hair gel, skin cleaners etc.  

The user can configure this pathway clicking on the “Instant Application” tab as shown in Figure 112. 

 

Figure 112:The main user interface of the migration pathway configuration in the exposure 
reconstruction module 
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Like for migration five edit boxes are displayed which allow the user to configure this exposure 
pathway. The information which can be provided are the starting time of the exposure, the amount of 
product applied onto the skin (g), the part of the body to which the consumer product is applied, the 
fraction of the selected body part (a number between 0 and 1) and the concertation of the chemical 
into the consumer product ( g/g). 

To select the body part the user has to click on the “Part of the body exposed” drop-down menu. Then, 
the platform will list a number of body parts. Selecting one of them causes the platform to query the 
Database and display the actual surface of the body part selected according to the general criteria 
established in the Initial “Configuration/Overview” settings (i.e. Country, gender and age group). 

After entering all the information available the user has to press the “Save Data” button to store the 
information in the exposure reconstruction configuration files Figure 113. 

Also in this case like for the all the other exposure pathways the user  may fill in whatever edit box 
remembering that the platform will automatically consider any empty field as a variable to be 
reconstructed. It is worth remembering that for each exposure reconstruction simulation ten is the 
maximum number of variables which can to be reconstructed in order to limit the infinite number of 
combinations leading to the same HBM data values selected in the Biomonitoring Library at the 
beginning of the simulation. 

 

Figure 113: An example of the main user interface of the instant application pathway filled in. 

After saving the entered data the platform will ask the user whether she/he wants to add another 
exposure “instant application” event. Clicking on the small arrow on the left of the blue label “Add 2nd 
Exposure” causes the platform to display another user interface through which the user can configure 
a second “instant application” event. The information to be provided are exactly the same of the ones 
explained for the first event. The user can add up to ten different exposure events as for the migration 
pathway each one with different characteristics. 
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Figure 114: Adding a second migration event the configuration of the exposure through instant 
application. 

10.3 Exposure Reconstruction 

Through the last tab of the exposure reconstruction the user can configure the general settings of the 
exposure reconstruction simulation as well as select which are the variables to be reconstructed 
together with their basic statistical settings. 

To this aim the user need to click on the “Exposure Reconstruction”. This causes the platform to show 
display the user interface as shown in Figure 115. 
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Figure 115: The main user interface to configure the main settings of the Exposure Reconstruction 

Here the user needs first to select the exposure reconstruction algorithms to be used between MCMC 
(Markov Chain Monte Carlo) and DEMC (Differential Evolution Monte Carlo) (Figure 116).  For more 
technical details the scientific content and on the differences between the two algorithms the user is 
prompted to refer to refer to specific scientific publications. Here it is just worth mentioning that the 
DEMC is a population MCMC algorithm, in which multiple chains are run in parallel. For this reason 
MCMC algorithm is generally faster than the DEMC one even though for many cases the final results 
produced are comparable.  
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Figure 116: Selecting the exposure reconstruction algorithm  

The second selection is to enter the number of iterations to be executed. As a general rule  a  number 
of iteration higher that 1,000 should  be selected to obtain better and more statistically robust results. 
However, the user should be aware that the computational time to execute a such high number of 
iterations can be of the orders of several hours. 

Then, the user has to select the variable(s) to be reconstructed. To this aim he/she has to select the 
drop-down menu “Dependent variables”. Here a list of the possible variables to be reconstructed is 
shown according to the series of actions carried out in the whole exposure reconstruction 
configuration process (Figure 117).  More in detail, the platform will list here all the variables which 
have not been configured in the whole “Exposure Scenario” configuration. As explained in the chapter 
7.7  every variable which has not been configured (i.e. leaving the relevant edit box empty) is 
automatically considered by the platform as a variable to be reconstructed and will be listed here in 
the “Dependent variable” drop-down menu.  Al already explained for each exposure reconstruction 
simulation ten is the maximum number of variables which can to be reconstructed in order to limit 
the infinite number of combinations leading to the same HBM data values selected in the 
Biomonitoring Library at the beginning of the simulation. For this reason this is an important 
information the user should take in consideration when he/she configures the exposure scenario as 
explained in the relevant paragraphs addressing the different exposure routes configuration.  
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Figure 117: Selecting the variable(s) to be reconstructed 

Selecting a variable to be reconstructed causes the platform to automatically display a number of 
variables which are associated to the independent one. For example selecting the independent 
variable “concentration of chemical in the food ingested” causes the platform to list a number of 
independent variables which will be also reconstructed based on the values of the independent 
variable selected as shown in the example reported in Figure 118.  
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Figure 118: The dependent variables which are associated to the independent variable selected  

Next step for the user is to select and configure the key statistical parameters defining  the prior 
distribution of each independent variable selected (Figure 119). Three different Probability distribution 
Functions (PDF’s) have been implemented in INTEGRA: the normal, the log-normal and the uniform 
distribution. 

The user needs to select one among them and provide the requested parameters for the one selected  

 

Figure 119: Selecting the prior distribution for the independent variable to be reconstructed  
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After entering the key statistical parameters defining the prior distribution of the selected independent 
variable as shown in Figure 120 the user has only to press the “Submit” button to complete the process 
(Figure 120).  

 

Figure 120: Entering the key statistical parameters defining the prior distribution for the independent 
variable to be reconstructed 

 

A warning message will be displayed by the platform informing the user that one variables has been 
configured and submitted for the exposure  reconstruction simulation (Figure 121). 
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Figure 121: Warning message informing the user that one variables has been correctly submitted for 
the exposure  reconstruction simulation 

If the user wants to reconstruct  another independent variable he/she has to press the button “Add 
another variable to reconstruct” in the lower part of the user interface (Figure 122) and follow for the 
new variable the same exactly the same procedure just described. It is worth mentioning that the 
platform automatically will remove the variable(s) already selected from the new drop-down menu 
(Figure . 

On the contrary, if the user does not want to reconstruct another variable he /she has only to press 
the “Run Reconstruction” button at the very bottom of the user interface (Figure 122). This will end 
the whole process and will cause the platform to start running the exposure reconstruction modelling. 
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Figure 122: Adding  a send variable to the exposure reconstruction modelling  
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11 Running an exposure reconstruction simulation  

As soon as the user completes the configuration of the variables to be reconstructed and will press the 
“Run Reconstruction” button, the platform will start the simulation and a progressing bar will be 
displayed in the middle of the user interface (Figure 123). A progress bar will be displayed warning the 
user the simulation is running. The simulation ends when the progress bar disappears.  

Closing the web browser during this phase does not prevent the platform to continue and terminate 
the simulation. The next time the user login the platform he/she can see it listed in the Simulation 
Results tab with the flag status Executed. According with the procedure explained in the next section 
he/she has to press on it to load the results in the INTEGRA Db and turn it into the status Finished. 

 

Figure 123: The progressing bar which inform the user an exposure reconstruction has been launched 
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12  Viewing and downloading the results 

After the conclusion of a Tier 2 or an Exposure reconstruction simulation run, the user can see the 
results by clicking on the Simulation Results tab in the top toolbar of the model configuration main 
user interface (Figure 124). Here are listed all the simulations the user has executed from the first login, 
chronologically ordered with the most recent on the top row. Each simulation is summarized in a row 
record containing the date when the simulation has been run (Date), a unique identifier (runUID) for 
Db storing purposes, the location to which the simulation was referring (Location), the chemical for 
which the simulation was run (Substance) a flag indicator of the simulation status (Status). Each 
simulation can have only four different status: not configured, displayed in grey meaning that no 
simulation has been launched; initiated, displayed in yellow, meaning that a new simulation has been 
just started; executed, displayed in red, meaning that a simulation has been completed successfully 
and finalized, in green, meaning that the simulation results has been stored in the Database. 

Once a simulation has been completed, that is the progress bar disappears, its flag status turns 
automatically to Executed (in red) (Figure 124 and Figure 125). 

 

Figure 124: The Simulation Results user interface showing the flag status Executed for the top most 
simulation (Tier 2) 
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Figure 125: The Simulation Results user interface showing the flag status Executed for the top most 
simulation (Exposure reconstruction)  

To store the data into the Db the user has simply to click on the relevant row and press the “Load Data” 
button on the right part of the user interface. This causes its status to turn to Finished (displayed with 
green characters) (Figure 126 and Figure 127). 
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Figure 126:The Simulation Results user interface showing the flag status Finished for the top most 
simulation (Tier 2) 

 

Figure 127: the Simulation Results user interface showing the flag status Finished for the top most 
simulation (Exposure reconstruction) 

Clicking on the small + button placed on the left of each row causes the platform to display the free 
text description field as it was written by the user in the first steps of the configuration settings (Initial 
Configuration/Overview section). As previously explained, this field is not mandatory but it is intended 
to facilitate the user to remember in the future some details regarding the simulation carried out. 

Once a simulation has been stored into the INTEGRA Db, thus flagged with the status finished, the user 
can access to all the results produced by the platform. The user can download the complete results file 
in a CSV format ready to be imported in Microsoft Excel worksheet for any further elaboration. 
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Figure 128: Selecting a simulation flagged as Finished.  

For Tier 2 simulations the user may in addition download the full report in PDF format of the exposure 
scenario built during the configuration phase, display the Risk Characterization Ratio RCR for the 
selected simulation according with the methodology chosen.  

The PDF report is downloadable selecting first the simulation of interest clicking on the small check 
box on the left and then pressing the “Reports” button on the right side of the user interface (Figure 
129). As the report is saved also in the INTEGRA database it will be always downloadable and accessible 
to the user.  
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Figure 129: Accessing the report and the result file to be downloaded for the simulation executed. 

It is worth underlying that all the above mentioned functionalities are selectable from the 
corresponding buttons placed on the right part of the user interface (Figure 126) and that they can be 
activated only if the user has previously selected a simulation flagged “Finished” clicking on the 
corresponding row in the left part of the user interface.  

To see the RCR value the user has to press the RCR button. This causes the platform to open a pop-up 
window (Figure 130) displaying the Risk Characterization Ratio value relevant to the simulation 
selected together with the description of the method used to evaluate it. 
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Figure 130: The Risk Characterization Ratio (RCR) pop-up window for the selected simulation 

Clicking on small arrow on the right side of the Report button causes the platform to display a drop-
down menu allowing the user to download (Figure 129): 

 The complete results file in a CSV format ready to be imported in Microsoft Excel worksheet 
for any further elaboration (CSV). 

 The full report in PDF format of the exposure scenario built during the configuration phase 
(Report) only for Tier 2. 

To see the results as charts, the user has to press the “Charts” button close to the Tier 2 label or close 
to the Exposure reconstruction label for the Exposure reconstruction. This enables the platform to 
open the pop-up window displayed in Figure 131 for Tier 2 and in Figure 132 for the exposure 
reconstruction. 

 

Figure 131: The user interface for the charts configuration in Tier 2 
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Figure 132: The user interface for the charts configuration in exposure reconstruction. 

The user has firstly to select one or more output variables among the ones listed in the left part of the 
screen and finally press the Draw chart button on the top bar (Figure 133 and Figure 134). 

 

Figure 133: An example of plotting three output variables within the INTEGRA computational platform  
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Figure 134: An example of plotting four output variables within the INTEGRA computational platform  

Passing the mouse on the chart enables the platform to show the values of the variable. The user can 
in addition zoom within the chart using the standard drop and drag functionality.  

IN Tier 2 if the user selected to run a probabilistic simulation every output variable is stored and 
displayed as median, 5th and 95th percentile of all the simulation iterations (Figure 135). 
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Figure 135: The median, 5th and 95th percentile one output variable after a probabilistic simulation 

 

The same procedure described for Tier 2 can be applied for the exposure reconstruction. However, as 
for the exposure reconstruction simulations the final output will the posterior probability distribution 
of the variable(s) selected to be reconstructed the user can select only one variable to be displayed at 
the time.  

Accordingly, the user can select one variable among the ones listed  in the left part of the user interface 
and press the Draw chart button on the top bar (Figure 136). 

 

Figure 136: An example of chart of the posterior distribution of an independent variable reconstructed  

In the same way the platform will list all the dependent variable(s) associated to the independent 
variable(s) selected (see § 10.3), select one of them and click to the “Draw chart” button to see the 
relevant posterior distribution probability (Figure 137). 
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Figure 137: An example of chart of the posterior distribution of an dependent variable reconstructed  
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14  ANNEXES 

14.1  Mathematical formulation of exposure models implemented in 
the INTEGRA computational platform  

INTEGRA computational platform is a multi-route, single compound modelling tool. This annex 
describes in more detail the available models for each exposure route. In the description of the model 
equations the units of parameters are given in brackets close to each parameter.  

The INTEGRA platform is composed by a series of individual modeling compartments, fulfilling the two 
major aims, namely: 

 Multi-media and multi-route exposure  

 Capturing time dynamics between environmental contamination, external and internal 
exposure. 

To address these needs we carried out an extensive literature review of existing models and modeling 
frameworks/software. The choice of the models was based on the criteria of:  

 fulfilling the aims of the INTEGRA platform mentioned above 

 having a wide applicability domain for compounds found in consumer products used indoors 
and in indoor air. 

More in specific, formulations for the main sub-modules were taken and adapted to account for the 
dynamic nature of the platform from:   

- Indoor air modeling from Pepper et al. (2009) 

- Indoor air partitioning from Weschler et al (2008) and Weschler and Nazaroff (2010) 

- Oral exposure from Wormuth et al. (2006) 

- Dermal exposure and absorption from the CONSEXPO model (RIVM, 2005) 

- Inhalation exposure from Ott et al.  (2007) 

- Internal dose (PBPK) modeling from Edginton and Ritter (Edginton and Ritter, 2009) and Verner 
et al. (2008). 

 

Oral - Soil ingestion uptake model 

_

exposure

soil soil ingested fractionC q absdm
  

dt delt

 


 

m – amount of chemical taken up by the body  (ug) 

Csoil - Concentration of the chemical in soil (ug/mg) 

qsoil - Amount of soil ingested (mg) 
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deltexposure - Duration of exposure event (h) 

absfraction – absorbed fraction from the ingested quantity 

 

Oral – Dust ingestion uptake model 

_

exposure

dust dust ingested fractionC q absdm
  

dt delt

 


 

m – amount of chemical taken up by the body (ug) 

Cdust - Concentration of the chemical in dust (ug/mg) 

qdust - Amount of dust ingested (mg) 

deltexposure - Duration of exposure event (h) 

absfraction – absorbed fraction from the ingested quantity 

 

Oral - Object-to-mouth uptake model 

exp

exposure

rate duration osure fractionrelease surface mouth duration absdm
  

dt delt

   


 

m – amount of chemical taken up by the body (ug) 

releaserate – rate of release from the material (ug/ cm2/h) 

surface – surface of the material in contact to the mouth (cm2) 

durationexposure  - Duration of exposure event (h) 

deltexposure – Maximum duration of the exposure event (h) 

absfraction – absorbed fraction from the ingested quantity 

 

Oral – Personal Care Products ingestion uptake model 

_

exposure

soil soil ingested fractionC q absdm
  

dt delt

 


 

m – amount of chemical taken up  by the body (ug) 

CPCP - Concentration of the chemical in the Personal Care Product (ug/mg) 

qsoil - Amount of Personal Care Product ingested (mg) 

deltexposure - Duration of exposure event (h) 
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absfraction – absorbed fraction from the ingested quantity 

 

Dermal - Instant application uptake model 

expproduct

dm
  permeability C area

dt
  

 

m – amount of chemical taken up by the body (ug) 

Cproduct - Concentration of the chemical in product (ug/ml) 

areaexp - Skin area where the product is applied (cm2) 

permeability – the permeability of the skin (cm/h) 

 

Dermal - Migration uptake model 

exprate factor

dm
  migration uptake area

dt
  

 

m – amount of chemical taken up by the body (ug) 

migrationrate - Rate of migration from the product (ug /cm2/h) 

uptakefactor – uptake factor 

areaexp - Skin area where the product is applied (cm2) 

 

Dermal 1- Migration intake model (DMF) 

24

BW

time
Qp Fc MF A

m
kg

 
    

 

    

m =amount of chemical take in per day and kg of body weight 

Qp - mass of the product in contact with the skin (mg). It is estimated from the material density and the 
area exposed. 

Fc - concentration of DMF in the product (mg.kg-1). 

MF - modification factor related to the thickness of the clothes worn (dimensionless). 

A - fraction of the body exposed (dimensionless). 

time - number of hours a day exposed to the chemical. 
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Indoor Air quality model with gas - particle - dust partitioning  

Gas phase mass equilibrium 

 

 

_

_ _ _ _ _

_

_ _

_

_ _

_ _

CHEM gas

CHEM gas ind out CHEM gas CHEM gas out

CHEM PM

CHEM gas p CHEM gas

p PM

CHEM dust

p CHEM gas CHEM PM

dust dust

dC
V E Q C C

dt

C
k C V R C V

K C

C
R C C V

K m

   

 
         

 
         

 

Particles phase mass equilibrium 

 

_ _

_

_

_ _

CHEM PM CHEM PM

p CHEM gas

p PM

CHEM PM

ind out PM PM out

PM

dC C
V R C V

dt K C

C
Q C C

C

 
      

   

 

Dust phase mass equilibrium 

 _ _

_ _

_ _

CHEM dust CHEM dust

p CHEM gas CHEM PM

dust dust

dC C
V R C C V

dt K m

 
         

 

ECHEM_gas : emission rate  

Qint_out :Indoor/outdoor air exchange rate 

K : removal coefficient 

Rp :partitioning kinetics 

KP :gas/particles partition coefficient 

Kdust : gas/dust partitioning coefficient 

V :location volume 

CPM :PM concentration indoor 

CPM_out :PM concentration outdoor 

CCHEM_gas : concentration of chemical in gas phase 

CCHEM_PM : concentration of chemical in PM phase 
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CCHEM_dusts : concentration of chemical in dust phase 

m_dust :mass of dust in the location 
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14.2  Online example – External and internal exposure to B[a]P and 
exposure reconstruction of DEHP starting from HBM data 

 



INTEGRA online course

INTEGRA: 
Lifetime exposure assessment towards the development of 

the individual exposome

INTEGRA: Platform



INTEGRA online course

Purpose and scope of 

INTEGRA

• The main objective of INTEGRA is to bring together all available information within a

coherent methodological framework for assessing the source-to-dose continuum for the

entire life cycle of substances covering an extensive chemical space.

• In the context of REACH, INTEGRA can be used for integrated exposure modeling,

bringing together external and internal exposure.

• INTEGRA uses REACH use descriptors to identify pathways of exposure.

• INTEGRA output can be used to fill refined exposure estimates across the value chain of

chemicals in a REACH dossier.

• A key feature is the estimation of external and internal exposure for specific target groups

(age, gender, etc.) making thus the exposure assessment more targeted and the

corresponding risk management cost-effective.

Why is INTEGRA important?

INTEGRA may be the 1st comprehensive tool for risk assessment allowing biomonitoring data

interpretation (e.g. using exposure reconstruction or deriving Biomonitoring Equivalents),

as well as risk characterization based on in vitro testing outcomes (e.g. using the concept

of Biological Pathway Altering Dose). In other words, INTEGRA facilitates the shift from

hazard-based to exposure-based risk assessment.
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Food 

contamination

Drinking water 

contamination

Water

contamination
Consumer products

Indoor air

Outdoor air

Multimedia 

environmental 

contamination

Bioaccumulation

Active smoking

Dermal exposure

Non-dietary 

oral exposure

Direct skin application

Agriculture

In house building 

materials, objects and 

activities

Oral exposure

Inhalation exposure

GI tract – portal vein

Liver

Heart

Brain

Muscles

Skin

Kidneys

Adipose

Bones

Breast

Uterus -

gonads

LungsArteria

l blood

Venous 

blood

Advanced reverse  dosimetry

scheme for exposure reconstruction

Other 

microenvironments

HBM

dtabase

HBM

dtabase
Occupational 

Exposure (ART model 

)

Internal exposure 

(probabilistic assessment)

Life-stage PBTK model  including 

gestation and lactation

INTEGRA methodological concept

QSARs

QSARs for PBTK 

parameterization → covering 

a large chemical space
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Multi-scale environmental 

exposure model

Continent

Region
Local

Detailed micro-environmental concentrations taking into account 

interactions among different media (gas, particles and dust)

Multimedia environmental modelling, taking into 

account mass transfer and transformation across 

different scales and media, following ECHA 

recommendations

Microenvironment

Consumer 

products

Detailed exposure modelling taking into account 

multiple pathways and routes of exposure
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Multimedia environmental 
modelling

Continent Region

Local
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_

_ _ _ _ _

_

_ _

_ _

_ _

_

chem gas

chem gas ind out chem gas chem gas out

chem PM

chem gas p chem gas

p PM

chem dust dust

d chem gas chem PM

dust

dC
V E Q C C V

dt

C
k C V r C V

K C

C m
r C C V

K

    

 
         

 
      

 

 

_ _

_

_

_ _

chem PM chem PM

p chem gas

p PM

chem PM

ind out PM PM out

PM

dC C
V r C V

dt K C

C
Q C C V

C

 
      

    

 _ _ _

_ _

_

chem dust chem dust dust

d chem gas chem PM

dust

dC C m
V r C C V

dt K

 
      

 

Gas phase mass equilibrium

Particles phase mass equilibrium

Dust phase mass equilibrium

Echem_gas : chemical emission rate

Qint_out : Indoor/outdoor air exchange rate

K : chemical decay coefficient

KP : gas/particles partition coefficient

Kdust : gas/dust partitioning coefficient

rP, rd : partitioning kinetics

V : location volume

CPM : PM concentration indoors

CPM_out : PM concentration outdoors

Cchem_gas : chemical concentration in gas phase

Cchem_PM : chemical concentration in PM phase

Cchem_dusts : chemical concentration in dust phase

m_dust : mass of dust in the location

Micro-environmental /

indoor air modelling
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Exposure
modelling

Oral exposure –

Non Dietary

Object to mouth

Hand to mouth

Soil and dust ingestion

Personal care 

products ingestion

Oral exposure –

Dietary

Dietary ingestion takes into 

account
- The chemical concentration of food 

category i in μg/g 

- The daily average consumption in g/d 

of food category i, age category j and 

gender category k 

Food residues are estimated
- Through the food web (multimedia 

model)

- Accounting also for migration through 

food contact materials

Skin 

exposure

Instant 

application

Rubbing off

Migration from 

skin contact

Constant rate

Inhalation 

exposure

Inhalation  takes into account
- The concentration from the several 

locations encountered during the 

exposure regimes 

- The intensity of activity, gender and 

age dependent inhalation rate

For particles and the 

compounds adsorbed, 

deposition across the HRT is 

considered
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Oral exposure – Non Dietary

Soil ingestion uptake model
m – amount of chemical taken up by the body  (ug)

Csoil - Concentration of the chemical in soil (ug/mg)

qsoil - Amount of soil ingested (mg)

deltexposure - Duration of exposure event (h)

absfraction – absorbed fraction from the ingested quantity

_

exposure

soil soil ingested fractionC q absdm
  

dt delt

 


Dust ingestion uptake model
m – amount of chemical taken up by the body  (ug)

Cdust - Concentration of the chemical in dust (ug/mg)

qdust - Amount of dust ingested (mg)

deltexposure - Duration of exposure event (h)

absfraction – absorbed fraction from the ingested quantity

_

exposure

dust dust ingested fractionC q absdm
  

dt delt

 


Object-to-mouth uptake model ingestion 

uptake model
m – amount of chemical taken up by the body  (ug)

Cdust - Concentration of the chemical in dust (ug/mg)

qdust - Amount of dust ingested (mg)

deltexposure - Duration of exposure event (h)

absfraction – absorbed fraction from the ingested quantity

Personal Care Products ingestion uptake model
m – amount of chemical taken up  by the body (ug)

CPCP - Concentration of the chemical in the Personal Care Product (ug/mg)

qPCP_ingested - Amount of Personal Care Product ingested (mg)

deltexposure - Duration of exposure event (h)

absfraction – absorbed fraction from the ingested quantity

exp

exposure

rate duration osure fractionrelease surface mouth duration absdm
  

dt delt

   


_

exposure

PCP PCP ingested fractionC q absdm
  

dt delt
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Oral exposure
Dietary and through FCM

Dietary ingestion uptake model
Ci is the chemical concentration of food category i in μg/g and FCijk

is the daily average consumption in g/d of food category i, age 
category j and gender category k and BWjk is the Body Weight in 
kg of age category j and gender category k

i ijk

jk

C   FC  

BW
ijkDI




Food

Infants (0-12 

months)

Toddlers (1-3 

years)

Children (4-10 

years)

Teens (11-18 

years)
Adults

Food consumption (g/d)

Pasta, rice 17.0 25.0 24.2 64.1 74.6

Cereals 52.0 21.7 18.1 21.9 29.3

Breakfast cereals 74.6

Bread 30.4 39.6 41.8 123.7 130.3

Biscuits, crispy bread 5.0 15.2 21.3

Cakes, buns, puddings 21.5 10.0 25.9 55.4 45.9

Bakeries, snacks 2.2 7.7 9.1 102.7 10.6

Milk, milk beverages 386.3 307.3 276.5 212.6 188.3

Cream 2.5 4.1 4.8

Ice cream 17.0 18.3 17.8 25.8 15.2

Yogurt 38.0 43.1 26.3 39.2 36.0

Cheese 7.5 5.6 7.6 77.6 34.1

Eggs 6.3 6.3 9.4 15.4 31.1

Spreads 3.0 35.4

Animal fats 3.0 2.2 2.3 3.8 16.5

Vegetable oils 3.0 7.1 10.3 26.5 17.6

Meat, meat products 21.5 27.3 28.8 76.4 117.1

Sausage 26.0 9.5 9.0 29.4 42.7

Poultry 14.7 4.5 8.2 23.6 59.5

Fish 5.2 10.0 5.1 30.8 55.5

Vegetables 35.8 56.1 72.0 137.0 198.2

Potatoes 21.9 54.8 53.4 66.7 122.5

Fruits 117.3 91.6 113.2 103.4 220.5

Nuts, nut spreads 1.5 1.5 6.1

Preserves, sugar 3.0 6.8 7.6 8.8 14.8

Confectionery 6.0 13.3 30.9 22.2 29.3

Spices 5.1 7.8 31.6

Soups, sauces 1.7 2.7 41.3

Juices 72.0 64.2 59.2 78.0 101.9

Tea, coffee 3.3 1.4 2.1 4.7

Or coffee 17.2

Or tea 3.9

Soft drinks 16.7 450.0 416.1 384.0 518.4

Beer 1.9 267.7 280.4

Wine 1.0 14.0 281.4

Spirits 0.0 10.0 10.3

Tap water 255.4 346.4 428.9

Bottled water 194.3 272.2 270.8

Commercial infant food 85.5

Infant formulas 485 53 13.6

Breast milk 336.0

Food uptake / food contact 

materials migration

2

p 2

C C
D

t x
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Inhalation exposure

Personal exposure is equal to the average concentration of a pollutant that a person is 

exposed to over a given period of time. If over the given period of time, T, the person 

passes through n locations, spending a fraction fn of the period T in location n where the 

concentration of the pollutant under consideration is Cn, then the personal exposure for 

this period T, represented by the concentration CT, is given by:

T n n

n

E f C 

Inhalation intake was estimated by the area under the curve of exposure E multiplied by 

the inhalation rate inhn for each type of microenvironment n encountered, divided by the 

bodyweight BW and for the desired simulation time. 

n n

n
inh

E ihn

Intake
BW






Inhalation rate correction coefficient

Age Resting/sleeping Light Moderate
Heavy 

exercise

3 months 0.56 0.63 1.19 2.50

1 year 0.43 0.63 0.99 1.99

5 years 0.47 0.63 1.11 2.15

10 years 0.51 0.63 1.81 3.29

15 years

Male 0.55 0.63 1.82 3.78

Female 0.55 0.63 2.03 4.06

Adult

Male 0.52 0.63 1.74 3.47

Female 0.51 0.63 2.08 4.33

0.56 0.63 1.19 2.50

For particles and adsorbed compounds,

deposition across the HRT is considered
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Skin exposure

expproduct

dm
  permeability C area

dt
  

Instant application uptake model
m – amount of chemical taken up by the body (ug)

Cproduct - Concentration of the chemical in product (ug/ml)

areaexp - Skin area where the product is applied (cm2)

permeability – the permeability of the skin (cm/h)

Migration uptake model
m – amount of chemical taken up by the body (ug)

migrationrate - Rate of migration from the product (ug /cm2/h)

uptakefactor – uptake factor

areaexp - Skin area where the product is applied (cm2)

exprate factor

dm
  migration uptake area

dt
  

Rubbing off model
wf - the weight fraction of the compound in the product (fraction)

Fdislodge - the dislodgeable amount of product or used formulation that 

can be rubbed off per unit surface area  (kg/ m2)

Sexp - the surface area of the exposed skin (m2)

Rtrans - area rubbed per unit time (m2/s)

R F
trans dislodge

w f

Sexp

dm

dt
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PBTK model

 Lifetime evolving 

parameters
 Organ volumes

 Blood flows

 Age-dependent 

clearance

 Mother – Fetus 

interaction

 Breast feeding
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s

d1d2

 h

g

t

d

Description Symbol Value Unit
Number of layer N 15 -

Length of corneocyte d 30 um

Thickness of corneocyte t 10 um

Length of path 1 d1 20 um

Length of path 2 d2 10 um

Vertical gaps s 0,03 um

Horizontal gaps g 0,03 um

corneocyte edge angle φ 90o degrees

Effective Diffusivity f(φ) Def 0.002 cm2/m

 2
12

1 ln
2 1

Ng d N d t d
t

h s s h h g





     
      

     

Skin surface

Stratum corneum

Viable epidermis

Blood

Metabolism

Evaporation

Skin Structure and 

PBPK modelling
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Expanding the chemical 
Space - Use of QSARs

11

22

66

Input

layer

Hidden

layer

Output

layer

LogSP

Vx

Σβ2
Η

Σα2
Η

π2
Η

R2

nn
33

44

55

Where:

R2 is an excess molar refraction that can be determined simply from 

a knowledge of the compound refractive index

π2
Η is the compound dipolarity/polarizability

Σα2
Η is the solute effective or summation hydrogen-bond acidity

Σβ2
Η is the solute effective or summation hydrogen-bond basicity

Vx is the McGowan characteristic volume

2 2 2 2log log xSP c r R s a b v V              

According to Abraham’s solvation equation, a biological property SP can 

be described by the following equation
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Companion data

(Exposure 

related)

Companion data

(Exposure 

related)

Optimal methodological scheme for exposure 

reconstruction

B*nPBTK model run 

with E*n input

B*3

B*2

Distribution of exposure 

values consistent with 

biomarker data
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algorithm

Optimization 

algorithm

C
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Small proportion 

of rejected model 

simulations

Biomarker 

data

Biomarker 

data
Exposure modelExposure model

B*1

PBTK model run 

with E*1 input

Potential exposure 

estimation

E1

E2

E3

En

Improved 

sampling

HBM data assimilation 
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Additional 

considerations

Model parameters (e.g. bodyweight, inhalation rates, intake rates for food,

time activity patterns, body parts surfaces, amount of soil and dust eaten in a

day, etc.) are stored in the INTEGRA Db according with

- geographical location,

- gender and

- age group

These are automatically retrieved according with the initial simulation setup.

Variability and uncertainty are incorporated across all full chain assessment 

calculation through the MCMC approach. The most important model parameters 

(~ 100) determined after global sensitivity analysis can be entered as probability 

distribution functions of several types (e.g. normal, log-normal, uniform, etc.).
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INTEGRA user interfaces
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www.integra.cperi.certh.gr

Login / User Registration
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Main GUI - Results
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INTEGRA Library: adding a 
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1 Introduction 

Bioinformatics hold a key position within the methodological framework of NEUROSOME, since they 

will integrate the results of the different ‘omics’ technologies aiming at connecting environmental 

exposure to disease outcomes and identify molecular signatures on different levels of biological 

organization to develop the relevant AOPs. This is in line with an in depth exposomics analysis, which 

in the case of NEUROSOME, focuses on the neurodevelopmental disorders. The exposome (Wild, 2005) 

represents the totality of exposures from conception onwards, simultaneously identifying, 

characterizing and quantifying the exogenous and endogenous exposures and modifiable risk factors 

that predispose to and predict diseases throughout a person’s life span. Exposome came as a 

complement to the human genome; although decoding of human genome (Schmutz et al., 2004) 

increased our understanding of the underlying causes of disease, genome explains only a percentage 

of population burden. Thus, it is evident that environmental factors are equally or eventually more 

important and what is actually critical is the interaction of environmental factors with the biological 

systems. Given the complexity of the individual exposome assessment, a broad array of technologies 

must be employed. Within the domain of internal exposome, one of the methods that continuously 

gains ground is the identification of biomarkers using metabolomics techniques (Siroux et al., 2016). 

Metabolomics involve the study of the low molecular weight complement of cells, tissues, and 

biological fluids. It is more perforable comparing to other omics techniques, because the metabolome 

is closer to the phenotypic observations. This is of particular importance for large population-based 

studies, because the metabolites are the intermediate and/or the final products of biochemical 

reactions, while their levels are determined by the concentrations of enzymes and their properties, 

with the last to be the result of various processes such as transcription, translation, and allosteric that 

are directly dependent on the organization's interaction with the environment (Villas-Bôas et al., 2005). 

Also, metabolomics allows the measurement of both endogenous and exogenous compounds, where 

the first ones are created and assembled during the metabolic reactions of the organism, and the 

second ones, are introduced by environmental, dietary or medicinal exposure. Since the “ingredients” 

that make up the metabolome, are characterized by great variation in chemical properties, their 

determination requires the combined use of different analytical techniques. Nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, chromatography (LC and GC), and mass spectrometry are the most 

common used methods (Kobayashi et al., 2013). Among the most used platforms, the LC-MS is the one 

that gives the maximum number of metabolites.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: The most commonly used analytical platforms in metabolomics (Banoei et al., 2014). 
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Since metabolomics experiments typically produce large amounts of data, sophisticated bioinformatic 

tools are needed for efficient and high-throughput data processing to remove systematic bias and to 

explore biologically significant findings. Both multivariate statistical analysis and data visualization play 

a critical role in extracting relevant information and interpreting the results of metabolomics 

experiments. (Grace and Hudson, 2016). 

 

Considering the above, this document provides guidance on the bioinformatics analysis for 

metabolomics LC-MS data including data pre-processing, pathway and EWAS analysis, as a tool in 

population-based exposome studies.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Workflow for data pre-processing and data processing of metabolomics LC-MS data. 
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2 Data Pre-Processing 

Numerous metabolomics methods have been developed to identify and quantify the metabolites in 
biological samples, and identify pathways affected by endogenous and exogenous perturbations. 

Some of the most popular are the MetaboAnalyst, the MZmine2, and the XCMS.  MZmine 2 is a Java‐

based platform that allows for flexible MS data processing through a user friendly graphical interface 
and customizable parameters for data processing and visualization (Katajamaa et al., 2006). 

MetaboAnalyst is a popular web‐based resource that provides an easy to use, comprehensive 

interface for metabolomics data analysis (Katajamaa et al., 2006). XCMS, which is used for the data 

pre-processing in the presented bioinformatics pipeline, is a powerful R‐based software for LCMS 

data processing. As with any R‐based package, it is command line driven and requires some 

background knowledge of the R programming language. XCMS uses nonlinear retention time 
correction, matched filtration, peak detection, and peak matching to extract relevant information from 
raw LCMS data (Smith et al., 2006). Peak detection parameters can be optimized to process the raw 
data in an appropriate and efficient manner. The advantages of XCMS over the other tools are the 
streamlined workflow and the adjustable parameters.  

2.1 Install and Load R packages  

 

2.2 Raw Data Import 

Before it is possible to explore any of these important biological questions, a battery of computational 
tools is required to convert mass spectrometry data into knowledge. Each vendor has developed its 
own tools, such as ProteomeDiscoverer by Thermo, Analyst by SCIEX, and Agilent MassHunter 
Software by Agilent, to help interpret the complex data produced by their instruments. However, the 
metabolomics informatics research community has developed thousands of alternate tools with a 
wide range of capabilities. Unfortunately, the vast majority of the open source tools, including the 
XCMS, are not able to directly read vendors’ binary formats (Table 1) and instead are dependent upon 

#-----Install R packages----- 

if (!requireNamespace("BiocManager", quietly = TRUE)) 

  #install.packages("BiocManager") 

BiocManager::install("XCMS", version = "3.8") 

install.packages("RColorBrewer", "pander", "magrittr") 

#-----load R packages----- 

library(XCMS) 

library(RColorBrewer) 

library(pander) 

library(magrittr) 

library(pheatmap) 
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“open” formats such as mzML and mzXML. In particular, XCMS supports the analysis of LC/MS data 
from files in (AIA/ANDI) NetCDF, mzML/mzXML and mzData format. 

Translating from closed binary formats to open formats requires specialized tools. The ProteoWizard 
toolkit (Chambers et al., 2012; Kessner et al., 2008) provides the tool msConvert that is able to convert 
all popular vendor formats into diverse open formats. Beyond performing a direct translation of file 
contents, from a closed binary format to an openly readable format, conversion is also a data 
processing step. In this step, researchers may perform lossy data compressions (such as centroiding) 
or fundamentally alter the values in files through recalibration (such as in mzRefinery). MS data can be 
acquired using profile or centroid mode. In centroid mode, each ion is represented as a discrete m/z, 
intensity pair, while in profile mode the ions are represented by peaks each containing a collection of 
points. The centroid mode, which give a smaller file that requires less processing time, is preferable. 
Adusumilli and Mallick (2017) have describe a variety of protocols for data conversion and particularly 
detail all the diverse options available to users during conversion. 

Table 1: Vendors of the most use plattforms in untargeted LC/MS metabolomics. 

 

Vendor Formats 

ABI T2D 

Agilent MassHunter .d 

Bruker Compass .d, YEP, BAF, FID, TDF 

Sciex WIFF / WIFF2 

Shimadzu LCD 

Thermo Scientific RAW 

Waters MassLynx .raw / UNIFI 

 

For the actual data import Bioconductor’s mzR (Chambers et al., 2012) is used. mzR provides a unified 
API to the common file formats and parsers available for mass spectrometry data. It comes with a 
wrapper for the ISB random access parser for mass spectrometry mzXML, mzData and mzML files. The 
package contains the original code written by the ISB, and a subset of the proteowizard library for 
mzML and mzIdentML.  

For demonstration purpose we use a batch of 109 data files that includes samples from neonates, 
pooled quality control samples (QC), and solvents containing internal standards, used to monitor the 
introduction of analytical biases during the experiment. Each file contains data in centroid mode 
acquired in negative ion mode form 50-1000 m/z and 0-600 seconds.  
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2.3 Initial data inspection 

The first step of initial data inspection is to access the raw data from the files (the measured intensity 
values, the corresponding m/z and retention time values). The OnDiskMSnExp organizes the MS data 
by spectrum and provides the methods intensity, mz and rtime. In addition, the spectra method could 
be used to return all data encapsulated in Spectrum objects. The retention time values can be 
extracted from the object. All data is returned as one-dimensional vectors (a numeric vector for rtime 
and a list of numeric vectors for mz and intensity, each containing the values from one spectrum), even 
if the experiment consists of multiple files/samples. The fromFile function returns an integer vector 
providing the mapping of the values to the originating file. Below we use the fromFile indices to 
organize the mz values by file. 

 

#-----Raw Data Import of Problem Samples and QCs----- 

PS_QC_neg <- dir(system.file("mzML"), path="D:/Data/Example/RawData/Negative/PS_QC",  
full.names = TRUE, recursive = TRUE) 

pd_PS_QC_neg <- data.frame(sample_name = sub(basename(PS_QC_neg), pattern = ".mzML", 

                                   replacement = "", fixed = TRUE), 

                 sample_group_PS_QC = c(rep("ProblemSamples", 96), rep("QC", 11)), 

                 stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 

raw_data_PS_QC_neg <- readMSData(files = PS_QC_neg, pdata = new("NAnnotatedDataFrame", 
pd_PS_QC_neg), mode = "onDisk")  

## extract and export a data frame with experiment annotation 

fData_PS_QC_neg <- fData(raw_data_PS_QC_neg)               

write.table(fData_PS_QC_neg, file="Metabolomics_LCMS_neg_fData_PS_QC.csv", sep=",", 
row.names=FALSE)       

## raw data of solvents containing internal standards are importing using the same 
commands/functions.  

#-----Initial data inspection------ 

head(rtime(raw_data_PS_QC_neg)) ### extract the retention time values from the object 

mzs_PS_QC_neg <- mz(raw_data_PS_QC_neg)  ### extract the m/z values from the object 

### use the fromFile indices to organize the m/z values by file  

mzs_by_file_PS_QC_neg <- split(mzs_PS_QC_neg, f = fromFile(raw_data_PS_QC_neg))    

length(mzs_by_file_PS_QC_neg)  

names(mzs_by_file_PS_QC_neg) 
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As a first evaluation of the data we plot below the base peak chromatogram (BPC) for each file in our 
experiment. We use the chromatogram method and set the aggregationFun to "max" to return for 
each spectrum the maximal intensity and hence create the BPC from the raw data. To create a total 
ion chromatogram we could set aggregationFun to sum. The chromatogram method returnes a 
Chromatograms object that organizes individual Chromatogram objects (which in fact contain the 
chromatographic data) in a two-dimensional array: columns represent samples and rows (optionally) 
m/z and/or retention time ranges. The chromatogram method supports also extraction of 
chromatographic data from a m/z-rt slice of the MS data. In the next section we will use this method 
to create an extracted ion chromatogram (EIC) for a selected peak. The EIC will be exported for the 
internal standards to be used in the step of peak detection for parameters optimisation.  

 

## Get the base peak chromatograms for the problem and the QC samples.  

bpis_PS_QC_neg <- chromatogram(raw_data_PS_QC_neg, aggregationFun = "max") 

## Define colors for the two groups and plot the BPC. 

group_colors <- paste0(brewer.pal(3, "Set1")[1:2], "60") 

names(group_colors) <- c("ProblemSamples", "QC") 

plot(bpis_PS_QC_neg, col = group_colors[raw_data_PS_QC_neg$sample_group_PS_QC], 
par(mar=c(5, 5, 2, 1)), cex.axis = 0.65,  

                main = "Base Peak Chromatogram", xlab = 'retention time (s)') 

legend("topleft", legend=c("ProblemSamples", "QC"), 

       col=c("red", "blue"), lty=1,  cex=0.8)              

## Get the base peak chromatograms for the solvent samples containing internal satandards (I.S) 

 bpis_IS_neg <- chromatogram(raw_data_IS_neg, aggregationFun = "sum")        ###  This reads data 
from the files. 

plot(bpis_IS_neg, par(mar=c(5, 5, 2, 1)), cex.axis = 0.65,  

     main = "Base Peak Chromatogram - Solvent with Internal Standards", xlab = 'retention time (s)') 
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Figure 3: Base Peak Chromatogram for the example batch of samples included in the EXHES 
study. These were urine samples from neonates, while the untargeted metabolomics was 
performed in LC-MS negative mode. The Problem Samples are referring to the samples received 
from the participants, while the QC, were injections from the sample pooled quality control 
sample. 

 

 

Figure 4: Base Peak Chromatogram of the solvent samples containing internal standards, that 
were used to monitor the introduced analytical biases, thus calculate the mass error. 

 

Below we create boxplots representing the distribution of total ion currents per file. Such plots can be 
very useful to spot problematic or failing MS runs. 
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Figure 5: Boxplots representing the distribution of total ion currents per file for the problem 
samples (red colored boxes) and the QC samples (blue colored boxes).  The boxplots were used 
to spot problematic or failing MS runs. 

 

Also, we can cluster the samples based on similarity of their base peak chromatogram. This can also 
be helpful to spot potentially problematic samples in an experiment or generally get an initial overview 
of the sample grouping in the experiment. Since the retention times between samples are not exactly 
identical, we use the bin function to group intensities in fixed time ranges (bins) along the retention 
time axis. In the present example we use a bin size of the default is 0.5 seconds. The clustering is 
performed using complete linkage hierarchical clustering on the pairwise correlations of the binned 
base peak chromatograms. 

## Create boxplots representing the distribution of total ion currents per file. Such plots can be very 
useful to spot problematic or failing MS runs. 

tc_PS_QC_neg <- split(tic(raw_data_PS_QC_neg), f = fromFile(raw_data_PS_QC_neg)) 

group_colors_PS_QC<- paste0(brewer.pal(3, "Set1")[1:2], "60") 

names(group_colors_PS_QC) <- c("Problem Samples", "QC")   

boxplot(tc_PS_QC_neg, names = basename(PS_QC_neg), col = 
group_colors[raw_data_PS_QC_neg$sample_group_PS_QC], 

        ylab = "intensity", main = "Total ion current", font.main = 2 ,  

        las = 2,  par(mar = c(12, 5, 4, 2)+ 0.1), cex = 0.5, cex.axis = 0.65, font.axis = 2) 
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Figure 6. Grouping of samples based on similarity of their base peak chromatogram. Heatmap 
for the QC is displayed on the left, while on the right the heatmap shows the clustering for the 
samples received from the participants. 

 

2.4 Chromatographic peak detection 

Peak detection is a crucial step in the LC/MS data processing pipeline. The challenge for the algorithms 
is to detect features of low intensity induced by compounds with low abundance on the one hand, and 
to avoid feature-like signals caused by e.g. chemical noise on the other hand (Tautenhahn et al., 2008). 
The presented workflow describes the chromatographic peak detection using the centWave algorithm 
developed by (Tautenhahn et al., 2008), which combines density based detection of regions of interest 
in the m/z domain, and a Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) based approach for chromatographic 
peak resolution and optionally Gauss-fitting in the chromatographic domain. The two most critical 
parameters for centWave are the following: 

## Create heatmaps representing the Grouping of samples based on similarity of their base peak 
chromatogram. Such plots can be very useful to spot problematic or failing MS runs. 

## Bin the BPC 

bpis_PS_neg <- bin(bpis_ProblemSamples_neg, binSize = 0.5) 

cormat_PS_neg <- cor((do.call(cbind, lapply(bpis_PS_neg, intensity))))              

colnames(cormat_PS_neg)<-rownames(cormat_PS_neg)<-
raw_data_ProblemSamples_neg$sample_name_PS_QC 

## Define which phenodata columns should be highlighted in the plot 

ann_PS_neg <- data.frame(raw_data_ProblemSamples_neg) 

rownames(ann_PS_neg) <- raw_data_ProblemSamples_neg$sample_name_PS_QC 

## Perform the cluster analysis 

pheatmap(cormat_PS_neg, cex = 0.8) 

## the same functions were used for the clustering of QC samples. 
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 ppm that indicates the maximum expected deviation of m/z values of centroids corresponding 
to one chromatographic peak. 

 snthresh, which defining the signal to noise ratio cutoff.  

 peakwidth, which represents expected range of chromatographic peak widths,  

 mzdiff for the minimum expected difference in m/z dimension required for peaks overlapping 
retention times, and the 

 noise which is actually a threshold for a minimum intensity required for centroids to be 
considered in the first analysis step (centroids with intensity < noise were omitted from ROI 
detection). 

To evaluate the expected mass error, the mzdiff and the peakwidth, internal standards were added to 
the solvent samples.  The mass error is usually much larger than the ppm specified by the manufacturer 
due to nonbiological factors that affect chromatographic peak areas (biological and analytical biases). 
These factors include sample matrix-induced ion suppression, chromatographic quality, and analytical 
drift. It is strongly suggested to visually inspect e.g. the extracted ion chromatogram of internal 
standards or known compounds to evaluate and adapt the peak detection settings (Figure 7 and 8).  

 

 
Table 2: Calculated mass error in ppm and uncertainty in m/z using the internal standards that 
were added in the blank solvents. There were 2 runs of solvent containing caffeic acid, TBBPA, 
and Reserpine in the negative ionisation mode, one before the column conditioning and one at 
the end of the sequence. Ideally for mass error calculation I should use injections run at the 
beginning (after column conditioning), and at the middle of the analysis. Perforce, we will rely 
on the average values of the aforementioned injections.  Note that the mass error should be 
lower than 5 ppm and 15 ppm for an Orbitrap and Q-TOF instrument respectively. For peak 
detection, the average value for caffeic will be used since its peak was the one with the higher 
intensity, and its mass is closer to the majority of the metabolites. 

 

Sample Calculated Mass Observed Mass Observed RT 
Mass error in 

ppm 
Uncertainty in 

m/z 

 Caffeic C9H8O4 

Mix_standards_Neg_1 179.0350 179.0329 5.77 11.7296 0.0021 

Mix_standards_Neg_2 179.0350 179.0331 5.78 10.6125 0.0019 

 TBBPA C15H12Br4O2 

# Define the rt and m/z range of the peak area for all the I.S 

rtr_caffeic <- c(330, 370) 

mzr_caffeic <- c(179.0320, 179.0350) 

chr_raw_caffeic <- chromatogram(raw_data_IS_neg, mz = mzr_caffeic, rt = rtr_caffeic) 

plot(chr_raw_caffeic, main = "Base Peak Chromatogram - Caffeic Acid", xlab = "retention time (S)") 
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Sample Calculated Mass Observed Mass Observed RT 
Mass error in 

ppm 
Uncertainty in 

m/z 

Mix_standards_Neg_1 542.7457 542.7390 9.9400 12.3446 0.0067 

Mix_standards_Neg_2 542.7457 542.7399 9.9300 10.6864 0.0058 

 Reserpine C33H40N2O9 

Mix_standards_Neg_1 607.2661 607.259 8.22 11.6917 0.0071 

Mix_standards_Neg_2 607.2661 607.2601 8.23 9.8803 0.0060 

 

             

 

Figure 7: Base Peak Chromatogram for the caffeic acid in the solvent samples in the left, and 
EIC chromatogram on the right. Caffeic acid will be used to adapt the default value for the mass 
error, the mzdiff, and the peakwidth parameters, which are the most critical for the peak detection 
step. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before the calculation of the signal to noise ratio cut-off (snthresh) parameter, we must estimate the 
local noise and baseline estimation: We assume that the x is the vector of intensity values of the actual 
(extended) ROI, and xt the 10% trimmed x (5% of the smallest and 5% of the largest intensity values 
are discarded). Then the baseline BL is assessed as the mean value of xt and the noise level NL as the 
standard deviation of xt. The calculations are performed in excel (Table 3). 
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Figure 8: The MS spectra were used to extract the masses of the detected ions. The lower spectra represent the expected 
masses for the caffeic acid. 
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The next step is the chromatographic peak detection using the QC samples, to evaluate the optimised 
parameters using the proportion of good peaks as indicator (Table 4). In general, a peak is considered 
good if it met the following criteria: 

1. The boundaries of the peak appear to encapsulate the majority of the peak. 

2. The boundaries of the peak encapsulate the maximum of the peak. 

3. The peak is not immediately surrounded by peaks of similar intensity and shape that make the 
peak itself look like noise. 

4. The peak has a good shape or, if not, strongly meets criteria 3. 

To get a global overview of the peak detection we can plot the frequency of identified peaks per file 
along the retention time axis (Figure 9). This allows to identify time periods along the MS run in which 
a higher number of peaks was identified and evaluate whether this is consistent across files. Boxplots 
can be, also, used for evaluation purposes. 

 

##-----Perform the chromatographic peak detection on the data set consists of QCs---- 

cwp_QC_neg <- CentWaveParam(ppm = 11.17 , peakwidth = c(10, 30), noise = 4000,   snthresh = 
8) 

xdata_QC_neg <- findChromPeaks(raw_data_QC_neg, param = cwp_QC_neg) 

chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg) 

### Table: Summary statistics on identified chromatographic peaks. Shown are number of 
identified peaks per sample and widths/duration of chromatographic peaks 

summary_fun <- function(z) 

  c(peak_count = nrow(z), rt = quantile(z[, "rtmax"] - z[, "rtmin"])) 

 

T <- lapply(split.data.frame( 

  chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg), f = chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg )[, "sample"]), 

  FUN = summary_fun) 

T <- do.call(rbind, T) 

rownames(T) <- basename(fileNames(xdata_QC_neg)) 

pandoc.table(T, 

             caption = paste0("Summary statistics on identified chromatographic", 

                              " peaks. Shown are number of identified peaks per", 

                              " sample and widths/duration of chromatographic ", 

                              "peaks.")) 
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## Frequency of identified peaks per file along the retention time axis.  

##This allows to identify time periods along the MS run in which a higher number of peaks was 
identified and evaluate whether this is consistent across files. 

 

plotChromPeakImage(xdata_QC_neg, xlim = NULL, log = FALSE,  

                   xlab = "retention time", yaxt = par("yaxt", cex = 0.8, mar=c(5, 8, 5, 5)), 

                   main = "Chromatographic peak counts") 

 

## Extract a list of per-sample peak intensities 

ints_QC_neg <- split(chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg)[, "into"], f = chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg)[, 
"sample"]) 

boxplot(ints_QC_neg, varwidth = TRUE, names = basename(QC_neg), par(mar = c(12, 5, 4, 2)),cex 
= 0.6, 

        ylab = expression(RawData~intensity), main = "Peak intensities") 

 

## Evaluate the noise correction by comparing the mean values intensiteis per QC before and after 
peak detection. 

boxplot(ints_QC_neg, varwidth = TRUE, names = basename(QC_neg), par(mar = c(12, 5, 4, 2)),cex 
= 0.6, 

        ylab = expression(RawData~intensity), main = "Peak intensities", ylim = c(0, 5e+05)) 

 

## The same method will be followed for the peaks detection of the full dataset using the optimized 
parameters 
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Table 3. Signal to noise ratio cutoff (snthresh) parameter estimation. 

 

Sample fileIdx Number of Identified Peaks Average of peaks intensities Peaks with intensity 
values above average 

Peaks with intensity 
values below average 

Baseline (BL) Noise Level  Imax sn 

QC11 97 857 2454415.59 166 691 2503.806309 5496656.478 39124840 7 

QC12 98 861 2609974.33 172 689 2609.986144 5654912.593 40018996 7 

QC13 99 854 2231595.65 184 671 2865.680829 6604740.784 58968532 9 

QC14 100 855 2065622.96 155 700 2658.840365 6216059.619 65189368 10 

QC15 101 856 2388858.18 167 690 3063.985804 7349281.451 70268712 10 

QC16 102 855 2207938.36 165 690 2224.268503 4626024.329 32686292 7 

QC17 103 853 1777570.93 191 662 1788.983239 3584394.397 24539158 7 

QC18 104 852 1737719.97 184 668 1751.338629 3446760.663 24052388 7 

QC19 105 852 1775058.18 186 666 1795.956502 3840450.597 26380656 7 

QC20 106 853 2162335.79 160 694 2171.577495 4608633.426 35462292 8 

QC21 107 854 1961378.88 163 691 1963.058003 4083962.03 28369000 7 
        

Average 8 
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Table 4: Summary statistics on identified chromatographic peaks for the QC samples. 
Shown are number of identified peaks per sample and widths/duration of chromatographic 
peaks.  

   Sample                  peak_count   rt.0%    rt.25%   rt.50%   rt.75%   rt.100%  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 **QC_11.mzML**      1853      1.877    11.39    14.05    17.19     93.63   
 

 **QC_12.mzML**      1833      2.373    10.18    13.98    17.56     62.98   
 

 **QC_13.mzML**      1727      3.207    11.18    14.05    17.33     62.17   
 

 **QC_14.mzML**      1827       2.38    11.61     14.3    18.97     75.29   
 

 **QC_15.mzML**      1771      0.5658   11.51    14.25    18.86     78.74   
 

 **QC_16.mzML**      1779      4.069    12.44    14.38    19.26     57.82   
 

 **QC_17.mzML**      1797      3.968    10.71    14.16    18.37     70.59   
 

 **QC_18.mzML**      1775      3.234    10.33    14.16    18.72     89.76   
 

 **QC_19.mzML**      1674       2.05    12.08    14.23    19.23     80.06   
 

 **QC_20.mzML**      1753      4.766    12.05    14.37    18.88     61.74   
 

 **QC_22.mzML**      1781      3.996    12.43    14.34    19.34     91.24   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Figure 9:Frequency of identified chromatographic peaks along the retention time. The frequency 
is color coded with higher frequency being represented by yellow-white. Each line shows the 
peak frequency for one file. 
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Figure 10: Peak intensity distribution per QC sample. 

 

 

Figure 11: Peak intensity distribution per problem and QC sample. 

 

2.5 Alignment 

The time at which analytes elute in the chromatography can vary between samples (and even 
compounds). Such a difference was already observable in the extracted ion chromatogram plot shown 
as an example in the previous section. The alignment step, also referred to as retention time correction, 
aims at adjusting this by shifting signals along the retention time axis to align the signals between 
different samples within an experiment. A plethora of alignment algorithms exist (Smith et al., 2013), 
with some of them being implemented also in XCMS. The method to perform the alignment/retention 
time correction in XCMS is adjustRtime which uses different alignment algorithms depending on the 
provided parameter class. 
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In the presented workflow we use the obiwarp method (Prince and Marcotte, 2006) to align the 
samples. We use a binSize = 0.6 which creates warping functions in mz bins of 0.6. Also, here it is 
advisable to modify the settings for each experiment and evaluate if retention time correction did align 
internal controls or known compounds properly. Note that adjustRtime, besides calculating adjusted 
retention times for each spectrum, does also adjust the reported retention times of the identified 
chromatographic peaks. To evaluate the impact of the alignment we plot the BPC on the pre-adjusted 
and adjusted data. In addition, we plot the differences of the adjusted- to the raw retention times per 
sample using the plotAdjustedRtime function (Figure 12). Note that we don’t want to highlight any 
chromatographic peaks (because there would simply be too many) and set thus peakType = "none" in 
the plot call. 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Base peak chromatogram before and after alignment (first and second from the top 
respectively) and difference between adjusted and raw retention times along the retention time 
axis (bottom). Too large differences between adjusted and raw retention times that could indicate 
poorly performing samples or alignment were not detected. 
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#---- Perform the alignment for the Problem Samples ----- 

xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM <- adjustRtime(xdata_PS_QC, param = ObiwarpParam(binSize = 0.6)) 

## Extract adjusted retention times 

head(rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM)) 

## Extract raw retention times 

head(rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM, adjusted = FALSE)) 

## Get the base peak chromatograms. 

bpis_PS_QC <- chromatogram(xdata_PS_QC, aggregationFun = "max") 

par(mfrow = c(2, 1), mar = c(4.5, 4.2, 1, 0.5)) 

plot(bpis_PS_QC, peakType = "none", main = "Base Peak Chromatogram before Retention Time 
Correction") 

bpis_PS_QC_adj_OM <- chromatogram(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM, aggregationFun = "max") 

par(mfrow = c(2, 1), mar = c(4.5, 4.2, 1, 0.5)) 

plot(bpis_PS_QC_adj_OM, peakType = "none", main = "Base Peak Chromatogram after Retention 
Time Correction") 

## Plot also the difference of adjusted to raw retention time. 

plotAdjustedRtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM) 

#evaluate the impact of the alignment on the ISTD peak 

par(mfrow = c(2, 1)) 

#Calculate the difference between the adjusted and the raw retention times 

diffRT_PS_OM <- rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM) - rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM, adjusted = FALSE)  

#By default, rtime and most other accessor methods return a numeric vector. 

#To get the values grouped by sample we have to split this vector by file/sample. 

diffRT_PS_OM <- split(diffRT_PS_OM, fromFile(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM)) 

boxplot(diffRT_PS_OM, names = basename(ProblemSamples), col = 
group_colors[raw_data_PS_QC$sample_group_],  

        main = "Obiwarp alignment resuls", las = 2,  ylab = "adjusted - raw rt", par(mar = c(4, 4, 4, 4), 
cex = 0.8)) 
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2.6 Correspondence 

The final step in the metabolomics pre-processing is the correspondence that matches detected 
chromatographic peaks between samples. The method to perform the correspondence in XCMS is 
groupChromPeaks. We will use the peak density method (Smith et al., 2006) to group chromatographic 
peaks. The algorithm combines chromatographic peaks depending on the density of peaks along the 
retention time axis within small slices along the mz dimension. We use a value of 0.5 for the 
minFraction parameter hence only chromatographic peaks present in at least 50% of the samples per 
sample group are grouped into a feature. The sample group assignment is specified with the 
sampleGroups argument. 

 

2.7 Gap - Filling 

This feature matrix contains NA for samples in which no chromatographic peak was detected in the 
feature’s m/z-rt region. While in many cases there might indeed be no peak signal in the respective 
region, it might also be that there is signal, but the peak detection algorithm failed to detect a 
chromatographic peak. XCMS provides the fillChromPeaks method to fill in intensity data for such 
missing values from the original files. The filled in peaks are added to the chromPeaks matrix and get 
a TRUE value in the "is_filled" column of the chromPeakData data frame. Below we perform such a 
filling-in of missing peaks. 

#-----Correspondence---------------------------------------- 

## Does the object have adjusted retention times? 

hasAdjustedRtime(xdata_PS_QC_neg) 

## Drop the alignment results. 

xdata_QC_adj_OM <- dropAdjustedRtime(xdata_PS_QC_neg) 

## Does the object have adjusted retention times? 

hasAdjustedRtime(xdata_PS_QC_neg) 

## Define the parameters for the peak density method 

pdp_PS_QC_neg_cor<-
PeakDensityParam(sampleGroups=pData(xdata_PS_QC_neg)$sample_group_PS_QC,  

                                                            maxFeatures = 2000, minFraction = 0.5, bw =20) 

xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor <- groupChromPeaks(xdata_PS_QC_neg, param = pdp_PS_QC_neg_cor) 

DM_PS_QC_neg <- head(featureDefinitions(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor)) 

# Extract the mass and rt values peak integrated signal 

DM_PS_QC_neg <- featureDefinitions(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor) 

# Extract the "into" peak integrated signal 

DM_PS_QC_neg_persample <- featureValues(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor, value = "into") 
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## Filling missing peaks using default settings. Alternatively we could 

## pass a FillChromPeaksParam object to the method. 

xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil <- fillChromPeaks(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor) 

head(featureValues(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil)) 
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3 Metabolites Identification 

The most crucial step for downstream bioinformatics analysis and one of the biggest challenges is the 
annotation of metabolites. In case of LC-MS-based spectra, the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) value of a 
molecular ion of interest is searched against metabolite database(s). The metabolites having molecular 
weights within a specified tolerance to the query m/z value are retrieved from the databases as 
putative identifications. These putative identifications serve as a foundation for further metabolite 
verification.  It is important to use multiple sources, in order to induce the possibility of missing 
information. The following databases are the most used for metabolites identification. 

HMDB 

The Human Metabolome Database (HMDB) is a freely available electronic database containing detailed 
information about small molecule metabolites found (and experimentally verified) in the human body. 
The database contains three kinds of data: 1) chemical data, 2) clinical data, and 3) molecular 
biology/biochemistry data. HMDB contains information on more than 6500 metabolites. Additionally, 
approximately 1500 protein (and DNA) sequences are linked to these metabolite entries. Each 
MetaboCard entry contains more than 100 data fields with 2/3 of the information being devoted to 
chemical/clinical data and the other 1/3 devoted to enzymatic or biochemical data. Many data fields 
are hyperlinked to other databases (KEGG, PubChem, MetaCyc, ChEBI, PDB, Swiss-Prot, and GenBank) 
and a variety of structure and pathway viewing applets. Also, contains experimental MS/MS data for 
800 compounds, experimental 1H and 13C NMR data (and assignments) for 790 compounds and 
GC/MS spectral and retention index data for 260 compounds. Additionally, predicted 1H and 13C NMR 
spectra have been generated for 3100 compounds. All spectral databases are freely downloadable and 
searchable. 

METLIN  

The METLIN Metabolite Database is a repository for mass spectral metabolite data. All metabolites are 
neutral or free acids. It is a collaborative effort between the Siuzdak and Abagyan groups and Center 
for Mass Spectrometry at The Scripps Research Institute. METLIN is searchable by compound name, 
mass, formula or structure. It contains 15,000 structures, including more than 8000 di and tripeptides. 
METLIN contains MS/MS, LC/MS and FTMS data that can be searched by peak lists, mass range, 
biological source or disease. 

MMCD 

The Madison Metabolomics Consortium Database (MMCD) is a database on small molecules of 
biological interest gathered from electronic databases and the scientific literature. It contains 
approximately 10,000 metabolite entries and experimental spectral data on about 500 compounds. 
Each metabolite entry in the MMCD is supported by information in an average of 50 separate data 
fields, which provide the chemical formula, names and synonyms, structure, physical and chemical 
properties, NMR and MS data on pure compounds under defined conditions where available, NMR 
chemical shifts determined by empirical and/or theoretical approaches, information on the presence 
of the metabolite in different biological species, and extensive links to images, references, and other 
public databases. 

LIPID MAPS Structure Database  

The LIPID MAPS Structure Database (LMSD) is a relational database encompassing structures and 
annotations of biologically relevant lipids. As of 09/05/2019, LMSD contains 43616 unique lipid 
structures, making it the largest public lipid-only database in the world. Structures of lipids in the 
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database come from several sources: (i) LIPID MAPS Consortium's core laboratories and partners; (ii) 
lipids identified by LIPID MAPS experiments; (iii) biologically relevant lipids manually curated from 
LIPID BANK, LIPIDAT, Lipid Library, Cyberlipids, ChEBI and other public sources; (iv) novel lipids 
submitted to peer-reviewed journals; (v) computationally generated structures for appropriate classes. 

KEGG COMPOUND 

KEGG COMPOUND is a collection of small molecules, biopolymers, and other chemical substances that 
are relevant to biological systems. Each entry is identified by the C number, such as C00047 for L-lysine, 
and contains chemical structure and associated information, as well as various links to other KEGG 
databases and outside databases.  

MassBank 

MassBank is a mass spectral database of experimentally acquired high resolution MS spectra of 
metabolites. Maintained and supported by the JST-BIRD project, it offers various query methods for 
standard spectra obtained from Keio University, RIKEN PSC, and other Japanese research institutions. 
It is officially sanctioned bythe Mass Spectrometry Society of Japan. The database has very detailed 
MS data and excellent spectral/structure searching utilities. More than 13,000 spectra from 1900 
different compounds are available. 

MetaboLights database 

MetaboLights is a database for metabolomics experiments and derived information. The database is 
cross-species, cross-technique and covers metabolite structures and their reference spectra as well as 
their biological roles, locations, concentrations and experimental data from metabolic experiments. 
MetaboLights offer user-submission tools and have strong reporting capabilities. We will utilise and 
further develop de-facto standard formats where various components are encapsulated, such as the 
encoded spectral and chromatographic data, and associated information about the chemical structure, 
as well as metadata describing assays and the study as a whole. 

mzCloud 

mzCloud features a searchable collection of high resolution/accurate mass spectral trees using a new 
third generation spectra correlation algorithm. mzCloud is free and available for public use online. 
mzCloud also represents an open consortium of dedicated research and scientific groups aiming to 
establish a comprehensive library of high quality spectral trees to improve the structure elucidation of 
unknowns. mzCloud tries to address identification bottleneck by considering all mass spectrometricaly 
relevant aspects, looking at number of experimental and computational details and in some cases 
allowing identification of unknowns even if they are not present in library. 

MetaboSearch Tool v.1.2 developed by Zhou et al. (2012) can be used for metabolites annotation 
resulted from the LC-MS untargeted metabolomics analyses. MetaboSearch accepts two types of 
inputs: a list of m/z values or ion annotation information along with m/z values, as acquired from 
CAMERA.  

The neutral molecular mass is inferred from the molecular ion m/z value, and depends on e.g., 
ionization mode (H+ or H-), ionization adducts (e.g., Na+, K+, NH4+), and fragments that are common 
neutral losses, such as H2O, CO2, and HCOOH. Querying databases for a single peak m/z value may 
lead to multiple plausible neutral molecular masses, which increases false positive annotations and 
the workload in querying precursor ions in databases (Alonso et al., 2015). To address this issue, several 
tools have been developed. CAMERA (Kuhl et al., 2012) is the most frequently used and provides 
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putative annotations for a set of features deriving from the same compound, e.g., molecular ions, 
isotopes, adducts, and in-source fragmentations (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 13: Example of putative annotation of randomly chosen features using R package 
‘CAMERA’. Extracted ion chromatograms (EIC) of labelled, putatively annotated peaks 
potentially representing a metabolite, at retention time 300 seconds.  

 

The used customized databases were the HMDB, Metlin, and Lipid Maps, and the mass tolerance must 
be set based on the calculations performed for the internal standards, as mentioned before.  In case 
of multiple possible annotated metabolites for one pair of m/z and rt, a comparison of the MS from 
our analysis and the one from the database e.g. HMDB was performed. Cross-referencing across 
multiple databases is performed when a particular identifier type is missing from a database. The 
annotation file includes the common name, empirical formula and the following identifiers: CAS ID, 
ChEBI ID, HMP ID, Lipid ID, and NCBI ID. It is important to note that the annotated metabolites belong 
to the Level 2, 3 and 4 of identification according to the Metabolomics Standard Initiative (MSI) 
reporting standards (http://msi-workgroups.sourceforge.net/). The MSI defines four different levels of 
metabolite identification: Level 1 (highest level of identification) is identified metabolites that must be 
compared to an authentic chemical standard analyzed in the same laboratory, using the same 
analytical techniques as the experimental data. Level 2 and 3 are putatively annotated compounds and 
compound classes, respectively, that require matching to databases rather than authentic chemical 
standards, while Level 4 is unknown compounds.  

http://msi-workgroups.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 14: Interface of MetaboSearch tool for metabolites identification. 

3.1 Export Data 

The mass and rt values peak integrated signal and the "into" peak integrated signal will be extracted 
using the dataset created after gap-filling, and will be exported in .csv format using the write.table 
function from the utils v3.6.1 R package. 

 

 

 

# Extract the mass and rt values peak integrated signal 

DM_PS_QC_neg <- featureDefinitions(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil) 

write.table(DM_PS_QC_neg, 
file="D:/Data/HEALS_EXHES_Germany_Batch2/DataProcessing/Negative/HEALS_EXHES_Germany
_Batch2_PS_QC_neg_DetectedMetabolites.csv", sep=",", row.names=FALSE) 

# Extract the "into" peak integrated signal 

DM_PS_QC_neg_persample <- featureValues(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil, value = "into") 

write.table(DM_PS_QC_neg_persample, 
file="D:/Data/HEALS_EXHES_Germany_Batch2/DataProcessing/Negative/HEALS_EXHES_Germany
_Batch2_PS_QC_neg_DetectedMetabolites_persample.csv", sep=",", row.names=FALSE) 
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4 Data Processing 

4.1 Log Transformation  

Since metabolomics studies are generally concerned with relative changes in metabolite levels, a log 
or other suitable transformation is normally applied before performing higher order statistical analysis. 
A log transformation helps to remove heteroscedasticity from the data and correct for a skewed data 
distribution (van den Berg et al., 2006). This operation is easily performed in R using the log function. 
The default option is to compute the natural logarithm. However, the general form log (x, base) 
computes logarithms with any desired based. The base 2 log transformation is commonly used in 
metabolomics studies. Note that the log function will return NA for any zero values in the data matrix. 

4.2 Normalisation 

In metabolomics research, it is important to reduce systematic error in experimental conditions. To 
ensure that metabolomics data from different studies are comparable, it is necessary to remove 
unwanted systematic factors by data normalization. First a batch effect correction procedure that was 
previously described by Rusilowicz et al. (2016), was performed. Secondly, the quantile normalization 
was applied using the preprocessCore R package, and more specific the normalize.quantiles function, 
following an Exploratory Analysis.  

4.3 Filtering 

Beside the careful design of the samples acquisition process and the careful cleaning and maintenance 
of the equipment before a batch analysis, to obtain consistent variables the resulting matrix was 
further reduced by the 80% rule. The 80% rule which was applied to the QC samples. If there are 
variables with more than 80% missing values (those with ion intensity = 0) were excluded. The 80% 
rule was not applied to all the samples at once, because this would have as a result the loss of 
important metabolites reflecting to the biological status of the system.  The instrument and overall 
process variability were then determined by calculating the median RSD for all the endogenous 
metabolites, in case of the presented cohorts.  

4.4 Multivariate Statistical Analysis 

Moreover, the analytical performance was evaluated with respect to the whole metabolomic pattern 
by using PCA. The relative position of a sample in the PCA scores plot is determined by the metabolomic 
pattern obtained that, is the sum of its composition and the response obtained by the analytical 
platform. Samples that cluster together have a more similar metabolic pattern than those that cluster 
apart. Therefore, QC samples that belonging to the same class should be clustering together. Thus, a 
correct clustering of the samples is an indicative of a good analytical performance (Cañaveras, 2015). 
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Figure 15: On the left the 3D PCA Scores plot for the QCs of the example dataset. Component 1 
(or x- axis) represents the 24.46 % of the original dataset, component 2 (or y-axis) the 13.62%, 
and the component 3 (or z-axis) the 12.05%. On the right, the 2D PCA Scores plot is displayed. 
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5 Pathway analysis 

The next step in the downstream bioinformatics analysis is the pathway mapping that reveals the roles 
that metabolites play in relation to each other and in biological aberrations. A plethora of tools (Table 
5) have been developed for this purpose (Table 5), as well as, online databases. A brief description of 
the available databases for pathway analysys is given below: 

KEGG PATHWAY 

KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) is one of the most complete and widely used 
databases containing metabolic pathways (372 reference pathways) from a wide variety of organisms 
(>700). These pathways are hyperlinked to metabolite and protein/enzyme information. Currently 
KEGG has >15,000 compounds (from animals, plants and bacteria), 7742 drugs (including different salt 
forms and drug carriers) and nearly 11,000 glycan structures. 

MetaCyc 

MetaCyc is a database of nonredundant, experimentally elucidated metabolic pathways. MetaCyc 
contains more than 1,100 pathways from more than 1,500 different organisms. MetaCyc is curated 
from the scientific experimental literature and contains pathways involved in both primary and 
secondary metabolism, as well as associated compounds, enzymes, and genes. 

HumanCyc 

HumanCyc is a bioinformatics database that describes the human metabolic pathways and the human 
genome. The current version of HumanCyc was constructed using Build 31 of the human genome. The 
resulting pathway/genome database (PGDB) includes information on 28,783 genes, their products and 
the metabolic reactions and pathways they catalyze. 

BioCyc 

BioCyc is a collection of 371 Pathway/Genome Databases. Each database in the BioCyc collection 
describes the genome and metabolic pathways of a single organism. The databases within the BioCyc 
collection are organized into tiers according to the amount of manual review and updating they have 
received. Tier 1 DBs have been created through intensive manual efforts and include EcoCyc, MetaCyc 
and the BioCyc Open Compounds Database (BOCD). BOCD includes metabolites, enzyme activators, 
inhibitors, and cofactors derived from hundreds of organisms. Tier 2 and Tier 3 databases contain 
computationally predicted metabolic pathways, as well as predictions as to which genes code for 
missing enzymes in metabolic pathways, and predicted operons. 

Reactome 

Reactome is a curated, peer-reviewed knowledgbase of biological pathways, including metabolic 
pathways as well as protein trafficking and signaling pathways. Reactome includes several types of 
reactions in its pathway diagram collection including experimentally confirmed, manually inferred and 
electronically inferred reactions. Reactome has pathway data on more than 20 different organisms but 
the primary organism of interest is Homo sapiens. Reactome has data and pathway diagrams for >2700 
proteins, 2800 reactions and 860 pathways for humans. 

WikiPathways 

WikiPathways is an open, collaborative platform for capturing and disseminating models of biological 
pathways for data visualization and analysis. The database has pathway for more than 20 species and 
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more than 100 pathways for seven species. The human collection contains more than 800 pathways, 
covering more than 7500 genes. WikiPathways also contains pathways with more than 1000 
metabolites. 

The presented workflow focuses on the GeneSpring Pathway Architect, which can be used to map the 
results from single experiments onto curated pathways. This module finds relevant pathways 
associated with the experiment organism from the total number of pathways present in the tool 
pathways comprising the Biocyc, KEGG and WikiPathways databases based on similar entities 
(matched entities) between the pathway and the entity list, in comparison to other tools that focuses 
only on the entries of one database (e.g KEGG). GeneSpring only reports the number of matched 
entities for a metabolomics experiment, so no p-values are computed for entities from metabolomics 
experiments to avoid a misrepresentation of the significance of matching pathways caused by the fact 
that the technology of a metabolomics experiment is limited to only the measured metabolites with 
an observable abundance in the experiment and pathways, on the other hand, are likely to contain 
many other metabolites that may not be present in the technology. This results in a pathway p-value 
computed with the technology to be higher than a more realistic p-value computed with a 
comprehensive reference set of global entities.   

Table 5: Pathway Mapping and visualisation tools. 

Name URL 

BioCyc - Omics Viewer http://biocyc.org  

iPath http://pathways.embl.de  

KaPPA-View http://kpv.kazusa.or.jp/en/  

KEGG http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html  

MapMan http://mapman.gabipd.org/web/guest/mapman  

MetPA http://metpa.metabolomics.ca  

Metscape http://metscape.ncibi.org  

MGV http://www.microarray-analysis.org/mayday  

Paintomics http://www.paintomics.org  

Pathos http://motif.gla.ac.uk/Pathos/  

Pathvisio http://www.pathvisio.org/  

ProMetra http://www.cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de/groups/brf/software/prometra_info/  

Reactome http://www.reactome.org  

VANTED http://vanted.ipk-gatersleben.de 

 

Note that the Pathway Analysis Module of the GeneSpring GX supports Identified, Unidentified, and 
Combined (Identified + Unidentified) types of experiment creation for Generic data. The first entry that 
appears in any one of the Compound Name, CAS ID, Swiss-Prot ID, and Formula columns (in that order) 

http://biocyc.org/
http://pathways.embl.de/
http://kpv.kazusa.or.jp/en/
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
http://mapman.gabipd.org/web/guest/mapman
http://metpa.metabolomics.ca/
http://metscape.ncibi.org/
http://www.microarray-analysis.org/mayday
http://www.paintomics.org/
http://motif.gla.ac.uk/Pathos/
http://www.pathvisio.org/
http://www.cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de/groups/brf/software/prometra_info/
http://www.reactome.org/
http://vanted.ipk-gatersleben.de/
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is used to name the entity. If no entry appears in any of these four columns, the compound is 
considered to be unidentified. 

 

Figure 16: Example spreadsheet to import non-Agilent data. Click this image to open the 
spreadsheet 

 

 

Figure 17: Data import in GeneSpring GX to perform pathway analysis. 

 

Mass RT Compound Name Formula Cas ID Swiss-Prot IDKEGG ID ChEBI ID HMP ID Lipid ID NCBI ID Sample 1

285.061 1.83  3'-Methoxyfukiic acid C12H14O8 1033071.553

331.175 9.00 (1S,2S,4S,5S)-2,4-Thujanediol 4-O-beta-D-Glucopyranoside C16H28O7 240495-81-2 1.62E+07

197.0817 7.19 (2E,4E)-2,7-Dimethyl-2,4-octadienedioic acid C10H14O4 110107-15-8 2255486.292

141.0191 3.93 (2E,4Z)-4-hydroxy-6-oxohexa-2,4-dienoic acid C6H6O4 LMFA01030970 1027527.802

505.2636 8.73 (3b,9R)-5-Megastigmene-3,9-diol 9-[apiosyl-(1->6)-glucoside] C24H42O11 347852-04-4 1440859.103

305.1594 8.66 1-(beta-D-Glucopyranosyloxy)-3-octanone C14H26O7 194919-40-9 267108.0748

271.0726 6.70 1,2-Bis(4-nitrophenyl)ethane;4,4'-Dinitrodibenzyl C14H12N2O4 736-30-1 8108684.889

195.0521 5.05 1,3-Dimethyluric acid C7H8N4O3 944-73-0 2354681.656

133.0504 1.20 1-Deoxy-D-xylulose C5H10O4 C06257 933823.471

181.0366 3.74 1-Methyluric acid C6H6N4O3 708-79-2 5120504.713

181.0367 3.44 1-Methyluric acid C6H6N4O3 708-79-2 1.50E+07

153.0192 5.25 2,4-Dihydroxybenzoic acid C7H6O4 89-86-1 309377.5223

154.9986 3.76 2,5-Furandicarboxylic acid C6H4O5 3238-40-2 4217080.232
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Figure 18: Results of pathway analysis using the GeneSpring GX software. 
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7 ANNEX – Online training course on bioinformatics 



Bioinformatics online course

Bioinformatics approach for metabolomics data pre-

processing and processing including pathway and EWAS 

analysis, as a tool in population-based exposome studies.

http://www.enve-lab.eu



Bioinformatics online course

Aim

Data Pre-processing or Spectra processing: detection and identification of the 

features in the sample spectra of a metabolomics study. More specific, the aim of data 

pre-processing is to:

i. Fit the 3D output matrix in a 2D matrix, where rows correspond to the different 

metabolomic features and columns to the samples. Each metabolomic feature is 

intrinsically related to the concentration of a particular metabolite. Peak area or 

intensity are usually displayed.

ii. Improve the signal quality and reduce possible analytical biases present in 

the raw data by following  several pre-processing steps. For example, baseline 

correction is used to remove low frequency artifacts and differences between 

samples that are generated by experimental and instrumental variation, while 

high-frequency filters are used to remove the electronic noise present in the data 

that is generated by the measurement equipment.

Data Processing: Once the metabolite features are robustly identified, there are 

chemometric methods that can be used to perform the desired study analysis. 



Bioinformatics online course

Highlights

Computational metabolomics enables high 

throughput metabolite profiling.

Computational metabolomics enables high 

throughput metabolite annotation.

Standardization of computational workflows 

provides reproducible data analysis.
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Data Pre-processing
workflow
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Data Pre-processing
Tools

Platform Description Advantages Disadvantages Reference

XCMS

R‐based platform for
raw LCMS data
processing and

visualization

‐Adjustable parameters
‐Streamlined workflow

‐Requires knowledge of R
language

‐Command line based
(Smith et al., 2006)

XCMS online
Web‐based graphical
user interface version

of XCMS

‐Cloud storage and sharing
‐Relatively easy to use

‐Not as customizable as the R
version

(Tautenhahn et al., 

2008) 

MetaboAnalyst
Online statistical

analysis

‐Easy to use
‐Wide variety of statistical 

tests
available

‐Interactive plots

‐Relies on pre‐processed data
‐Limited options for
customizing graphics

(Xia et al., 2015)

Haystack
Raw data processing

and visualization using
mass bins

‐Unbiased
‐No zero values

‐Not dependent on quality of
chromatography

‐Graphics not customizable
‐Does not take into account

peak retention time
(Grace et al., 2014)

MZmine 2
Raw data processing

and visualization

‐Java based
‐User friendly

‐Project batching

‐Limited options for
customizing graphics

‐Numerous options can be
overwhelming

(Katajamaa et al., 

2006)

MET‐IDEA
Raw data processing
for GCMS and LCMS

data

‐Works well with very large 
data sets

‐Optional manual integration

‐Aimed more for GCMS data
‐Low‐quality graphics

(Lei et al., 2012)
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Import Raw Data

Vendor Formats

ABI T2D

Agilent MassHunter .d

Bruker
Compass .d, YEP, BAF, FID, 

TDF

Sciex WIFF / WIFF2

Shimadzu LCD

Thermo Scientific RAW

Waters MassLynx .raw / UNIFI

Table 1: Vendors of the most use platforms in untargeted 

LC/MS metabolomics. Each vendor has developed its own 

tools, but XCMS supports the analysis of LC/MS data from 

files in (AIA/ANDI) NetCDF, mzML/mzXML and mzData

format.

centroid 
raw data

msConvert from ProteoWizard
readMSData method from 

the MSnbase package

“open” 
format 
mzML

OnDiskMSnExp
object

Contains general information about the

number of spectra, retention times, the

measured total ion current etc, but does not

contain the full raw data (i.e. the m/z and

intensity values from each measured

spectrum).
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Import Raw Data
R Code

#-----Raw Data Import of Problem Samples and QCs-----

PS_QC_neg <- dir(system.file("mzML"), path="D:/Data/Example/RawData/Negative/PS_QC",

full.names = TRUE, recursive = TRUE)

pd_PS_QC_neg <- data.frame(sample_name = sub(basename(PS_QC_neg), pattern = ".mzML",

replacement = "", fixed = TRUE),

sample_group_PS_QC = c(rep("ProblemSamples", 96), rep("QC", 11)),

stringsAsFactors = FALSE)

raw_data_PS_QC_neg <- readMSData(files = PS_QC_neg, pdata = new("NAnnotatedDataFrame",

pd_PS_QC_neg), mode = "onDisk")

## extract and export a data frame with experiment annotation

fData_PS_QC_neg <- fData(raw_data_PS_QC_neg)

write.table(fData_PS_QC_neg, file="Metabolomics_LCMS_neg_fData_PS_QC.csv", sep=",",

row.names=FALSE)

## raw data of solvents containing internal standards are importing using the same

commands/functions.
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Initial Data Inspection
R Code

#-----Initial data inspection------

head(rtime(raw_data_PS_QC_neg)) ### extract the retention time values from the object

mzs_PS_QC_neg <- mz(raw_data_PS_QC_neg) ### extract the m/z values from the object

### use the fromFile indices to organize the m/z values by file

mzs_by_file_PS_QC_neg <- split(mzs_PS_QC_neg, f = fromFile(raw_data_PS_QC_neg))

length(mzs_by_file_PS_QC_neg)

names(mzs_by_file_PS_QC_neg)

The first step of initial data inspection is to access the raw data from the files (the 

measured intensity values, the corresponding m/z and retention time values). 

The fromFile function returns an integer vector providing the mapping of the 

values to the originating file. Below we use the fromFile indices to organize the mz

values by file.
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Initial Data Inspection
R Code - BPC

## Get the base peak chromatograms for the problem and the QC samples.

bpis_PS_QC_neg <- chromatogram(raw_data_PS_QC_neg, aggregationFun =

"max")

## Define colors for the two groups and plot the BPC.

group_colors <- paste0(brewer.pal(3, "Set1")[1:2], "60")

names(group_colors) <- c("ProblemSamples", "QC")

plot(bpis_PS_QC_neg, col =

group_colors[raw_data_PS_QC_neg$sample_group_PS_QC], par(mar=c(5, 5, 2,

1)), cex.axis = 0.65,

main = "Base Peak Chromatogram", xlab = 'retention time (s)')

legend("topleft", legend=c("ProblemSamples", "QC"),

col=c("red", "blue"), lty=1, cex=0.8)

## Get the base peak chromatograms for the solvent samples containing internal

satandards (I.S)

bpis_IS_neg <- chromatogram(raw_data_IS_neg, aggregationFun = "sum")

### This reads data from the files.

plot(bpis_IS_neg, par(mar=c(5, 5, 2, 1)), cex.axis = 0.65,

main = "Base Peak Chromatogram - Solvent with Internal Standards", xlab =

'retention time (s)')

As a first evaluation of the 

data we plot the base 

peak chromatogram 

(BPC) for each file in our 

experiment. We use the 

chromatogram method 

and set the 

aggregationFun to "max" 

to return for each 

spectrum the maximal 

intensity and hence create 

the BPC from the raw 

data. To create a total ion 

chromatogram we could 

set aggregationFun to 

sum. 
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Initial Data Inspection
BPC

Figure 1: Base Peak Chromatogram for the example batch of samples included in the EXHES study. 

These were urine samples from neonates, while the untargeted metabolomics was performed in LC-MS 

negative mode. The Problem Samples are referring to the samples received from the participants, while 

the QC, were injections from the sample pooled quality control sample.
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Initial Data Inspection
R Code - Boxplots

## Create boxplots representing the

distribution of total ion currents per file. Such

plots can be very useful to spot problematic

or failing MS runs.

tc_PS_QC_neg <-

split(tic(raw_data_PS_QC_neg), f =

fromFile(raw_data_PS_QC_neg))

group_colors_PS_QC<- paste0(brewer.pal(3,

"Set1")[1:2], "60")

names(group_colors_PS_QC) <- c("Problem

Samples", "QC")

boxplot(tc_PS_QC_neg, names =

basename(PS_QC_neg), col =

group_colors[raw_data_PS_QC_neg$sample

_group_PS_QC],

ylab = "intensity", main = "Total ion

current", font.main = 2 ,

las = 2, par(mar = c(12, 5, 4, 2)+ 0.1),

cex = 0.5, cex.axis = 0.65, font.axis = 2)

Figure 2: Boxplots representing the distribution of total ion currents per file 

for the problem samples (red colored boxes) and the QC samples (blue 

colored boxes).  The boxplots were used to spot problematic or failing MS 

runs.
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Initial Data Inspection
R Code - Heatmap

## Create heatmaps representing the Grouping of samples based on similarity of their base peak chromatogram. Such

plots can be very useful to spot problematic or failing MS runs.

## Bin the BPC

bpis_PS_neg <- bin(bpis_ProblemSamples_neg, binSize = 0.5)

cormat_PS_neg <- cor((do.call(cbind, lapply(bpis_PS_neg, intensity))))

colnames(cormat_PS_neg)<-rownames(cormat_PS_neg)<-raw_data_ProblemSamples_neg$sample_name_PS_QC

## Define which phenodata columns should be highlighted in the plot

ann_PS_neg <- data.frame(raw_data_ProblemSamples_neg)

rownames(ann_PS_neg) <- raw_data_ProblemSamples_neg$sample_name_PS_QC

## Perform the cluster analysis

pheatmap(cormat_PS_neg, cex = 0.8)

## the same functions were used for the clustering of QC samples.
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Initial Data Inspection
Heatmap

Figure 3: Grouping of samples based on similarity of their base peak chromatogram. Heatmap for the QC is displayed 

on the left, while on the right the heatmap shows the clustering for the samples received from the participants.
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Peak Detection
Description

Peak detection is a crucial step in the LC/MS data processing pipeline. The

presented workflow describes the chromatographic peak detection using the

centWave algorithm developed by Tautenhahn et al., (2008), which combines density

based detection of regions of interest in the m/z domain, and a Continuous Wavelet

Transform (CWT) based approach for chromatographic peak resolution and

optionally Gauss-fitting in the chromatographic domain.

The two most critical parameters for centWave are the following:

 ppm that indicates the maximum expected deviation of m/z values of centroids

corresponding to one chromatographic peak.

 snthresh, which defining the signal to noise ratio cutoff.

 peakwidth, which represents expected range of chromatographic peak widths,

 mzdiff for the minimum expected difference in m/z dimension required for peaks

overlapping retention times, and the

 noise which is actually a threshold for a minimum intensity required for centroids

to be considered in the first analysis step (centroids with intensity < noise were

omitted from ROI detection).
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Peak Detection
Parameters Optimization – ppm & mzdiff

Sample
Calculated 

Mass

Observed 

Mass

Observed 

RT

Mass error 

in ppm

Uncertainty 

in m/z

Caffeic C9H8O4

Mix_standards_Neg_1 179.0350 179.0329 5.77 11.7296 0.0021

Mix_standards_Neg_2 179.0350 179.0331 5.78 10.6125 0.0019

TBBPA C15H12Br4O2

Mix_standards_Neg_1 542.7457 542.7390 9.9400 12.3446 0.0067

Mix_standards_Neg_2 542.7457 542.7399 9.9300 10.6864 0.0058

Reserpine C33H40N2O9

Mix_standards_Neg_1 607.2661 607.259 8.22 11.6917 0.0071

Mix_standards_Neg_2 607.2661 607.2601 8.23 9.8803 0.0060

Table 2: Calculated mass error in ppm and uncertainty in m/z using the internal standards that were

added in the blank solvents. There were 2 runs of solvent containing caffeic acid, TBBPA, and

Reserpine in the negative ionisation mode, one before the column conditioning and one at the end of the

sequence. Ideally for mass error calculation I should use injections run at the beginning (after column

conditioning), and at the middle of the analysis. Perforce, we will rely on the average values of the

aforementioned injections. Note that the mass error should be lower than 5 ppm and 15 ppm for an

Orbitrap and Q-TOF instrument respectively. For peak detection, the average value for caffeic will be

used since its peak was the one with the higher intensity, and its mass is closer to the majority of the

metabolites.
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Peak Detection
Parameters Optimization – ppm & mzdiff

Figure 4: Base Peak Chromatogram for the caffeic acid in the solvent samples in the left, and EIC chromatogram on 

the right. Caffeic acid will be used to adapt the default value for the mass error, the mzdiff, and the peakwidth

parameters, which are the most critical for the peak detection step.
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Peak Detection
Parameters Optimization – ppm & mzdiff

Figure 5: The MS spectra were used to extract the masses of the detected ions. The lower spectra represent the 

expected masses for the caffeic acid.
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Peak Detection
Parameters Optimization – sntresh

Table 3: Signal to noise ratio cutoff (snthresh) parameter estimation.

Sample fileIdx Number of 

Identified 

Peaks

Average of 

peaks 

intensities

Peaks with 

intensity 

values 

above 

average

Peaks with 

intensity 

values below 

average

Baseline 

(BL)

Noise Level Imax sn

QC11 97 857 2454415.59 166 691 2503.806309 5496656.478 39124840 7

QC12 98 861 2609974.33 172 689 2609.986144 5654912.593 40018996 7

QC13 99 854 2231595.65 184 671 2865.680829 6604740.784 58968532 9

QC14 100 855 2065622.96 155 700 2658.840365 6216059.619 65189368 10

QC15 101 856 2388858.18 167 690 3063.985804 7349281.451 70268712 10

QC16 102 855 2207938.36 165 690 2224.268503 4626024.329 32686292 7

QC17 103 853 1777570.93 191 662 1788.983239 3584394.397 24539158 7

QC18 104 852 1737719.97 184 668 1751.338629 3446760.663 24052388 7

QC19 105 852 1775058.18 186 666 1795.956502 3840450.597 26380656 7

QC20 106 853 2162335.79 160 694 2171.577495 4608633.426 35462292 8

QC21 107 854 1961378.88 163 691 1963.058003 4083962.03 28369000 7

Average 8

Before the calculation of the signal to noise ratio cut-off (snthresh) parameter,

we must estimate the local noise and baseline estimation: We assume that the

x is the vector of intensity values of the actual (extended) ROI, and xt the 10%

trimmed x (5% of the smallest and 5% of the largest intensity values are

discarded). Then the baseline BL is assessed as the mean value of xt and the

noise level NL as the standard deviation of xt.
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Peak Detection (QC)
R Code

##-----Perform the chromatographic peak detection on the data set consists of QCs---

-

cwp_QC_neg <- CentWaveParam(ppm = 11.17 , peakwidth = c(10, 30), noise =

4000, snthresh = 8)

xdata_QC_neg <- findChromPeaks(raw_data_QC_neg, param = cwp_QC_neg)

chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg)

### Table: Summary statistics on identified chromatographic peaks. Shown are

number of identified peaks per sample and widths/duration of chromatographic peaks

summary_fun <- function(z)

c(peak_count = nrow(z), rt = quantile(z[, "rtmax"] - z[, "rtmin"]))

T <- lapply(split.data.frame(

chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg), f = chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg )[, "sample"]),

FUN = summary_fun)

T <- do.call(rbind, T)

rownames(T) <- basename(fileNames(xdata_QC_neg))

pandoc.table(T,

caption = paste0("Summary statistics on identified chromatographic",

" peaks. Shown are number of identified peaks per",

" sample and widths/duration of chromatographic ",

"peaks."))

The next step is the

chromatographic peak detection

using the QC samples, to evaluate

the optimised parameters using the

proportion of good peaks as

indicator. In general, a peak is

considered good if it met the

following criteria:

1. The boundaries of the peak

appear to encapsulate the

majority of the peak.

2. The boundaries of the peak

encapsulate the maximum of

the peak.

3. The peak is not immediately

surrounded by peaks of similar

intensity and shape that make

the peak itself look like noise.

4. The peak has a good shape or,

if not, strongly meets criteria 3.
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Peak Detection (QC)
R Code

## Frequency of identified peaks per file along the retention time axis.

plotChromPeakImage(xdata_QC_neg, xlim = NULL, log = FALSE,

xlab = "retention time", yaxt = par("yaxt", cex = 0.8, mar=c(5, 8, 5, 5)),

main = "Chromatographic peak counts")

## Extract a list of per-sample peak intensities

ints_QC_neg <- split(chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg)[, "into"], f =

chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg)[, "sample"])

boxplot(ints_QC_neg, varwidth = TRUE, names = basename(QC_neg), par(mar =

c(12, 5, 4, 2)),cex = 0.6,

ylab = expression(RawData~intensity), main = "Peak intensities")

## Evaluate the noise correction by comparing the mean values intensiteis per QC

before and after peak detection.

boxplot(ints_QC_neg, varwidth = TRUE, names = basename(QC_neg), par(mar =

c(12, 5, 4, 2)),cex = 0.6,

ylab = expression(RawData~intensity), main = "Peak intensities", ylim = c(0,

5e+05))

## The same method will be followed for the peaks detection of the full dataset

using the optimized parameters

To get a global overview of the

peak detection we can plot the

frequency of identified peaks

per file along the retention time

axis (Figure 6). This allows to

identify time periods along the

MS run in which a higher

number of peaks was identified

and evaluate whether this is

consistent across files.

Boxplots can be, also, used for

evaluation purposes.
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Peak Detection (QC)
Results

Sample                  peak_count   rt.0%    rt.25%   rt.50%   rt.75%   

rt.100% 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**QC_11.mzML**      1853      1.877    11.39    14.05    17.19     93.63  

**QC_12.mzML**      1833      2.373    10.18    13.98    17.56     62.98  

**QC_13.mzML**      1727      3.207    11.18    14.05    17.33     62.17  

**QC_14.mzML**      1827       2.38    11.61     14.3    18.97     75.29  

**QC_15.mzML**      1771      0.5658   11.51    14.25    18.86     78.74  

**QC_16.mzML**      1779      4.069    12.44    14.38    19.26     57.82  

**QC_17.mzML**      1797      3.968    10.71    14.16    18.37     70.59  

**QC_18.mzML**      1775      3.234    10.33    14.16    18.72     89.76  

**QC_19.mzML**      1674       2.05    12.08    14.23    19.23     80.06  

**QC_20.mzML**      1753      4.766    12.05    14.37    18.88     61.74  

**QC_22.mzML**      1781      3.996    12.43    14.34    19.34     91.24  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 4: Signal to noise ratio cutoff (snthresh) parameter estimation.

Figure 6: Frequency of identified chromatographic

peaks along the retention time. The frequency is color

coded with higher frequency being represented by

yellow-white. Each line shows the peak frequency for

one file.
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Peak Detection
Results

The same commands and functions were followed for the peaks detection of the full dataset 

using the optimized parameters.

Figure 7: Peak intensity distribution per problem and QC sample.
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Alignment
Description

The alignment step, also referred to as retention time correction, aims at adjusting this

by shifting signals along the retention time axis to align the signals between different

samples within an experiment.

The obiwarp method will be used to align the samples, and more specific the function

adjustRtime, which uses different alignment algorithms depending on the provided

parameter class.

We use a binSize = 0.6 which creates warping functions in mz bins of 0.6.

Note that adjustRtime, besides calculating adjusted retention times for each spectrum,

does also adjust the reported retention times of the identified chromatographic peaks.

To evaluate the impact of the alignment we plot the BPC on the pre-adjusted and

adjusted data. In addition, we plot the differences of the adjusted- to the raw retention

times per sample using the plotAdjustedRtime function.
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Alignment
R Code

#---- Perform the alignment for the Problem Samples -----

xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM <- adjustRtime(xdata_PS_QC, param = ObiwarpParam(binSize = 0.6))

## Extract adjusted retention times

head(rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM))

## Extract raw retention times

head(rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM, adjusted = FALSE))

## Get the base peak chromatograms.

bpis_PS_QC <- chromatogram(xdata_PS_QC, aggregationFun = "max")

par(mfrow = c(2, 1), mar = c(4.5, 4.2, 1, 0.5))

plot(bpis_PS_QC, peakType = "none", main = "Base Peak Chromatogram before Retention Time

Correction")

bpis_PS_QC_adj_OM <- chromatogram(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM, aggregationFun = "max")

par(mfrow = c(2, 1), mar = c(4.5, 4.2, 1, 0.5))

plot(bpis_PS_QC_adj_OM, peakType = "none", main = "Base Peak Chromatogram after Retention Time

Correction")
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Alignment
R Code

## Plot also the difference of adjusted to raw retention time.

plotAdjustedRtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM)

#evaluate the impact of the alignment on the ISTD peak

par(mfrow = c(2, 1))

#Calculate the difference between the adjusted and the raw retention times

diffRT_PS_OM <- rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM) - rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM, adjusted = FALSE)

#By default, rtime and most other accessor methods return a numeric vector.

#To get the values grouped by sample we have to split this vector by file/sample.

diffRT_PS_OM <- split(diffRT_PS_OM, fromFile(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM))

boxplot(diffRT_PS_OM, names = basename(ProblemSamples), col =

group_colors[raw_data_PS_QC$sample_group_],

main = "Obiwarp alignment resuls", las = 2, ylab = "adjusted - raw rt", par(mar = c(4, 4, 4, 4),

cex = 0.8))
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Alignment
Results

Figure 8: Base peak chromatogram before and after alignment (first and second from the top respectively) and

difference between adjusted and raw retention times along the retention time axis (bottom). Too large differences

between adjusted and raw retention times that could indicate poorly performing samples or alignment were not

detected.
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Correspondence
Description – R Code

The final step in the metabolomics pre-processing is the correspondence that

matches detected chromatographic peaks between samples. The method to perform

the correspondence in XCMS is groupChromPeaks. The algorithm combines

chromatographic peaks depending on the density of peaks along the retention time

axis within small slices along the mz dimensiononly chromatographic peaks present

in at least 50% of the samples per sample group are grouped into a feature. We use a

value of 0.5 for the minFraction parameter hence. The sample group assignment is

specified with the sampleGroups argument.

#-----Correspondence----------------------------------------

## Define the parameters for the peak density method

pdp_PS_QC_neg_cor<-PeakDensityParam(sampleGroups=pData(xdata_PS_QC_neg)$sample_group_PS_QC,

maxFeatures = 2000, minFraction = 0.5, bw =20)

xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor <- groupChromPeaks(xdata_PS_QC_neg, param = pdp_PS_QC_neg_cor)

DM_PS_QC_neg <- head(featureDefinitions(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor))

# Extract the mass and rt values peak integrated signal

DM_PS_QC_neg <- featureDefinitions(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor)

# Extract the "into" peak integrated signal

DM_PS_QC_neg_persample <- featureValues(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor, value = "into")
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Gap - Filling
Description – R Code

This feature matrix contains NA for samples in which no chromatographic peak was

detected in the feature’s m/z-rt region. While in many cases there might indeed be no

peak signal in the respective region, it might also be that there is signal, but the peak

detection algorithm failed to detect a chromatographic peak. XCMS provides the

fillChromPeaks method to fill in intensity data for such missing values from the

original files. The filled in peaks are added to the chromPeaks matrix and get a TRUE

value in the "is_filled" column of the chromPeakData data frame. Below we perform

such a filling-in of missing peaks.

## Filling missing peaks using default settings. Alternatively we could

## pass a FillChromPeaksParam object to the method.

xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil <- fillChromPeaks(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor)

head(featureValues(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil))
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Export Data
Description – R Code

The mass and rt values peak integrated signal and the "into" peak integrated signal

will be extracted using the dataset created after gap-filling, and will be exported in

.csv format using the write.table function from the utils v3.6.1 R package.

# Extract the mass and rt values peak integrated signal

DM_PS_QC_neg <- featureDefinitions(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil)

write.table(DM_PS_QC_neg,

file="D:/Data/HEALS_EXHES_Germany_Batch2/DataProcessing/Negative/HEALS_EXHES_German

y_Batch2_PS_QC_neg_DetectedMetabolites.csv", sep=",", row.names=FALSE)

# Extract the "into" peak integrated signal

DM_PS_QC_neg_persample <- featureValues(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil, value = "into")

write.table(DM_PS_QC_neg_persample,

file="D:/Data/HEALS_EXHES_Germany_Batch2/DataProcessing/Negative/HEALS_EXHES_German

y_Batch2_PS_QC_neg_DetectedMetabolites_persample.csv", sep=",", row.names=FALSE)
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Metabolites Identification
Description - Databases

The most crucial step for downstream bioinformatics analysis and one of the biggest

challenges is the annotation of metabolites.

The mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) value of a molecular ion of interest is searched

against metabolite database(s). The metabolites having molecular weights within a

specified tolerance to the query m/z value are retrieved from the databases as

putative identifications. These putative identifications serve as a foundation for further

metabolite verification. It is important to use multiple sources, in order to induce the

possibility of missing information. The following databases are the most used for

metabolites identification.

 Human Metabolome Database (HMDB): http://www.hmdb.ca/
 METLIN Metabolite Database: 

https://metlin.scripps.edu/landing_page.php?pgcontent=mainPage
 Madison Metabolomics Consortium Database (MMCD): 

http://mmcd.nmrfam.wisc.edu/
 LIPID MAPS Structure Database (LMSD):

 https://www.lipidmaps.org/data/structure/index.php
 KEGG COMPOUND: https://www.genome.jp/kegg/compound/
 MassBank: https://massbank.eu/MassBank/Search

http://www.hmdb.ca/
https://metlin.scripps.edu/landing_page.php?pgcontent=mainPage
http://mmcd.nmrfam.wisc.edu/
https://www.lipidmaps.org/data/structure/index.php
https://www.genome.jp/kegg/compound/
https://massbank.eu/MassBank/Search
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Metabolites Identification
CAMERA

The neutral molecular mass is inferred from the molecular ion m/z value, and depends on e.g.,

ionization mode (H+ or H-), ionization adducts (e.g., Na+, K+, NH4+), and fragments that are

common neutral losses, such as H2O, CO2, and HCOOH.

Querying databases for a single peak m/z value may lead to multiple plausible neutral molecular

masses, which increases false positive annotations and the workload in querying precursor ions

in databases.

CAMERA (Kuhl et al., 2012) is the most frequently used method to address this issue and

provides putative annotations for a set of features deriving from the same compound, e.g.,

molecular ions, isotopes, adducts, and in-source fragmentations.

Figure 9: Example of putative annotation of

randomly chosen features using R package

‘CAMERA’. Extracted ion chromatograms

(EIC) of labelled, putatively annotated peaks

potentially representing a metabolite, at

retention time 300 seconds.
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Metabolites Identification
MetaboSearch

MetaboSearch Tool v.1.2 developed by Zhou et al. (2012) can be used for metabolites

annotation resulted from the LC-MS untargeted metabolomics analyses.

MetaboSearch accepts two types of inputs: a list of m/z values or ion annotation

information along with m/z values, as acquired from CAMERA.

Figure 10: Interface of MetaboSearch tool for metabolites identification.
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Metabolites Identification
MetaboSearch

Used customized database: HMDB, Metlin, and Lipid Maps

The mass tolerance must be set based on the calculations performed for the internal standards,

as mentioned before.

In case of multiple possible annotated metabolites for one pair of m/z and rt, a comparison of the

MS from our analysis and the one from the database e.g. HMDB was performed.

Cross-referencing across multiple databases is performed when a particular identifier type is

missing from a database.

It is important to note that the annotated metabolites belong to the Level 2, 3 and 4 of

identification according to the Metabolomics Standard Initiative (MSI) reporting standards

(http://msi-workgroups.sourceforge.net/).

(Schrimpe-Rutledge et al., 2016)

Mass RT Compound Name Formula Cas ID Swiss-Prot IDKEGG ID ChEBI ID HMP ID Lipid ID NCBI ID Sample 1

285.061 1.83  3'-Methoxyfukiic acid C12H14O8 1033071.553

331.175 9.00 (1S,2S,4S,5S)-2,4-Thujanediol 4-O-beta-D-Glucopyranoside C16H28O7 240495-81-2 1.62E+07

197.0817 7.19 (2E,4E)-2,7-Dimethyl-2,4-octadienedioic acid C10H14O4 110107-15-8 2255486.292

141.0191 3.93 (2E,4Z)-4-hydroxy-6-oxohexa-2,4-dienoic acid C6H6O4 LMFA01030970 1027527.802

505.2636 8.73 (3b,9R)-5-Megastigmene-3,9-diol 9-[apiosyl-(1->6)-glucoside] C24H42O11 347852-04-4 1440859.103

305.1594 8.66 1-(beta-D-Glucopyranosyloxy)-3-octanone C14H26O7 194919-40-9 267108.0748

271.0726 6.70 1,2-Bis(4-nitrophenyl)ethane;4,4'-Dinitrodibenzyl C14H12N2O4 736-30-1 8108684.889

195.0521 5.05 1,3-Dimethyluric acid C7H8N4O3 944-73-0 2354681.656

133.0504 1.20 1-Deoxy-D-xylulose C5H10O4 C06257 933823.471

181.0366 3.74 1-Methyluric acid C6H6N4O3 708-79-2 5120504.713

181.0367 3.44 1-Methyluric acid C6H6N4O3 708-79-2 1.50E+07

153.0192 5.25 2,4-Dihydroxybenzoic acid C7H6O4 89-86-1 309377.5223

154.9986 3.76 2,5-Furandicarboxylic acid C6H4O5 3238-40-2 4217080.232

Table 5: Example spreadsheet to import non-Agilent data. Click this 

image to open the spreadsheet.
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Data Processing
workflow
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Data Processing
“Clean Data”

Log Transformation

Helps to remove heteroscedasticity from the data and correct for a skewed data distribution. This

operation is easily performed in R using the log function. The default option is to compute the

natural logarithm. However, the general form log (x, base) computes logarithms with any desired

based. The base 2 log transformation is commonly used in metabolomics studies. Note that the

log function will return NA for any zero values in the data matrix.

Normalisation

In metabolomics research, it is important to reduce systematic error in experimental conditions.

First a batch effect correction procedure that was previously described by Rusilowicz et al.

(2016), will performed. Secondly, the quantile normalization was applied using the

preprocessCore R package, and more specific the normalize.quantiles function, following an

Exploratory Analysis.

Filtering

Beside the careful design of the samples acquisition process and the careful cleaning and

maintenance of the equipment before a batch analysis, to obtain consistent variables the

resulting matrix was further reduced by the 80% rule. The 80% rule which was applied to the QC

samples. If there are variables with more than 80% missing values (those with ion intensity = 0)

were excluded. The 80% rule was not applied to all the samples at once, because this would

have as a result the loss of important metabolites reflecting to the biological status of the system.

The instrument and overall process variability were then determined by calculating the

median RSD for all the endogenous metabolites, in case of the presented cohorts.
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Data Processing
“Clean Data”

Multivariate Statistical Analysis

Moreover, the analytical performance was evaluated with respect to the whole metabolomic

pattern by using PCA. The relative position of a sample in the PCA scores plot is determined by

the metabolomic pattern obtained that, is the sum of its composition and the response obtained

by the analytical platform. Samples that cluster together have a more similar metabolic pattern

than those that cluster apart. Therefore, QC samples that belonging to the same class should be

clustering together. Thus, a correct clustering of the samples is an indicative of a good analytical

performance.

Figure 11: On the left the 3D PCA Scores plot for the QCs of the example dataset. Component 1 (or x- axis) represents

the 24.46 % of the original dataset, component 2 (or y-axis) the 13.62%, and the component 3 (or z-axis) the 12.05%.

On the right, the 2D PCA Scores plot is displayed.
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Data Processing
Pathway Analysis

The next step in the downstream bioinformatics analysis is the pathway mapping that reveals the 

roles that metabolites play in relation to each other and in biological aberrations. A plethora of 

tools have been developed for this purpose, as well as, online databases. A brief description of 

the available databases for pathway analysis is given below:

 KEGG PATHWAY: https://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
 HumanCyc: https://humancyc.org/
 Reactome: https://reactome.org/
 WikiPathways: https://www.wikipathways.org/index.php/WikiPathways

Name URL

BioCyc - Omics 

Viewer
http://biocyc.org

iPath http://pathways.embl.de

KaPPA-View http://kpv.kazusa.or.jp/en/

KEGG http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html

MapMan http://mapman.gabipd.org/web/guest/mapman

MetPA http://metpa.metabolomics.ca

Metscape http://metscape.ncibi.org

MGV http://www.microarray-analysis.org/mayday

Paintomics http://www.paintomics.org

Pathos http://motif.gla.ac.uk/Pathos/

Pathvisio http://www.pathvisio.org/

ProMetra
http://www.cebitec.uni-

bielefeld.de/groups/brf/software/prometra_info/

Reactome http://www.reactome.org

VANTED http://vanted.ipk-gatersleben.de

Table 6: Pathway Mapping and visualisation tools.

https://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
https://humancyc.org/
https://reactome.org/
https://www.wikipathways.org/index.php/WikiPathways
http://biocyc.org/
http://pathways.embl.de/
http://kpv.kazusa.or.jp/en/
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
http://mapman.gabipd.org/web/guest/mapman
http://metpa.metabolomics.ca/
http://metscape.ncibi.org/
http://www.microarray-analysis.org/mayday
http://www.paintomics.org/
http://motif.gla.ac.uk/Pathos/
http://www.pathvisio.org/
http://www.cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de/groups/brf/software/prometra_info/
http://www.reactome.org/
http://vanted.ipk-gatersleben.de/
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The presented workflow focuses on the GeneSpring Pathway Architect, which can be used to map the results 

from single experiments onto curated pathways. This module finds relevant pathways associated with the 

experiment organism from the total number of pathways present in the tool pathways comprising the Biocyc, 

KEGG and WikiPathways databases based on similar entities (matched entities) between the pathway and the 

entity list, in comparison to other tools that focuses only on the entries of one database (e.g KEGG). 

Note that the Pathway Analysis Module of the GeneSpring GX supports Identified, Unidentified, and Combined 

(Identified + Unidentified) types of experiment creation for Generic data. The first entry that appears in any one 

of the Compound Name, CAS ID, Swiss-Prot ID, and Formula columns (in that order) is used to name the 

entity. If no entry appears in any of these four columns, the compound is considered to be unidentified.

Figure 12: Data import in GeneSpring GX to perform pathway analysis.
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Figure 13: Results of pathway analysis using the GeneSpring GX software.
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1 Introduction 

Bioinformatics hold a key position within the methodological framework of NEUROSOME, since they 

will integrate the results of the different ‘omics’ technologies aiming at connecting environmental 

exposure to disease outcomes and identify molecular signatures on different levels of biological 

organization to develop the relevant AOPs. This is in line with an in depth exposomics analysis, which 

in the case of NEUROSOME, focuses on the neurodevelopmental disorders. The exposome (Wild, 2005) 

represents the totality of exposures from conception onwards, simultaneously identifying, 

characterizing and quantifying the exogenous and endogenous exposures and modifiable risk factors 

that predispose to and predict diseases throughout a person’s life span. Exposome came as a 

complement to the human genome; although decoding of human genome (Schmutz et al., 2004) 

increased our understanding of the underlying causes of disease, genome explains only a percentage 

of population burden. Thus, it is evident that environmental factors are equally or eventually more 

important and what is actually critical is the interaction of environmental factors with the biological 

systems. Given the complexity of the individual exposome assessment, a broad array of technologies 

must be employed. Within the domain of internal exposome, one of the methods that continuously 

gains ground is the identification of biomarkers using metabolomics techniques (Siroux et al., 2016). 

Metabolomics involve the study of the low molecular weight complement of cells, tissues, and 

biological fluids. It is more perforable comparing to other omics techniques, because the metabolome 

is closer to the phenotypic observations. This is of particular importance for large population-based 

studies, because the metabolites are the intermediate and/or the final products of biochemical 

reactions, while their levels are determined by the concentrations of enzymes and their properties, 

with the last to be the result of various processes such as transcription, translation, and allosteric that 

are directly dependent on the organization's interaction with the environment (Villas-Bôas et al., 2005). 

Also, metabolomics allows the measurement of both endogenous and exogenous compounds, where 

the first ones are created and assembled during the metabolic reactions of the organism, and the 

second ones, are introduced by environmental, dietary or medicinal exposure. Since the “ingredients” 

that make up the metabolome, are characterized by great variation in chemical properties, their 

determination requires the combined use of different analytical techniques. Nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, chromatography (LC and GC), and mass spectrometry are the most 

common used methods (Kobayashi et al., 2013). Among the most used platforms, the LC-MS is the one 

that gives the maximum number of metabolites.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: The most commonly used analytical platforms in metabolomics (Banoei et al., 2014). 
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Since metabolomics experiments typically produce large amounts of data, sophisticated bioinformatic 

tools are needed for efficient and high-throughput data processing to remove systematic bias and to 

explore biologically significant findings. Both multivariate statistical analysis and data visualization play 

a critical role in extracting relevant information and interpreting the results of metabolomics 

experiments. (Grace and Hudson, 2016). 

 

Considering the above, this document provides guidance on the bioinformatics analysis for 

metabolomics LC-MS data including data pre-processing, pathway and EWAS analysis, as a tool in 

population-based exposome studies.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Workflow for data pre-processing and data processing of metabolomics LC-MS data. 
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2 Data Pre-Processing 

Numerous metabolomics methods have been developed to identify and quantify the metabolites in 
biological samples, and identify pathways affected by endogenous and exogenous perturbations. 

Some of the most popular are the MetaboAnalyst, the MZmine2, and the XCMS.  MZmine 2 is a Java‐

based platform that allows for flexible MS data processing through a user friendly graphical interface 
and customizable parameters for data processing and visualization (Katajamaa et al., 2006). 

MetaboAnalyst is a popular web‐based resource that provides an easy to use, comprehensive 

interface for metabolomics data analysis (Katajamaa et al., 2006). XCMS, which is used for the data 

pre-processing in the presented bioinformatics pipeline, is a powerful R‐based software for LCMS 

data processing. As with any R‐based package, it is command line driven and requires some 

background knowledge of the R programming language. XCMS uses nonlinear retention time 
correction, matched filtration, peak detection, and peak matching to extract relevant information from 
raw LCMS data (Smith et al., 2006). Peak detection parameters can be optimized to process the raw 
data in an appropriate and efficient manner. The advantages of XCMS over the other tools are the 
streamlined workflow and the adjustable parameters.  

2.1 Install and Load R packages  

 

2.2 Raw Data Import 

Before it is possible to explore any of these important biological questions, a battery of computational 
tools is required to convert mass spectrometry data into knowledge. Each vendor has developed its 
own tools, such as ProteomeDiscoverer by Thermo, Analyst by SCIEX, and Agilent MassHunter 
Software by Agilent, to help interpret the complex data produced by their instruments. However, the 
metabolomics informatics research community has developed thousands of alternate tools with a 
wide range of capabilities. Unfortunately, the vast majority of the open source tools, including the 
XCMS, are not able to directly read vendors’ binary formats (Table 1) and instead are dependent upon 

#-----Install R packages----- 

if (!requireNamespace("BiocManager", quietly = TRUE)) 

  #install.packages("BiocManager") 

BiocManager::install("XCMS", version = "3.8") 

install.packages("RColorBrewer", "pander", "magrittr") 

#-----load R packages----- 

library(XCMS) 

library(RColorBrewer) 

library(pander) 

library(magrittr) 

library(pheatmap) 
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“open” formats such as mzML and mzXML. In particular, XCMS supports the analysis of LC/MS data 
from files in (AIA/ANDI) NetCDF, mzML/mzXML and mzData format. 

Translating from closed binary formats to open formats requires specialized tools. The ProteoWizard 
toolkit (Chambers et al., 2012; Kessner et al., 2008) provides the tool msConvert that is able to convert 
all popular vendor formats into diverse open formats. Beyond performing a direct translation of file 
contents, from a closed binary format to an openly readable format, conversion is also a data 
processing step. In this step, researchers may perform lossy data compressions (such as centroiding) 
or fundamentally alter the values in files through recalibration (such as in mzRefinery). MS data can be 
acquired using profile or centroid mode. In centroid mode, each ion is represented as a discrete m/z, 
intensity pair, while in profile mode the ions are represented by peaks each containing a collection of 
points. The centroid mode, which give a smaller file that requires less processing time, is preferable. 
Adusumilli and Mallick (2017) have describe a variety of protocols for data conversion and particularly 
detail all the diverse options available to users during conversion. 

Table 1: Vendors of the most use plattforms in untargeted LC/MS metabolomics. 

 

Vendor Formats 

ABI T2D 

Agilent MassHunter .d 

Bruker Compass .d, YEP, BAF, FID, TDF 

Sciex WIFF / WIFF2 

Shimadzu LCD 

Thermo Scientific RAW 

Waters MassLynx .raw / UNIFI 

 

For the actual data import Bioconductor’s mzR (Chambers et al., 2012) is used. mzR provides a unified 
API to the common file formats and parsers available for mass spectrometry data. It comes with a 
wrapper for the ISB random access parser for mass spectrometry mzXML, mzData and mzML files. The 
package contains the original code written by the ISB, and a subset of the proteowizard library for 
mzML and mzIdentML.  

For demonstration purpose we use a batch of 109 data files that includes samples from neonates, 
pooled quality control samples (QC), and solvents containing internal standards, used to monitor the 
introduction of analytical biases during the experiment. Each file contains data in centroid mode 
acquired in negative ion mode form 50-1000 m/z and 0-600 seconds.  
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2.3 Initial data inspection 

The first step of initial data inspection is to access the raw data from the files (the measured intensity 
values, the corresponding m/z and retention time values). The OnDiskMSnExp organizes the MS data 
by spectrum and provides the methods intensity, mz and rtime. In addition, the spectra method could 
be used to return all data encapsulated in Spectrum objects. The retention time values can be 
extracted from the object. All data is returned as one-dimensional vectors (a numeric vector for rtime 
and a list of numeric vectors for mz and intensity, each containing the values from one spectrum), even 
if the experiment consists of multiple files/samples. The fromFile function returns an integer vector 
providing the mapping of the values to the originating file. Below we use the fromFile indices to 
organize the mz values by file. 

 

#-----Raw Data Import of Problem Samples and QCs----- 

PS_QC_neg <- dir(system.file("mzML"), path="D:/Data/Example/RawData/Negative/PS_QC",  
full.names = TRUE, recursive = TRUE) 

pd_PS_QC_neg <- data.frame(sample_name = sub(basename(PS_QC_neg), pattern = ".mzML", 

                                   replacement = "", fixed = TRUE), 

                 sample_group_PS_QC = c(rep("ProblemSamples", 96), rep("QC", 11)), 

                 stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 

raw_data_PS_QC_neg <- readMSData(files = PS_QC_neg, pdata = new("NAnnotatedDataFrame", 
pd_PS_QC_neg), mode = "onDisk")  

## extract and export a data frame with experiment annotation 

fData_PS_QC_neg <- fData(raw_data_PS_QC_neg)               

write.table(fData_PS_QC_neg, file="Metabolomics_LCMS_neg_fData_PS_QC.csv", sep=",", 
row.names=FALSE)       

## raw data of solvents containing internal standards are importing using the same 
commands/functions.  

#-----Initial data inspection------ 

head(rtime(raw_data_PS_QC_neg)) ### extract the retention time values from the object 

mzs_PS_QC_neg <- mz(raw_data_PS_QC_neg)  ### extract the m/z values from the object 

### use the fromFile indices to organize the m/z values by file  

mzs_by_file_PS_QC_neg <- split(mzs_PS_QC_neg, f = fromFile(raw_data_PS_QC_neg))    

length(mzs_by_file_PS_QC_neg)  

names(mzs_by_file_PS_QC_neg) 
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As a first evaluation of the data we plot below the base peak chromatogram (BPC) for each file in our 
experiment. We use the chromatogram method and set the aggregationFun to "max" to return for 
each spectrum the maximal intensity and hence create the BPC from the raw data. To create a total 
ion chromatogram we could set aggregationFun to sum. The chromatogram method returnes a 
Chromatograms object that organizes individual Chromatogram objects (which in fact contain the 
chromatographic data) in a two-dimensional array: columns represent samples and rows (optionally) 
m/z and/or retention time ranges. The chromatogram method supports also extraction of 
chromatographic data from a m/z-rt slice of the MS data. In the next section we will use this method 
to create an extracted ion chromatogram (EIC) for a selected peak. The EIC will be exported for the 
internal standards to be used in the step of peak detection for parameters optimisation.  

 

## Get the base peak chromatograms for the problem and the QC samples.  

bpis_PS_QC_neg <- chromatogram(raw_data_PS_QC_neg, aggregationFun = "max") 

## Define colors for the two groups and plot the BPC. 

group_colors <- paste0(brewer.pal(3, "Set1")[1:2], "60") 

names(group_colors) <- c("ProblemSamples", "QC") 

plot(bpis_PS_QC_neg, col = group_colors[raw_data_PS_QC_neg$sample_group_PS_QC], 
par(mar=c(5, 5, 2, 1)), cex.axis = 0.65,  

                main = "Base Peak Chromatogram", xlab = 'retention time (s)') 

legend("topleft", legend=c("ProblemSamples", "QC"), 

       col=c("red", "blue"), lty=1,  cex=0.8)              

## Get the base peak chromatograms for the solvent samples containing internal satandards (I.S) 

 bpis_IS_neg <- chromatogram(raw_data_IS_neg, aggregationFun = "sum")        ###  This reads data 
from the files. 

plot(bpis_IS_neg, par(mar=c(5, 5, 2, 1)), cex.axis = 0.65,  

     main = "Base Peak Chromatogram - Solvent with Internal Standards", xlab = 'retention time (s)') 
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Figure 3: Base Peak Chromatogram for the example batch of samples included in the EXHES 
study. These were urine samples from neonates, while the untargeted metabolomics was 
performed in LC-MS negative mode. The Problem Samples are referring to the samples received 
from the participants, while the QC, were injections from the sample pooled quality control 
sample. 

 

 

Figure 4: Base Peak Chromatogram of the solvent samples containing internal standards, that 
were used to monitor the introduced analytical biases, thus calculate the mass error. 

 

Below we create boxplots representing the distribution of total ion currents per file. Such plots can be 
very useful to spot problematic or failing MS runs. 
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Figure 5: Boxplots representing the distribution of total ion currents per file for the problem 
samples (red colored boxes) and the QC samples (blue colored boxes).  The boxplots were used 
to spot problematic or failing MS runs. 

 

Also, we can cluster the samples based on similarity of their base peak chromatogram. This can also 
be helpful to spot potentially problematic samples in an experiment or generally get an initial overview 
of the sample grouping in the experiment. Since the retention times between samples are not exactly 
identical, we use the bin function to group intensities in fixed time ranges (bins) along the retention 
time axis. In the present example we use a bin size of the default is 0.5 seconds. The clustering is 
performed using complete linkage hierarchical clustering on the pairwise correlations of the binned 
base peak chromatograms. 

## Create boxplots representing the distribution of total ion currents per file. Such plots can be very 
useful to spot problematic or failing MS runs. 

tc_PS_QC_neg <- split(tic(raw_data_PS_QC_neg), f = fromFile(raw_data_PS_QC_neg)) 

group_colors_PS_QC<- paste0(brewer.pal(3, "Set1")[1:2], "60") 

names(group_colors_PS_QC) <- c("Problem Samples", "QC")   

boxplot(tc_PS_QC_neg, names = basename(PS_QC_neg), col = 
group_colors[raw_data_PS_QC_neg$sample_group_PS_QC], 

        ylab = "intensity", main = "Total ion current", font.main = 2 ,  

        las = 2,  par(mar = c(12, 5, 4, 2)+ 0.1), cex = 0.5, cex.axis = 0.65, font.axis = 2) 
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Figure 6. Grouping of samples based on similarity of their base peak chromatogram. Heatmap 
for the QC is displayed on the left, while on the right the heatmap shows the clustering for the 
samples received from the participants. 

 

2.4 Chromatographic peak detection 

Peak detection is a crucial step in the LC/MS data processing pipeline. The challenge for the algorithms 
is to detect features of low intensity induced by compounds with low abundance on the one hand, and 
to avoid feature-like signals caused by e.g. chemical noise on the other hand (Tautenhahn et al., 2008). 
The presented workflow describes the chromatographic peak detection using the centWave algorithm 
developed by (Tautenhahn et al., 2008), which combines density based detection of regions of interest 
in the m/z domain, and a Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) based approach for chromatographic 
peak resolution and optionally Gauss-fitting in the chromatographic domain. The two most critical 
parameters for centWave are the following: 

## Create heatmaps representing the Grouping of samples based on similarity of their base peak 
chromatogram. Such plots can be very useful to spot problematic or failing MS runs. 

## Bin the BPC 

bpis_PS_neg <- bin(bpis_ProblemSamples_neg, binSize = 0.5) 

cormat_PS_neg <- cor((do.call(cbind, lapply(bpis_PS_neg, intensity))))              

colnames(cormat_PS_neg)<-rownames(cormat_PS_neg)<-
raw_data_ProblemSamples_neg$sample_name_PS_QC 

## Define which phenodata columns should be highlighted in the plot 

ann_PS_neg <- data.frame(raw_data_ProblemSamples_neg) 

rownames(ann_PS_neg) <- raw_data_ProblemSamples_neg$sample_name_PS_QC 

## Perform the cluster analysis 

pheatmap(cormat_PS_neg, cex = 0.8) 

## the same functions were used for the clustering of QC samples. 
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 ppm that indicates the maximum expected deviation of m/z values of centroids corresponding 
to one chromatographic peak. 

 snthresh, which defining the signal to noise ratio cutoff.  

 peakwidth, which represents expected range of chromatographic peak widths,  

 mzdiff for the minimum expected difference in m/z dimension required for peaks overlapping 
retention times, and the 

 noise which is actually a threshold for a minimum intensity required for centroids to be 
considered in the first analysis step (centroids with intensity < noise were omitted from ROI 
detection). 

To evaluate the expected mass error, the mzdiff and the peakwidth, internal standards were added to 
the solvent samples.  The mass error is usually much larger than the ppm specified by the manufacturer 
due to nonbiological factors that affect chromatographic peak areas (biological and analytical biases). 
These factors include sample matrix-induced ion suppression, chromatographic quality, and analytical 
drift. It is strongly suggested to visually inspect e.g. the extracted ion chromatogram of internal 
standards or known compounds to evaluate and adapt the peak detection settings (Figure 7 and 8).  

 

 
Table 2: Calculated mass error in ppm and uncertainty in m/z using the internal standards that 
were added in the blank solvents. There were 2 runs of solvent containing caffeic acid, TBBPA, 
and Reserpine in the negative ionisation mode, one before the column conditioning and one at 
the end of the sequence. Ideally for mass error calculation I should use injections run at the 
beginning (after column conditioning), and at the middle of the analysis. Perforce, we will rely 
on the average values of the aforementioned injections.  Note that the mass error should be 
lower than 5 ppm and 15 ppm for an Orbitrap and Q-TOF instrument respectively. For peak 
detection, the average value for caffeic will be used since its peak was the one with the higher 
intensity, and its mass is closer to the majority of the metabolites. 

 

Sample Calculated Mass Observed Mass Observed RT 
Mass error in 

ppm 
Uncertainty in 

m/z 

 Caffeic C9H8O4 

Mix_standards_Neg_1 179.0350 179.0329 5.77 11.7296 0.0021 

Mix_standards_Neg_2 179.0350 179.0331 5.78 10.6125 0.0019 

 TBBPA C15H12Br4O2 

# Define the rt and m/z range of the peak area for all the I.S 

rtr_caffeic <- c(330, 370) 

mzr_caffeic <- c(179.0320, 179.0350) 

chr_raw_caffeic <- chromatogram(raw_data_IS_neg, mz = mzr_caffeic, rt = rtr_caffeic) 

plot(chr_raw_caffeic, main = "Base Peak Chromatogram - Caffeic Acid", xlab = "retention time (S)") 
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Sample Calculated Mass Observed Mass Observed RT 
Mass error in 

ppm 
Uncertainty in 

m/z 

Mix_standards_Neg_1 542.7457 542.7390 9.9400 12.3446 0.0067 

Mix_standards_Neg_2 542.7457 542.7399 9.9300 10.6864 0.0058 

 Reserpine C33H40N2O9 

Mix_standards_Neg_1 607.2661 607.259 8.22 11.6917 0.0071 

Mix_standards_Neg_2 607.2661 607.2601 8.23 9.8803 0.0060 

 

             

 

Figure 7: Base Peak Chromatogram for the caffeic acid in the solvent samples in the left, and 
EIC chromatogram on the right. Caffeic acid will be used to adapt the default value for the mass 
error, the mzdiff, and the peakwidth parameters, which are the most critical for the peak detection 
step. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before the calculation of the signal to noise ratio cut-off (snthresh) parameter, we must estimate the 
local noise and baseline estimation: We assume that the x is the vector of intensity values of the actual 
(extended) ROI, and xt the 10% trimmed x (5% of the smallest and 5% of the largest intensity values 
are discarded). Then the baseline BL is assessed as the mean value of xt and the noise level NL as the 
standard deviation of xt. The calculations are performed in excel (Table 3). 
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Figure 8: The MS spectra were used to extract the masses of the detected ions. The lower spectra represent the expected 
masses for the caffeic acid. 
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The next step is the chromatographic peak detection using the QC samples, to evaluate the optimised 
parameters using the proportion of good peaks as indicator (Table 4). In general, a peak is considered 
good if it met the following criteria: 

1. The boundaries of the peak appear to encapsulate the majority of the peak. 

2. The boundaries of the peak encapsulate the maximum of the peak. 

3. The peak is not immediately surrounded by peaks of similar intensity and shape that make the 
peak itself look like noise. 

4. The peak has a good shape or, if not, strongly meets criteria 3. 

To get a global overview of the peak detection we can plot the frequency of identified peaks per file 
along the retention time axis (Figure 9). This allows to identify time periods along the MS run in which 
a higher number of peaks was identified and evaluate whether this is consistent across files. Boxplots 
can be, also, used for evaluation purposes. 

 

##-----Perform the chromatographic peak detection on the data set consists of QCs---- 

cwp_QC_neg <- CentWaveParam(ppm = 11.17 , peakwidth = c(10, 30), noise = 4000,   snthresh = 
8) 

xdata_QC_neg <- findChromPeaks(raw_data_QC_neg, param = cwp_QC_neg) 

chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg) 

### Table: Summary statistics on identified chromatographic peaks. Shown are number of 
identified peaks per sample and widths/duration of chromatographic peaks 

summary_fun <- function(z) 

  c(peak_count = nrow(z), rt = quantile(z[, "rtmax"] - z[, "rtmin"])) 

 

T <- lapply(split.data.frame( 

  chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg), f = chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg )[, "sample"]), 

  FUN = summary_fun) 

T <- do.call(rbind, T) 

rownames(T) <- basename(fileNames(xdata_QC_neg)) 

pandoc.table(T, 

             caption = paste0("Summary statistics on identified chromatographic", 

                              " peaks. Shown are number of identified peaks per", 

                              " sample and widths/duration of chromatographic ", 

                              "peaks.")) 
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## Frequency of identified peaks per file along the retention time axis.  

##This allows to identify time periods along the MS run in which a higher number of peaks was 
identified and evaluate whether this is consistent across files. 

 

plotChromPeakImage(xdata_QC_neg, xlim = NULL, log = FALSE,  

                   xlab = "retention time", yaxt = par("yaxt", cex = 0.8, mar=c(5, 8, 5, 5)), 

                   main = "Chromatographic peak counts") 

 

## Extract a list of per-sample peak intensities 

ints_QC_neg <- split(chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg)[, "into"], f = chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg)[, 
"sample"]) 

boxplot(ints_QC_neg, varwidth = TRUE, names = basename(QC_neg), par(mar = c(12, 5, 4, 2)),cex 
= 0.6, 

        ylab = expression(RawData~intensity), main = "Peak intensities") 

 

## Evaluate the noise correction by comparing the mean values intensiteis per QC before and after 
peak detection. 

boxplot(ints_QC_neg, varwidth = TRUE, names = basename(QC_neg), par(mar = c(12, 5, 4, 2)),cex 
= 0.6, 

        ylab = expression(RawData~intensity), main = "Peak intensities", ylim = c(0, 5e+05)) 

 

## The same method will be followed for the peaks detection of the full dataset using the optimized 
parameters 
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Table 3. Signal to noise ratio cutoff (snthresh) parameter estimation. 

 

Sample fileIdx Number of Identified Peaks Average of peaks intensities Peaks with intensity 
values above average 

Peaks with intensity 
values below average 

Baseline (BL) Noise Level  Imax sn 

QC11 97 857 2454415.59 166 691 2503.806309 5496656.478 39124840 7 

QC12 98 861 2609974.33 172 689 2609.986144 5654912.593 40018996 7 

QC13 99 854 2231595.65 184 671 2865.680829 6604740.784 58968532 9 

QC14 100 855 2065622.96 155 700 2658.840365 6216059.619 65189368 10 

QC15 101 856 2388858.18 167 690 3063.985804 7349281.451 70268712 10 

QC16 102 855 2207938.36 165 690 2224.268503 4626024.329 32686292 7 

QC17 103 853 1777570.93 191 662 1788.983239 3584394.397 24539158 7 

QC18 104 852 1737719.97 184 668 1751.338629 3446760.663 24052388 7 

QC19 105 852 1775058.18 186 666 1795.956502 3840450.597 26380656 7 

QC20 106 853 2162335.79 160 694 2171.577495 4608633.426 35462292 8 

QC21 107 854 1961378.88 163 691 1963.058003 4083962.03 28369000 7 
        

Average 8 
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Table 4: Summary statistics on identified chromatographic peaks for the QC samples. 
Shown are number of identified peaks per sample and widths/duration of chromatographic 
peaks.  

   Sample                  peak_count   rt.0%    rt.25%   rt.50%   rt.75%   rt.100%  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 **QC_11.mzML**      1853      1.877    11.39    14.05    17.19     93.63   
 

 **QC_12.mzML**      1833      2.373    10.18    13.98    17.56     62.98   
 

 **QC_13.mzML**      1727      3.207    11.18    14.05    17.33     62.17   
 

 **QC_14.mzML**      1827       2.38    11.61     14.3    18.97     75.29   
 

 **QC_15.mzML**      1771      0.5658   11.51    14.25    18.86     78.74   
 

 **QC_16.mzML**      1779      4.069    12.44    14.38    19.26     57.82   
 

 **QC_17.mzML**      1797      3.968    10.71    14.16    18.37     70.59   
 

 **QC_18.mzML**      1775      3.234    10.33    14.16    18.72     89.76   
 

 **QC_19.mzML**      1674       2.05    12.08    14.23    19.23     80.06   
 

 **QC_20.mzML**      1753      4.766    12.05    14.37    18.88     61.74   
 

 **QC_22.mzML**      1781      3.996    12.43    14.34    19.34     91.24   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Figure 9:Frequency of identified chromatographic peaks along the retention time. The frequency 
is color coded with higher frequency being represented by yellow-white. Each line shows the 
peak frequency for one file. 
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Figure 10: Peak intensity distribution per QC sample. 

 

 

Figure 11: Peak intensity distribution per problem and QC sample. 

 

2.5 Alignment 

The time at which analytes elute in the chromatography can vary between samples (and even 
compounds). Such a difference was already observable in the extracted ion chromatogram plot shown 
as an example in the previous section. The alignment step, also referred to as retention time correction, 
aims at adjusting this by shifting signals along the retention time axis to align the signals between 
different samples within an experiment. A plethora of alignment algorithms exist (Smith et al., 2013), 
with some of them being implemented also in XCMS. The method to perform the alignment/retention 
time correction in XCMS is adjustRtime which uses different alignment algorithms depending on the 
provided parameter class. 
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In the presented workflow we use the obiwarp method (Prince and Marcotte, 2006) to align the 
samples. We use a binSize = 0.6 which creates warping functions in mz bins of 0.6. Also, here it is 
advisable to modify the settings for each experiment and evaluate if retention time correction did align 
internal controls or known compounds properly. Note that adjustRtime, besides calculating adjusted 
retention times for each spectrum, does also adjust the reported retention times of the identified 
chromatographic peaks. To evaluate the impact of the alignment we plot the BPC on the pre-adjusted 
and adjusted data. In addition, we plot the differences of the adjusted- to the raw retention times per 
sample using the plotAdjustedRtime function (Figure 12). Note that we don’t want to highlight any 
chromatographic peaks (because there would simply be too many) and set thus peakType = "none" in 
the plot call. 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Base peak chromatogram before and after alignment (first and second from the top 
respectively) and difference between adjusted and raw retention times along the retention time 
axis (bottom). Too large differences between adjusted and raw retention times that could indicate 
poorly performing samples or alignment were not detected. 
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#---- Perform the alignment for the Problem Samples ----- 

xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM <- adjustRtime(xdata_PS_QC, param = ObiwarpParam(binSize = 0.6)) 

## Extract adjusted retention times 

head(rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM)) 

## Extract raw retention times 

head(rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM, adjusted = FALSE)) 

## Get the base peak chromatograms. 

bpis_PS_QC <- chromatogram(xdata_PS_QC, aggregationFun = "max") 

par(mfrow = c(2, 1), mar = c(4.5, 4.2, 1, 0.5)) 

plot(bpis_PS_QC, peakType = "none", main = "Base Peak Chromatogram before Retention Time 
Correction") 

bpis_PS_QC_adj_OM <- chromatogram(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM, aggregationFun = "max") 

par(mfrow = c(2, 1), mar = c(4.5, 4.2, 1, 0.5)) 

plot(bpis_PS_QC_adj_OM, peakType = "none", main = "Base Peak Chromatogram after Retention 
Time Correction") 

## Plot also the difference of adjusted to raw retention time. 

plotAdjustedRtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM) 

#evaluate the impact of the alignment on the ISTD peak 

par(mfrow = c(2, 1)) 

#Calculate the difference between the adjusted and the raw retention times 

diffRT_PS_OM <- rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM) - rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM, adjusted = FALSE)  

#By default, rtime and most other accessor methods return a numeric vector. 

#To get the values grouped by sample we have to split this vector by file/sample. 

diffRT_PS_OM <- split(diffRT_PS_OM, fromFile(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM)) 

boxplot(diffRT_PS_OM, names = basename(ProblemSamples), col = 
group_colors[raw_data_PS_QC$sample_group_],  

        main = "Obiwarp alignment resuls", las = 2,  ylab = "adjusted - raw rt", par(mar = c(4, 4, 4, 4), 
cex = 0.8)) 
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2.6 Correspondence 

The final step in the metabolomics pre-processing is the correspondence that matches detected 
chromatographic peaks between samples. The method to perform the correspondence in XCMS is 
groupChromPeaks. We will use the peak density method (Smith et al., 2006) to group chromatographic 
peaks. The algorithm combines chromatographic peaks depending on the density of peaks along the 
retention time axis within small slices along the mz dimension. We use a value of 0.5 for the 
minFraction parameter hence only chromatographic peaks present in at least 50% of the samples per 
sample group are grouped into a feature. The sample group assignment is specified with the 
sampleGroups argument. 

 

2.7 Gap - Filling 

This feature matrix contains NA for samples in which no chromatographic peak was detected in the 
feature’s m/z-rt region. While in many cases there might indeed be no peak signal in the respective 
region, it might also be that there is signal, but the peak detection algorithm failed to detect a 
chromatographic peak. XCMS provides the fillChromPeaks method to fill in intensity data for such 
missing values from the original files. The filled in peaks are added to the chromPeaks matrix and get 
a TRUE value in the "is_filled" column of the chromPeakData data frame. Below we perform such a 
filling-in of missing peaks. 

#-----Correspondence---------------------------------------- 

## Does the object have adjusted retention times? 

hasAdjustedRtime(xdata_PS_QC_neg) 

## Drop the alignment results. 

xdata_QC_adj_OM <- dropAdjustedRtime(xdata_PS_QC_neg) 

## Does the object have adjusted retention times? 

hasAdjustedRtime(xdata_PS_QC_neg) 

## Define the parameters for the peak density method 

pdp_PS_QC_neg_cor<-
PeakDensityParam(sampleGroups=pData(xdata_PS_QC_neg)$sample_group_PS_QC,  

                                                            maxFeatures = 2000, minFraction = 0.5, bw =20) 

xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor <- groupChromPeaks(xdata_PS_QC_neg, param = pdp_PS_QC_neg_cor) 

DM_PS_QC_neg <- head(featureDefinitions(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor)) 

# Extract the mass and rt values peak integrated signal 

DM_PS_QC_neg <- featureDefinitions(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor) 

# Extract the "into" peak integrated signal 

DM_PS_QC_neg_persample <- featureValues(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor, value = "into") 
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## Filling missing peaks using default settings. Alternatively we could 

## pass a FillChromPeaksParam object to the method. 

xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil <- fillChromPeaks(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor) 

head(featureValues(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil)) 
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3 Metabolites Identification 

The most crucial step for downstream bioinformatics analysis and one of the biggest challenges is the 
annotation of metabolites. In case of LC-MS-based spectra, the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) value of a 
molecular ion of interest is searched against metabolite database(s). The metabolites having molecular 
weights within a specified tolerance to the query m/z value are retrieved from the databases as 
putative identifications. These putative identifications serve as a foundation for further metabolite 
verification.  It is important to use multiple sources, in order to induce the possibility of missing 
information. The following databases are the most used for metabolites identification. 

HMDB 

The Human Metabolome Database (HMDB) is a freely available electronic database containing detailed 
information about small molecule metabolites found (and experimentally verified) in the human body. 
The database contains three kinds of data: 1) chemical data, 2) clinical data, and 3) molecular 
biology/biochemistry data. HMDB contains information on more than 6500 metabolites. Additionally, 
approximately 1500 protein (and DNA) sequences are linked to these metabolite entries. Each 
MetaboCard entry contains more than 100 data fields with 2/3 of the information being devoted to 
chemical/clinical data and the other 1/3 devoted to enzymatic or biochemical data. Many data fields 
are hyperlinked to other databases (KEGG, PubChem, MetaCyc, ChEBI, PDB, Swiss-Prot, and GenBank) 
and a variety of structure and pathway viewing applets. Also, contains experimental MS/MS data for 
800 compounds, experimental 1H and 13C NMR data (and assignments) for 790 compounds and 
GC/MS spectral and retention index data for 260 compounds. Additionally, predicted 1H and 13C NMR 
spectra have been generated for 3100 compounds. All spectral databases are freely downloadable and 
searchable. 

METLIN  

The METLIN Metabolite Database is a repository for mass spectral metabolite data. All metabolites are 
neutral or free acids. It is a collaborative effort between the Siuzdak and Abagyan groups and Center 
for Mass Spectrometry at The Scripps Research Institute. METLIN is searchable by compound name, 
mass, formula or structure. It contains 15,000 structures, including more than 8000 di and tripeptides. 
METLIN contains MS/MS, LC/MS and FTMS data that can be searched by peak lists, mass range, 
biological source or disease. 

MMCD 

The Madison Metabolomics Consortium Database (MMCD) is a database on small molecules of 
biological interest gathered from electronic databases and the scientific literature. It contains 
approximately 10,000 metabolite entries and experimental spectral data on about 500 compounds. 
Each metabolite entry in the MMCD is supported by information in an average of 50 separate data 
fields, which provide the chemical formula, names and synonyms, structure, physical and chemical 
properties, NMR and MS data on pure compounds under defined conditions where available, NMR 
chemical shifts determined by empirical and/or theoretical approaches, information on the presence 
of the metabolite in different biological species, and extensive links to images, references, and other 
public databases. 

LIPID MAPS Structure Database  

The LIPID MAPS Structure Database (LMSD) is a relational database encompassing structures and 
annotations of biologically relevant lipids. As of 09/05/2019, LMSD contains 43616 unique lipid 
structures, making it the largest public lipid-only database in the world. Structures of lipids in the 
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database come from several sources: (i) LIPID MAPS Consortium's core laboratories and partners; (ii) 
lipids identified by LIPID MAPS experiments; (iii) biologically relevant lipids manually curated from 
LIPID BANK, LIPIDAT, Lipid Library, Cyberlipids, ChEBI and other public sources; (iv) novel lipids 
submitted to peer-reviewed journals; (v) computationally generated structures for appropriate classes. 

KEGG COMPOUND 

KEGG COMPOUND is a collection of small molecules, biopolymers, and other chemical substances that 
are relevant to biological systems. Each entry is identified by the C number, such as C00047 for L-lysine, 
and contains chemical structure and associated information, as well as various links to other KEGG 
databases and outside databases.  

MassBank 

MassBank is a mass spectral database of experimentally acquired high resolution MS spectra of 
metabolites. Maintained and supported by the JST-BIRD project, it offers various query methods for 
standard spectra obtained from Keio University, RIKEN PSC, and other Japanese research institutions. 
It is officially sanctioned bythe Mass Spectrometry Society of Japan. The database has very detailed 
MS data and excellent spectral/structure searching utilities. More than 13,000 spectra from 1900 
different compounds are available. 

MetaboLights database 

MetaboLights is a database for metabolomics experiments and derived information. The database is 
cross-species, cross-technique and covers metabolite structures and their reference spectra as well as 
their biological roles, locations, concentrations and experimental data from metabolic experiments. 
MetaboLights offer user-submission tools and have strong reporting capabilities. We will utilise and 
further develop de-facto standard formats where various components are encapsulated, such as the 
encoded spectral and chromatographic data, and associated information about the chemical structure, 
as well as metadata describing assays and the study as a whole. 

mzCloud 

mzCloud features a searchable collection of high resolution/accurate mass spectral trees using a new 
third generation spectra correlation algorithm. mzCloud is free and available for public use online. 
mzCloud also represents an open consortium of dedicated research and scientific groups aiming to 
establish a comprehensive library of high quality spectral trees to improve the structure elucidation of 
unknowns. mzCloud tries to address identification bottleneck by considering all mass spectrometricaly 
relevant aspects, looking at number of experimental and computational details and in some cases 
allowing identification of unknowns even if they are not present in library. 

MetaboSearch Tool v.1.2 developed by Zhou et al. (2012) can be used for metabolites annotation 
resulted from the LC-MS untargeted metabolomics analyses. MetaboSearch accepts two types of 
inputs: a list of m/z values or ion annotation information along with m/z values, as acquired from 
CAMERA.  

The neutral molecular mass is inferred from the molecular ion m/z value, and depends on e.g., 
ionization mode (H+ or H-), ionization adducts (e.g., Na+, K+, NH4+), and fragments that are common 
neutral losses, such as H2O, CO2, and HCOOH. Querying databases for a single peak m/z value may 
lead to multiple plausible neutral molecular masses, which increases false positive annotations and 
the workload in querying precursor ions in databases (Alonso et al., 2015). To address this issue, several 
tools have been developed. CAMERA (Kuhl et al., 2012) is the most frequently used and provides 
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putative annotations for a set of features deriving from the same compound, e.g., molecular ions, 
isotopes, adducts, and in-source fragmentations (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 13: Example of putative annotation of randomly chosen features using R package 
‘CAMERA’. Extracted ion chromatograms (EIC) of labelled, putatively annotated peaks 
potentially representing a metabolite, at retention time 300 seconds.  

 

The used customized databases were the HMDB, Metlin, and Lipid Maps, and the mass tolerance must 
be set based on the calculations performed for the internal standards, as mentioned before.  In case 
of multiple possible annotated metabolites for one pair of m/z and rt, a comparison of the MS from 
our analysis and the one from the database e.g. HMDB was performed. Cross-referencing across 
multiple databases is performed when a particular identifier type is missing from a database. The 
annotation file includes the common name, empirical formula and the following identifiers: CAS ID, 
ChEBI ID, HMP ID, Lipid ID, and NCBI ID. It is important to note that the annotated metabolites belong 
to the Level 2, 3 and 4 of identification according to the Metabolomics Standard Initiative (MSI) 
reporting standards (http://msi-workgroups.sourceforge.net/). The MSI defines four different levels of 
metabolite identification: Level 1 (highest level of identification) is identified metabolites that must be 
compared to an authentic chemical standard analyzed in the same laboratory, using the same 
analytical techniques as the experimental data. Level 2 and 3 are putatively annotated compounds and 
compound classes, respectively, that require matching to databases rather than authentic chemical 
standards, while Level 4 is unknown compounds.  

http://msi-workgroups.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 14: Interface of MetaboSearch tool for metabolites identification. 

3.1 Export Data 

The mass and rt values peak integrated signal and the "into" peak integrated signal will be extracted 
using the dataset created after gap-filling, and will be exported in .csv format using the write.table 
function from the utils v3.6.1 R package. 

 

 

 

# Extract the mass and rt values peak integrated signal 

DM_PS_QC_neg <- featureDefinitions(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil) 

write.table(DM_PS_QC_neg, 
file="D:/Data/HEALS_EXHES_Germany_Batch2/DataProcessing/Negative/HEALS_EXHES_Germany
_Batch2_PS_QC_neg_DetectedMetabolites.csv", sep=",", row.names=FALSE) 

# Extract the "into" peak integrated signal 

DM_PS_QC_neg_persample <- featureValues(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil, value = "into") 

write.table(DM_PS_QC_neg_persample, 
file="D:/Data/HEALS_EXHES_Germany_Batch2/DataProcessing/Negative/HEALS_EXHES_Germany
_Batch2_PS_QC_neg_DetectedMetabolites_persample.csv", sep=",", row.names=FALSE) 
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4 Data Processing 

4.1 Log Transformation  

Since metabolomics studies are generally concerned with relative changes in metabolite levels, a log 
or other suitable transformation is normally applied before performing higher order statistical analysis. 
A log transformation helps to remove heteroscedasticity from the data and correct for a skewed data 
distribution (van den Berg et al., 2006). This operation is easily performed in R using the log function. 
The default option is to compute the natural logarithm. However, the general form log (x, base) 
computes logarithms with any desired based. The base 2 log transformation is commonly used in 
metabolomics studies. Note that the log function will return NA for any zero values in the data matrix. 

4.2 Normalisation 

In metabolomics research, it is important to reduce systematic error in experimental conditions. To 
ensure that metabolomics data from different studies are comparable, it is necessary to remove 
unwanted systematic factors by data normalization. First a batch effect correction procedure that was 
previously described by Rusilowicz et al. (2016), was performed. Secondly, the quantile normalization 
was applied using the preprocessCore R package, and more specific the normalize.quantiles function, 
following an Exploratory Analysis.  

4.3 Filtering 

Beside the careful design of the samples acquisition process and the careful cleaning and maintenance 
of the equipment before a batch analysis, to obtain consistent variables the resulting matrix was 
further reduced by the 80% rule. The 80% rule which was applied to the QC samples. If there are 
variables with more than 80% missing values (those with ion intensity = 0) were excluded. The 80% 
rule was not applied to all the samples at once, because this would have as a result the loss of 
important metabolites reflecting to the biological status of the system.  The instrument and overall 
process variability were then determined by calculating the median RSD for all the endogenous 
metabolites, in case of the presented cohorts.  

4.4 Multivariate Statistical Analysis 

Moreover, the analytical performance was evaluated with respect to the whole metabolomic pattern 
by using PCA. The relative position of a sample in the PCA scores plot is determined by the metabolomic 
pattern obtained that, is the sum of its composition and the response obtained by the analytical 
platform. Samples that cluster together have a more similar metabolic pattern than those that cluster 
apart. Therefore, QC samples that belonging to the same class should be clustering together. Thus, a 
correct clustering of the samples is an indicative of a good analytical performance (Cañaveras, 2015). 
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Figure 15: On the left the 3D PCA Scores plot for the QCs of the example dataset. Component 1 
(or x- axis) represents the 24.46 % of the original dataset, component 2 (or y-axis) the 13.62%, 
and the component 3 (or z-axis) the 12.05%. On the right, the 2D PCA Scores plot is displayed. 
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5 Pathway analysis 

The next step in the downstream bioinformatics analysis is the pathway mapping that reveals the roles 
that metabolites play in relation to each other and in biological aberrations. A plethora of tools (Table 
5) have been developed for this purpose (Table 5), as well as, online databases. A brief description of 
the available databases for pathway analysys is given below: 

KEGG PATHWAY 

KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) is one of the most complete and widely used 
databases containing metabolic pathways (372 reference pathways) from a wide variety of organisms 
(>700). These pathways are hyperlinked to metabolite and protein/enzyme information. Currently 
KEGG has >15,000 compounds (from animals, plants and bacteria), 7742 drugs (including different salt 
forms and drug carriers) and nearly 11,000 glycan structures. 

MetaCyc 

MetaCyc is a database of nonredundant, experimentally elucidated metabolic pathways. MetaCyc 
contains more than 1,100 pathways from more than 1,500 different organisms. MetaCyc is curated 
from the scientific experimental literature and contains pathways involved in both primary and 
secondary metabolism, as well as associated compounds, enzymes, and genes. 

HumanCyc 

HumanCyc is a bioinformatics database that describes the human metabolic pathways and the human 
genome. The current version of HumanCyc was constructed using Build 31 of the human genome. The 
resulting pathway/genome database (PGDB) includes information on 28,783 genes, their products and 
the metabolic reactions and pathways they catalyze. 

BioCyc 

BioCyc is a collection of 371 Pathway/Genome Databases. Each database in the BioCyc collection 
describes the genome and metabolic pathways of a single organism. The databases within the BioCyc 
collection are organized into tiers according to the amount of manual review and updating they have 
received. Tier 1 DBs have been created through intensive manual efforts and include EcoCyc, MetaCyc 
and the BioCyc Open Compounds Database (BOCD). BOCD includes metabolites, enzyme activators, 
inhibitors, and cofactors derived from hundreds of organisms. Tier 2 and Tier 3 databases contain 
computationally predicted metabolic pathways, as well as predictions as to which genes code for 
missing enzymes in metabolic pathways, and predicted operons. 

Reactome 

Reactome is a curated, peer-reviewed knowledgbase of biological pathways, including metabolic 
pathways as well as protein trafficking and signaling pathways. Reactome includes several types of 
reactions in its pathway diagram collection including experimentally confirmed, manually inferred and 
electronically inferred reactions. Reactome has pathway data on more than 20 different organisms but 
the primary organism of interest is Homo sapiens. Reactome has data and pathway diagrams for >2700 
proteins, 2800 reactions and 860 pathways for humans. 

WikiPathways 

WikiPathways is an open, collaborative platform for capturing and disseminating models of biological 
pathways for data visualization and analysis. The database has pathway for more than 20 species and 
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more than 100 pathways for seven species. The human collection contains more than 800 pathways, 
covering more than 7500 genes. WikiPathways also contains pathways with more than 1000 
metabolites. 

The presented workflow focuses on the GeneSpring Pathway Architect, which can be used to map the 
results from single experiments onto curated pathways. This module finds relevant pathways 
associated with the experiment organism from the total number of pathways present in the tool 
pathways comprising the Biocyc, KEGG and WikiPathways databases based on similar entities 
(matched entities) between the pathway and the entity list, in comparison to other tools that focuses 
only on the entries of one database (e.g KEGG). GeneSpring only reports the number of matched 
entities for a metabolomics experiment, so no p-values are computed for entities from metabolomics 
experiments to avoid a misrepresentation of the significance of matching pathways caused by the fact 
that the technology of a metabolomics experiment is limited to only the measured metabolites with 
an observable abundance in the experiment and pathways, on the other hand, are likely to contain 
many other metabolites that may not be present in the technology. This results in a pathway p-value 
computed with the technology to be higher than a more realistic p-value computed with a 
comprehensive reference set of global entities.   

Table 5: Pathway Mapping and visualisation tools. 

Name URL 

BioCyc - Omics Viewer http://biocyc.org  

iPath http://pathways.embl.de  

KaPPA-View http://kpv.kazusa.or.jp/en/  

KEGG http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html  

MapMan http://mapman.gabipd.org/web/guest/mapman  

MetPA http://metpa.metabolomics.ca  

Metscape http://metscape.ncibi.org  

MGV http://www.microarray-analysis.org/mayday  

Paintomics http://www.paintomics.org  

Pathos http://motif.gla.ac.uk/Pathos/  

Pathvisio http://www.pathvisio.org/  

ProMetra http://www.cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de/groups/brf/software/prometra_info/  

Reactome http://www.reactome.org  

VANTED http://vanted.ipk-gatersleben.de 

 

Note that the Pathway Analysis Module of the GeneSpring GX supports Identified, Unidentified, and 
Combined (Identified + Unidentified) types of experiment creation for Generic data. The first entry that 
appears in any one of the Compound Name, CAS ID, Swiss-Prot ID, and Formula columns (in that order) 

http://biocyc.org/
http://pathways.embl.de/
http://kpv.kazusa.or.jp/en/
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
http://mapman.gabipd.org/web/guest/mapman
http://metpa.metabolomics.ca/
http://metscape.ncibi.org/
http://www.microarray-analysis.org/mayday
http://www.paintomics.org/
http://motif.gla.ac.uk/Pathos/
http://www.pathvisio.org/
http://www.cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de/groups/brf/software/prometra_info/
http://www.reactome.org/
http://vanted.ipk-gatersleben.de/
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is used to name the entity. If no entry appears in any of these four columns, the compound is 
considered to be unidentified. 

 

Figure 16: Example spreadsheet to import non-Agilent data. Click this image to open the 
spreadsheet 

 

 

Figure 17: Data import in GeneSpring GX to perform pathway analysis. 

 

Mass RT Compound Name Formula Cas ID Swiss-Prot IDKEGG ID ChEBI ID HMP ID Lipid ID NCBI ID Sample 1

285.061 1.83  3'-Methoxyfukiic acid C12H14O8 1033071.553

331.175 9.00 (1S,2S,4S,5S)-2,4-Thujanediol 4-O-beta-D-Glucopyranoside C16H28O7 240495-81-2 1.62E+07

197.0817 7.19 (2E,4E)-2,7-Dimethyl-2,4-octadienedioic acid C10H14O4 110107-15-8 2255486.292

141.0191 3.93 (2E,4Z)-4-hydroxy-6-oxohexa-2,4-dienoic acid C6H6O4 LMFA01030970 1027527.802

505.2636 8.73 (3b,9R)-5-Megastigmene-3,9-diol 9-[apiosyl-(1->6)-glucoside] C24H42O11 347852-04-4 1440859.103

305.1594 8.66 1-(beta-D-Glucopyranosyloxy)-3-octanone C14H26O7 194919-40-9 267108.0748

271.0726 6.70 1,2-Bis(4-nitrophenyl)ethane;4,4'-Dinitrodibenzyl C14H12N2O4 736-30-1 8108684.889

195.0521 5.05 1,3-Dimethyluric acid C7H8N4O3 944-73-0 2354681.656

133.0504 1.20 1-Deoxy-D-xylulose C5H10O4 C06257 933823.471

181.0366 3.74 1-Methyluric acid C6H6N4O3 708-79-2 5120504.713

181.0367 3.44 1-Methyluric acid C6H6N4O3 708-79-2 1.50E+07

153.0192 5.25 2,4-Dihydroxybenzoic acid C7H6O4 89-86-1 309377.5223

154.9986 3.76 2,5-Furandicarboxylic acid C6H4O5 3238-40-2 4217080.232
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Figure 18: Results of pathway analysis using the GeneSpring GX software. 
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7 ANNEX – Online training course on bioinformatics 



Bioinformatics online course

Bioinformatics approach for metabolomics data pre-

processing and processing including pathway and EWAS 

analysis, as a tool in population-based exposome studies.

http://www.enve-lab.eu



Bioinformatics online course

Aim

Data Pre-processing or Spectra processing: detection and identification of the 

features in the sample spectra of a metabolomics study. More specific, the aim of data 

pre-processing is to:

i. Fit the 3D output matrix in a 2D matrix, where rows correspond to the different 

metabolomic features and columns to the samples. Each metabolomic feature is 

intrinsically related to the concentration of a particular metabolite. Peak area or 

intensity are usually displayed.

ii. Improve the signal quality and reduce possible analytical biases present in 

the raw data by following  several pre-processing steps. For example, baseline 

correction is used to remove low frequency artifacts and differences between 

samples that are generated by experimental and instrumental variation, while 

high-frequency filters are used to remove the electronic noise present in the data 

that is generated by the measurement equipment.

Data Processing: Once the metabolite features are robustly identified, there are 

chemometric methods that can be used to perform the desired study analysis. 



Bioinformatics online course

Highlights

Computational metabolomics enables high 

throughput metabolite profiling.

Computational metabolomics enables high 

throughput metabolite annotation.

Standardization of computational workflows 

provides reproducible data analysis.
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Data Pre-processing
workflow
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Data Pre-processing
Tools

Platform Description Advantages Disadvantages Reference

XCMS

R‐based platform for
raw LCMS data
processing and

visualization

‐Adjustable parameters
‐Streamlined workflow

‐Requires knowledge of R
language

‐Command line based
(Smith et al., 2006)

XCMS online
Web‐based graphical
user interface version

of XCMS

‐Cloud storage and sharing
‐Relatively easy to use

‐Not as customizable as the R
version

(Tautenhahn et al., 

2008) 

MetaboAnalyst
Online statistical

analysis

‐Easy to use
‐Wide variety of statistical 

tests
available

‐Interactive plots

‐Relies on pre‐processed data
‐Limited options for
customizing graphics

(Xia et al., 2015)

Haystack
Raw data processing

and visualization using
mass bins

‐Unbiased
‐No zero values

‐Not dependent on quality of
chromatography

‐Graphics not customizable
‐Does not take into account

peak retention time
(Grace et al., 2014)

MZmine 2
Raw data processing

and visualization

‐Java based
‐User friendly

‐Project batching

‐Limited options for
customizing graphics

‐Numerous options can be
overwhelming

(Katajamaa et al., 

2006)

MET‐IDEA
Raw data processing
for GCMS and LCMS

data

‐Works well with very large 
data sets

‐Optional manual integration

‐Aimed more for GCMS data
‐Low‐quality graphics

(Lei et al., 2012)
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Import Raw Data

Vendor Formats

ABI T2D

Agilent MassHunter .d

Bruker
Compass .d, YEP, BAF, FID, 

TDF

Sciex WIFF / WIFF2

Shimadzu LCD

Thermo Scientific RAW

Waters MassLynx .raw / UNIFI

Table 1: Vendors of the most use platforms in untargeted 

LC/MS metabolomics. Each vendor has developed its own 

tools, but XCMS supports the analysis of LC/MS data from 

files in (AIA/ANDI) NetCDF, mzML/mzXML and mzData

format.

centroid 
raw data

msConvert from ProteoWizard
readMSData method from 

the MSnbase package

“open” 
format 
mzML

OnDiskMSnExp
object

Contains general information about the

number of spectra, retention times, the

measured total ion current etc, but does not

contain the full raw data (i.e. the m/z and

intensity values from each measured

spectrum).
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Import Raw Data
R Code

#-----Raw Data Import of Problem Samples and QCs-----

PS_QC_neg <- dir(system.file("mzML"), path="D:/Data/Example/RawData/Negative/PS_QC",

full.names = TRUE, recursive = TRUE)

pd_PS_QC_neg <- data.frame(sample_name = sub(basename(PS_QC_neg), pattern = ".mzML",

replacement = "", fixed = TRUE),

sample_group_PS_QC = c(rep("ProblemSamples", 96), rep("QC", 11)),

stringsAsFactors = FALSE)

raw_data_PS_QC_neg <- readMSData(files = PS_QC_neg, pdata = new("NAnnotatedDataFrame",

pd_PS_QC_neg), mode = "onDisk")

## extract and export a data frame with experiment annotation

fData_PS_QC_neg <- fData(raw_data_PS_QC_neg)

write.table(fData_PS_QC_neg, file="Metabolomics_LCMS_neg_fData_PS_QC.csv", sep=",",

row.names=FALSE)

## raw data of solvents containing internal standards are importing using the same

commands/functions.
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Initial Data Inspection
R Code

#-----Initial data inspection------

head(rtime(raw_data_PS_QC_neg)) ### extract the retention time values from the object

mzs_PS_QC_neg <- mz(raw_data_PS_QC_neg) ### extract the m/z values from the object

### use the fromFile indices to organize the m/z values by file

mzs_by_file_PS_QC_neg <- split(mzs_PS_QC_neg, f = fromFile(raw_data_PS_QC_neg))

length(mzs_by_file_PS_QC_neg)

names(mzs_by_file_PS_QC_neg)

The first step of initial data inspection is to access the raw data from the files (the 

measured intensity values, the corresponding m/z and retention time values). 

The fromFile function returns an integer vector providing the mapping of the 

values to the originating file. Below we use the fromFile indices to organize the mz

values by file.
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Initial Data Inspection
R Code - BPC

## Get the base peak chromatograms for the problem and the QC samples.

bpis_PS_QC_neg <- chromatogram(raw_data_PS_QC_neg, aggregationFun =

"max")

## Define colors for the two groups and plot the BPC.

group_colors <- paste0(brewer.pal(3, "Set1")[1:2], "60")

names(group_colors) <- c("ProblemSamples", "QC")

plot(bpis_PS_QC_neg, col =

group_colors[raw_data_PS_QC_neg$sample_group_PS_QC], par(mar=c(5, 5, 2,

1)), cex.axis = 0.65,

main = "Base Peak Chromatogram", xlab = 'retention time (s)')

legend("topleft", legend=c("ProblemSamples", "QC"),

col=c("red", "blue"), lty=1, cex=0.8)

## Get the base peak chromatograms for the solvent samples containing internal

satandards (I.S)

bpis_IS_neg <- chromatogram(raw_data_IS_neg, aggregationFun = "sum")

### This reads data from the files.

plot(bpis_IS_neg, par(mar=c(5, 5, 2, 1)), cex.axis = 0.65,

main = "Base Peak Chromatogram - Solvent with Internal Standards", xlab =

'retention time (s)')

As a first evaluation of the 

data we plot the base 

peak chromatogram 

(BPC) for each file in our 

experiment. We use the 

chromatogram method 

and set the 

aggregationFun to "max" 

to return for each 

spectrum the maximal 

intensity and hence create 

the BPC from the raw 

data. To create a total ion 

chromatogram we could 

set aggregationFun to 

sum. 
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Initial Data Inspection
BPC

Figure 1: Base Peak Chromatogram for the example batch of samples included in the EXHES study. 

These were urine samples from neonates, while the untargeted metabolomics was performed in LC-MS 

negative mode. The Problem Samples are referring to the samples received from the participants, while 

the QC, were injections from the sample pooled quality control sample.
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Initial Data Inspection
R Code - Boxplots

## Create boxplots representing the

distribution of total ion currents per file. Such

plots can be very useful to spot problematic

or failing MS runs.

tc_PS_QC_neg <-

split(tic(raw_data_PS_QC_neg), f =

fromFile(raw_data_PS_QC_neg))

group_colors_PS_QC<- paste0(brewer.pal(3,

"Set1")[1:2], "60")

names(group_colors_PS_QC) <- c("Problem

Samples", "QC")

boxplot(tc_PS_QC_neg, names =

basename(PS_QC_neg), col =

group_colors[raw_data_PS_QC_neg$sample

_group_PS_QC],

ylab = "intensity", main = "Total ion

current", font.main = 2 ,

las = 2, par(mar = c(12, 5, 4, 2)+ 0.1),

cex = 0.5, cex.axis = 0.65, font.axis = 2)

Figure 2: Boxplots representing the distribution of total ion currents per file 

for the problem samples (red colored boxes) and the QC samples (blue 

colored boxes).  The boxplots were used to spot problematic or failing MS 

runs.
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Initial Data Inspection
R Code - Heatmap

## Create heatmaps representing the Grouping of samples based on similarity of their base peak chromatogram. Such

plots can be very useful to spot problematic or failing MS runs.

## Bin the BPC

bpis_PS_neg <- bin(bpis_ProblemSamples_neg, binSize = 0.5)

cormat_PS_neg <- cor((do.call(cbind, lapply(bpis_PS_neg, intensity))))

colnames(cormat_PS_neg)<-rownames(cormat_PS_neg)<-raw_data_ProblemSamples_neg$sample_name_PS_QC

## Define which phenodata columns should be highlighted in the plot

ann_PS_neg <- data.frame(raw_data_ProblemSamples_neg)

rownames(ann_PS_neg) <- raw_data_ProblemSamples_neg$sample_name_PS_QC

## Perform the cluster analysis

pheatmap(cormat_PS_neg, cex = 0.8)

## the same functions were used for the clustering of QC samples.
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Initial Data Inspection
Heatmap

Figure 3: Grouping of samples based on similarity of their base peak chromatogram. Heatmap for the QC is displayed 

on the left, while on the right the heatmap shows the clustering for the samples received from the participants.
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Peak Detection
Description

Peak detection is a crucial step in the LC/MS data processing pipeline. The

presented workflow describes the chromatographic peak detection using the

centWave algorithm developed by Tautenhahn et al., (2008), which combines density

based detection of regions of interest in the m/z domain, and a Continuous Wavelet

Transform (CWT) based approach for chromatographic peak resolution and

optionally Gauss-fitting in the chromatographic domain.

The two most critical parameters for centWave are the following:

 ppm that indicates the maximum expected deviation of m/z values of centroids

corresponding to one chromatographic peak.

 snthresh, which defining the signal to noise ratio cutoff.

 peakwidth, which represents expected range of chromatographic peak widths,

 mzdiff for the minimum expected difference in m/z dimension required for peaks

overlapping retention times, and the

 noise which is actually a threshold for a minimum intensity required for centroids

to be considered in the first analysis step (centroids with intensity < noise were

omitted from ROI detection).
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Peak Detection
Parameters Optimization – ppm & mzdiff

Sample
Calculated 

Mass

Observed 

Mass

Observed 

RT

Mass error 

in ppm

Uncertainty 

in m/z

Caffeic C9H8O4

Mix_standards_Neg_1 179.0350 179.0329 5.77 11.7296 0.0021

Mix_standards_Neg_2 179.0350 179.0331 5.78 10.6125 0.0019

TBBPA C15H12Br4O2

Mix_standards_Neg_1 542.7457 542.7390 9.9400 12.3446 0.0067

Mix_standards_Neg_2 542.7457 542.7399 9.9300 10.6864 0.0058

Reserpine C33H40N2O9

Mix_standards_Neg_1 607.2661 607.259 8.22 11.6917 0.0071

Mix_standards_Neg_2 607.2661 607.2601 8.23 9.8803 0.0060

Table 2: Calculated mass error in ppm and uncertainty in m/z using the internal standards that were

added in the blank solvents. There were 2 runs of solvent containing caffeic acid, TBBPA, and

Reserpine in the negative ionisation mode, one before the column conditioning and one at the end of the

sequence. Ideally for mass error calculation I should use injections run at the beginning (after column

conditioning), and at the middle of the analysis. Perforce, we will rely on the average values of the

aforementioned injections. Note that the mass error should be lower than 5 ppm and 15 ppm for an

Orbitrap and Q-TOF instrument respectively. For peak detection, the average value for caffeic will be

used since its peak was the one with the higher intensity, and its mass is closer to the majority of the

metabolites.
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Peak Detection
Parameters Optimization – ppm & mzdiff

Figure 4: Base Peak Chromatogram for the caffeic acid in the solvent samples in the left, and EIC chromatogram on 

the right. Caffeic acid will be used to adapt the default value for the mass error, the mzdiff, and the peakwidth

parameters, which are the most critical for the peak detection step.
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Peak Detection
Parameters Optimization – ppm & mzdiff

Figure 5: The MS spectra were used to extract the masses of the detected ions. The lower spectra represent the 

expected masses for the caffeic acid.
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Peak Detection
Parameters Optimization – sntresh

Table 3: Signal to noise ratio cutoff (snthresh) parameter estimation.

Sample fileIdx Number of 

Identified 

Peaks

Average of 

peaks 

intensities

Peaks with 

intensity 

values 

above 

average

Peaks with 

intensity 

values below 

average

Baseline 

(BL)

Noise Level Imax sn

QC11 97 857 2454415.59 166 691 2503.806309 5496656.478 39124840 7

QC12 98 861 2609974.33 172 689 2609.986144 5654912.593 40018996 7

QC13 99 854 2231595.65 184 671 2865.680829 6604740.784 58968532 9

QC14 100 855 2065622.96 155 700 2658.840365 6216059.619 65189368 10

QC15 101 856 2388858.18 167 690 3063.985804 7349281.451 70268712 10

QC16 102 855 2207938.36 165 690 2224.268503 4626024.329 32686292 7

QC17 103 853 1777570.93 191 662 1788.983239 3584394.397 24539158 7

QC18 104 852 1737719.97 184 668 1751.338629 3446760.663 24052388 7

QC19 105 852 1775058.18 186 666 1795.956502 3840450.597 26380656 7

QC20 106 853 2162335.79 160 694 2171.577495 4608633.426 35462292 8

QC21 107 854 1961378.88 163 691 1963.058003 4083962.03 28369000 7

Average 8

Before the calculation of the signal to noise ratio cut-off (snthresh) parameter,

we must estimate the local noise and baseline estimation: We assume that the

x is the vector of intensity values of the actual (extended) ROI, and xt the 10%

trimmed x (5% of the smallest and 5% of the largest intensity values are

discarded). Then the baseline BL is assessed as the mean value of xt and the

noise level NL as the standard deviation of xt.
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Peak Detection (QC)
R Code

##-----Perform the chromatographic peak detection on the data set consists of QCs---

-

cwp_QC_neg <- CentWaveParam(ppm = 11.17 , peakwidth = c(10, 30), noise =

4000, snthresh = 8)

xdata_QC_neg <- findChromPeaks(raw_data_QC_neg, param = cwp_QC_neg)

chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg)

### Table: Summary statistics on identified chromatographic peaks. Shown are

number of identified peaks per sample and widths/duration of chromatographic peaks

summary_fun <- function(z)

c(peak_count = nrow(z), rt = quantile(z[, "rtmax"] - z[, "rtmin"]))

T <- lapply(split.data.frame(

chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg), f = chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg )[, "sample"]),

FUN = summary_fun)

T <- do.call(rbind, T)

rownames(T) <- basename(fileNames(xdata_QC_neg))

pandoc.table(T,

caption = paste0("Summary statistics on identified chromatographic",

" peaks. Shown are number of identified peaks per",

" sample and widths/duration of chromatographic ",

"peaks."))

The next step is the

chromatographic peak detection

using the QC samples, to evaluate

the optimised parameters using the

proportion of good peaks as

indicator. In general, a peak is

considered good if it met the

following criteria:

1. The boundaries of the peak

appear to encapsulate the

majority of the peak.

2. The boundaries of the peak

encapsulate the maximum of

the peak.

3. The peak is not immediately

surrounded by peaks of similar

intensity and shape that make

the peak itself look like noise.

4. The peak has a good shape or,

if not, strongly meets criteria 3.
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Peak Detection (QC)
R Code

## Frequency of identified peaks per file along the retention time axis.

plotChromPeakImage(xdata_QC_neg, xlim = NULL, log = FALSE,

xlab = "retention time", yaxt = par("yaxt", cex = 0.8, mar=c(5, 8, 5, 5)),

main = "Chromatographic peak counts")

## Extract a list of per-sample peak intensities

ints_QC_neg <- split(chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg)[, "into"], f =

chromPeaks(xdata_QC_neg)[, "sample"])

boxplot(ints_QC_neg, varwidth = TRUE, names = basename(QC_neg), par(mar =

c(12, 5, 4, 2)),cex = 0.6,

ylab = expression(RawData~intensity), main = "Peak intensities")

## Evaluate the noise correction by comparing the mean values intensiteis per QC

before and after peak detection.

boxplot(ints_QC_neg, varwidth = TRUE, names = basename(QC_neg), par(mar =

c(12, 5, 4, 2)),cex = 0.6,

ylab = expression(RawData~intensity), main = "Peak intensities", ylim = c(0,

5e+05))

## The same method will be followed for the peaks detection of the full dataset

using the optimized parameters

To get a global overview of the

peak detection we can plot the

frequency of identified peaks

per file along the retention time

axis (Figure 6). This allows to

identify time periods along the

MS run in which a higher

number of peaks was identified

and evaluate whether this is

consistent across files.

Boxplots can be, also, used for

evaluation purposes.
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Peak Detection (QC)
Results

Sample                  peak_count   rt.0%    rt.25%   rt.50%   rt.75%   

rt.100% 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**QC_11.mzML**      1853      1.877    11.39    14.05    17.19     93.63  

**QC_12.mzML**      1833      2.373    10.18    13.98    17.56     62.98  

**QC_13.mzML**      1727      3.207    11.18    14.05    17.33     62.17  

**QC_14.mzML**      1827       2.38    11.61     14.3    18.97     75.29  

**QC_15.mzML**      1771      0.5658   11.51    14.25    18.86     78.74  

**QC_16.mzML**      1779      4.069    12.44    14.38    19.26     57.82  

**QC_17.mzML**      1797      3.968    10.71    14.16    18.37     70.59  

**QC_18.mzML**      1775      3.234    10.33    14.16    18.72     89.76  

**QC_19.mzML**      1674       2.05    12.08    14.23    19.23     80.06  

**QC_20.mzML**      1753      4.766    12.05    14.37    18.88     61.74  

**QC_22.mzML**      1781      3.996    12.43    14.34    19.34     91.24  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 4: Signal to noise ratio cutoff (snthresh) parameter estimation.

Figure 6: Frequency of identified chromatographic

peaks along the retention time. The frequency is color

coded with higher frequency being represented by

yellow-white. Each line shows the peak frequency for

one file.
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Peak Detection
Results

The same commands and functions were followed for the peaks detection of the full dataset 

using the optimized parameters.

Figure 7: Peak intensity distribution per problem and QC sample.
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Alignment
Description

The alignment step, also referred to as retention time correction, aims at adjusting this

by shifting signals along the retention time axis to align the signals between different

samples within an experiment.

The obiwarp method will be used to align the samples, and more specific the function

adjustRtime, which uses different alignment algorithms depending on the provided

parameter class.

We use a binSize = 0.6 which creates warping functions in mz bins of 0.6.

Note that adjustRtime, besides calculating adjusted retention times for each spectrum,

does also adjust the reported retention times of the identified chromatographic peaks.

To evaluate the impact of the alignment we plot the BPC on the pre-adjusted and

adjusted data. In addition, we plot the differences of the adjusted- to the raw retention

times per sample using the plotAdjustedRtime function.
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Alignment
R Code

#---- Perform the alignment for the Problem Samples -----

xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM <- adjustRtime(xdata_PS_QC, param = ObiwarpParam(binSize = 0.6))

## Extract adjusted retention times

head(rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM))

## Extract raw retention times

head(rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM, adjusted = FALSE))

## Get the base peak chromatograms.

bpis_PS_QC <- chromatogram(xdata_PS_QC, aggregationFun = "max")

par(mfrow = c(2, 1), mar = c(4.5, 4.2, 1, 0.5))

plot(bpis_PS_QC, peakType = "none", main = "Base Peak Chromatogram before Retention Time

Correction")

bpis_PS_QC_adj_OM <- chromatogram(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM, aggregationFun = "max")

par(mfrow = c(2, 1), mar = c(4.5, 4.2, 1, 0.5))

plot(bpis_PS_QC_adj_OM, peakType = "none", main = "Base Peak Chromatogram after Retention Time

Correction")
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R Code

## Plot also the difference of adjusted to raw retention time.

plotAdjustedRtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM)

#evaluate the impact of the alignment on the ISTD peak

par(mfrow = c(2, 1))

#Calculate the difference between the adjusted and the raw retention times

diffRT_PS_OM <- rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM) - rtime(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM, adjusted = FALSE)

#By default, rtime and most other accessor methods return a numeric vector.

#To get the values grouped by sample we have to split this vector by file/sample.

diffRT_PS_OM <- split(diffRT_PS_OM, fromFile(xdata_PS_QC_adj_OM))

boxplot(diffRT_PS_OM, names = basename(ProblemSamples), col =

group_colors[raw_data_PS_QC$sample_group_],

main = "Obiwarp alignment resuls", las = 2, ylab = "adjusted - raw rt", par(mar = c(4, 4, 4, 4),

cex = 0.8))
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Alignment
Results

Figure 8: Base peak chromatogram before and after alignment (first and second from the top respectively) and

difference between adjusted and raw retention times along the retention time axis (bottom). Too large differences

between adjusted and raw retention times that could indicate poorly performing samples or alignment were not

detected.
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Description – R Code

The final step in the metabolomics pre-processing is the correspondence that

matches detected chromatographic peaks between samples. The method to perform

the correspondence in XCMS is groupChromPeaks. The algorithm combines

chromatographic peaks depending on the density of peaks along the retention time

axis within small slices along the mz dimensiononly chromatographic peaks present

in at least 50% of the samples per sample group are grouped into a feature. We use a

value of 0.5 for the minFraction parameter hence. The sample group assignment is

specified with the sampleGroups argument.

#-----Correspondence----------------------------------------

## Define the parameters for the peak density method

pdp_PS_QC_neg_cor<-PeakDensityParam(sampleGroups=pData(xdata_PS_QC_neg)$sample_group_PS_QC,

maxFeatures = 2000, minFraction = 0.5, bw =20)

xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor <- groupChromPeaks(xdata_PS_QC_neg, param = pdp_PS_QC_neg_cor)

DM_PS_QC_neg <- head(featureDefinitions(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor))

# Extract the mass and rt values peak integrated signal

DM_PS_QC_neg <- featureDefinitions(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor)

# Extract the "into" peak integrated signal

DM_PS_QC_neg_persample <- featureValues(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor, value = "into")
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Gap - Filling
Description – R Code

This feature matrix contains NA for samples in which no chromatographic peak was

detected in the feature’s m/z-rt region. While in many cases there might indeed be no

peak signal in the respective region, it might also be that there is signal, but the peak

detection algorithm failed to detect a chromatographic peak. XCMS provides the

fillChromPeaks method to fill in intensity data for such missing values from the

original files. The filled in peaks are added to the chromPeaks matrix and get a TRUE

value in the "is_filled" column of the chromPeakData data frame. Below we perform

such a filling-in of missing peaks.

## Filling missing peaks using default settings. Alternatively we could

## pass a FillChromPeaksParam object to the method.

xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil <- fillChromPeaks(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor)

head(featureValues(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil))
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Export Data
Description – R Code

The mass and rt values peak integrated signal and the "into" peak integrated signal

will be extracted using the dataset created after gap-filling, and will be exported in

.csv format using the write.table function from the utils v3.6.1 R package.

# Extract the mass and rt values peak integrated signal

DM_PS_QC_neg <- featureDefinitions(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil)

write.table(DM_PS_QC_neg,

file="D:/Data/HEALS_EXHES_Germany_Batch2/DataProcessing/Negative/HEALS_EXHES_German

y_Batch2_PS_QC_neg_DetectedMetabolites.csv", sep=",", row.names=FALSE)

# Extract the "into" peak integrated signal

DM_PS_QC_neg_persample <- featureValues(xdata_PS_QC_neg_Cor_Fil, value = "into")

write.table(DM_PS_QC_neg_persample,

file="D:/Data/HEALS_EXHES_Germany_Batch2/DataProcessing/Negative/HEALS_EXHES_German

y_Batch2_PS_QC_neg_DetectedMetabolites_persample.csv", sep=",", row.names=FALSE)
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Metabolites Identification
Description - Databases

The most crucial step for downstream bioinformatics analysis and one of the biggest

challenges is the annotation of metabolites.

The mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) value of a molecular ion of interest is searched

against metabolite database(s). The metabolites having molecular weights within a

specified tolerance to the query m/z value are retrieved from the databases as

putative identifications. These putative identifications serve as a foundation for further

metabolite verification. It is important to use multiple sources, in order to induce the

possibility of missing information. The following databases are the most used for

metabolites identification.

 Human Metabolome Database (HMDB): http://www.hmdb.ca/
 METLIN Metabolite Database: 

https://metlin.scripps.edu/landing_page.php?pgcontent=mainPage
 Madison Metabolomics Consortium Database (MMCD): 

http://mmcd.nmrfam.wisc.edu/
 LIPID MAPS Structure Database (LMSD):

 https://www.lipidmaps.org/data/structure/index.php
 KEGG COMPOUND: https://www.genome.jp/kegg/compound/
 MassBank: https://massbank.eu/MassBank/Search

http://www.hmdb.ca/
https://metlin.scripps.edu/landing_page.php?pgcontent=mainPage
http://mmcd.nmrfam.wisc.edu/
https://www.lipidmaps.org/data/structure/index.php
https://www.genome.jp/kegg/compound/
https://massbank.eu/MassBank/Search
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Metabolites Identification
CAMERA

The neutral molecular mass is inferred from the molecular ion m/z value, and depends on e.g.,

ionization mode (H+ or H-), ionization adducts (e.g., Na+, K+, NH4+), and fragments that are

common neutral losses, such as H2O, CO2, and HCOOH.

Querying databases for a single peak m/z value may lead to multiple plausible neutral molecular

masses, which increases false positive annotations and the workload in querying precursor ions

in databases.

CAMERA (Kuhl et al., 2012) is the most frequently used method to address this issue and

provides putative annotations for a set of features deriving from the same compound, e.g.,

molecular ions, isotopes, adducts, and in-source fragmentations.

Figure 9: Example of putative annotation of

randomly chosen features using R package

‘CAMERA’. Extracted ion chromatograms

(EIC) of labelled, putatively annotated peaks

potentially representing a metabolite, at

retention time 300 seconds.
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Metabolites Identification
MetaboSearch

MetaboSearch Tool v.1.2 developed by Zhou et al. (2012) can be used for metabolites

annotation resulted from the LC-MS untargeted metabolomics analyses.

MetaboSearch accepts two types of inputs: a list of m/z values or ion annotation

information along with m/z values, as acquired from CAMERA.

Figure 10: Interface of MetaboSearch tool for metabolites identification.
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Metabolites Identification
MetaboSearch

Used customized database: HMDB, Metlin, and Lipid Maps

The mass tolerance must be set based on the calculations performed for the internal standards,

as mentioned before.

In case of multiple possible annotated metabolites for one pair of m/z and rt, a comparison of the

MS from our analysis and the one from the database e.g. HMDB was performed.

Cross-referencing across multiple databases is performed when a particular identifier type is

missing from a database.

It is important to note that the annotated metabolites belong to the Level 2, 3 and 4 of

identification according to the Metabolomics Standard Initiative (MSI) reporting standards

(http://msi-workgroups.sourceforge.net/).

(Schrimpe-Rutledge et al., 2016)

Mass RT Compound Name Formula Cas ID Swiss-Prot IDKEGG ID ChEBI ID HMP ID Lipid ID NCBI ID Sample 1

285.061 1.83  3'-Methoxyfukiic acid C12H14O8 1033071.553

331.175 9.00 (1S,2S,4S,5S)-2,4-Thujanediol 4-O-beta-D-Glucopyranoside C16H28O7 240495-81-2 1.62E+07

197.0817 7.19 (2E,4E)-2,7-Dimethyl-2,4-octadienedioic acid C10H14O4 110107-15-8 2255486.292

141.0191 3.93 (2E,4Z)-4-hydroxy-6-oxohexa-2,4-dienoic acid C6H6O4 LMFA01030970 1027527.802

505.2636 8.73 (3b,9R)-5-Megastigmene-3,9-diol 9-[apiosyl-(1->6)-glucoside] C24H42O11 347852-04-4 1440859.103

305.1594 8.66 1-(beta-D-Glucopyranosyloxy)-3-octanone C14H26O7 194919-40-9 267108.0748

271.0726 6.70 1,2-Bis(4-nitrophenyl)ethane;4,4'-Dinitrodibenzyl C14H12N2O4 736-30-1 8108684.889

195.0521 5.05 1,3-Dimethyluric acid C7H8N4O3 944-73-0 2354681.656

133.0504 1.20 1-Deoxy-D-xylulose C5H10O4 C06257 933823.471

181.0366 3.74 1-Methyluric acid C6H6N4O3 708-79-2 5120504.713

181.0367 3.44 1-Methyluric acid C6H6N4O3 708-79-2 1.50E+07

153.0192 5.25 2,4-Dihydroxybenzoic acid C7H6O4 89-86-1 309377.5223

154.9986 3.76 2,5-Furandicarboxylic acid C6H4O5 3238-40-2 4217080.232

Table 5: Example spreadsheet to import non-Agilent data. Click this 

image to open the spreadsheet.
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workflow
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Data Processing
“Clean Data”

Log Transformation

Helps to remove heteroscedasticity from the data and correct for a skewed data distribution. This

operation is easily performed in R using the log function. The default option is to compute the

natural logarithm. However, the general form log (x, base) computes logarithms with any desired

based. The base 2 log transformation is commonly used in metabolomics studies. Note that the

log function will return NA for any zero values in the data matrix.

Normalisation

In metabolomics research, it is important to reduce systematic error in experimental conditions.

First a batch effect correction procedure that was previously described by Rusilowicz et al.

(2016), will performed. Secondly, the quantile normalization was applied using the

preprocessCore R package, and more specific the normalize.quantiles function, following an

Exploratory Analysis.

Filtering

Beside the careful design of the samples acquisition process and the careful cleaning and

maintenance of the equipment before a batch analysis, to obtain consistent variables the

resulting matrix was further reduced by the 80% rule. The 80% rule which was applied to the QC

samples. If there are variables with more than 80% missing values (those with ion intensity = 0)

were excluded. The 80% rule was not applied to all the samples at once, because this would

have as a result the loss of important metabolites reflecting to the biological status of the system.

The instrument and overall process variability were then determined by calculating the

median RSD for all the endogenous metabolites, in case of the presented cohorts.
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Data Processing
“Clean Data”

Multivariate Statistical Analysis

Moreover, the analytical performance was evaluated with respect to the whole metabolomic

pattern by using PCA. The relative position of a sample in the PCA scores plot is determined by

the metabolomic pattern obtained that, is the sum of its composition and the response obtained

by the analytical platform. Samples that cluster together have a more similar metabolic pattern

than those that cluster apart. Therefore, QC samples that belonging to the same class should be

clustering together. Thus, a correct clustering of the samples is an indicative of a good analytical

performance.

Figure 11: On the left the 3D PCA Scores plot for the QCs of the example dataset. Component 1 (or x- axis) represents

the 24.46 % of the original dataset, component 2 (or y-axis) the 13.62%, and the component 3 (or z-axis) the 12.05%.

On the right, the 2D PCA Scores plot is displayed.
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Data Processing
Pathway Analysis

The next step in the downstream bioinformatics analysis is the pathway mapping that reveals the 

roles that metabolites play in relation to each other and in biological aberrations. A plethora of 

tools have been developed for this purpose, as well as, online databases. A brief description of 

the available databases for pathway analysis is given below:

 KEGG PATHWAY: https://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
 HumanCyc: https://humancyc.org/
 Reactome: https://reactome.org/
 WikiPathways: https://www.wikipathways.org/index.php/WikiPathways

Name URL

BioCyc - Omics 

Viewer
http://biocyc.org

iPath http://pathways.embl.de

KaPPA-View http://kpv.kazusa.or.jp/en/

KEGG http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html

MapMan http://mapman.gabipd.org/web/guest/mapman

MetPA http://metpa.metabolomics.ca

Metscape http://metscape.ncibi.org

MGV http://www.microarray-analysis.org/mayday

Paintomics http://www.paintomics.org

Pathos http://motif.gla.ac.uk/Pathos/

Pathvisio http://www.pathvisio.org/

ProMetra
http://www.cebitec.uni-

bielefeld.de/groups/brf/software/prometra_info/

Reactome http://www.reactome.org

VANTED http://vanted.ipk-gatersleben.de

Table 6: Pathway Mapping and visualisation tools.

https://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
https://humancyc.org/
https://reactome.org/
https://www.wikipathways.org/index.php/WikiPathways
http://biocyc.org/
http://pathways.embl.de/
http://kpv.kazusa.or.jp/en/
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
http://mapman.gabipd.org/web/guest/mapman
http://metpa.metabolomics.ca/
http://metscape.ncibi.org/
http://www.microarray-analysis.org/mayday
http://www.paintomics.org/
http://motif.gla.ac.uk/Pathos/
http://www.pathvisio.org/
http://www.cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de/groups/brf/software/prometra_info/
http://www.reactome.org/
http://vanted.ipk-gatersleben.de/
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The presented workflow focuses on the GeneSpring Pathway Architect, which can be used to map the results 

from single experiments onto curated pathways. This module finds relevant pathways associated with the 

experiment organism from the total number of pathways present in the tool pathways comprising the Biocyc, 

KEGG and WikiPathways databases based on similar entities (matched entities) between the pathway and the 

entity list, in comparison to other tools that focuses only on the entries of one database (e.g KEGG). 

Note that the Pathway Analysis Module of the GeneSpring GX supports Identified, Unidentified, and Combined 

(Identified + Unidentified) types of experiment creation for Generic data. The first entry that appears in any one 

of the Compound Name, CAS ID, Swiss-Prot ID, and Formula columns (in that order) is used to name the 

entity. If no entry appears in any of these four columns, the compound is considered to be unidentified.

Figure 12: Data import in GeneSpring GX to perform pathway analysis.
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Figure 13: Results of pathway analysis using the GeneSpring GX software.
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